Building materials
Look who's on your side in the fight to design more school for the money.

Azrock vinyl asbestos floor tile serves more school requirements more perfectly than any other type of flooring. Yet it costs less than it did 20 years ago. And today it's a better floor...now and for the future. So Azrock saves valuable dollars to let you design more school for the money. Look at the other ways Azrock is on your side: Fresh, new styling gives schools an atmosphere for learning • fire resistant, will not support combustion • discourages vandalism • easy, economical cleaning and stain removal • non-allergenic, mildew proof, no odor retention • exceeds federal specifications. Keep taxpayers happy without sacrificing quality. Specify Azrock...more floor for the money.

Write for free samples and no-wax maintenance information. Azrock Floor Products, Dept. 529A, P. O. Box 531, San Antonio, Texas 76292. Floor shown is Cortina and Premiere, two of over 150 colors and styles.

an Azrock floor looks good any way you look at it.
The subdued approach to Reflective Glass

With the increasing use of reflective glass for outstanding solar control and lower operating costs, more and more buildings are sticking out in harsh, metallic glare.

Now, Shatterproof Glass Corporation has developed a refined, subdued Reflective Glass that still offers the benefits of the harsh reflective glasses. Manufactured in three configurations—Insulating, Laminated and Monolithic—for complete versatility.

Depending on the type specified, it can also provide thermal control, sound control, security and safety benefits. Available in subdued tones of bronze, gold, gray and chrome in the largest quality sizes in the industry.

To learn more, write for our Reflective Brochure, Shatterproof Glass Corporation, Dept. 101A, 4815 Cabot Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48210. Phone: 313/582-6200.
Which couple works in a sprinklered building?

It's hard to believe, but most mannequins are better protected against fire than man. Department stores are sprinkler protected. So are warehouse and manufacturing facilities. But most high rise buildings—where more and more of our population work and live—are not.

But tough new building codes are beginning to change all that. Right now, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, Ohio and scores of cities, towns and municipalities have passed tough new building codes banning new construction of unsprinklered high rise buildings.

Whether you're a building owner or developer, an architect or specifying engineer, you should be aware of this growing trend toward life safety. Facing the future now and learning all you can about sprinklering properly could save you money in the future when you come face to face with one of these tough new codes.

Save you money? That's right. Permissive clauses in building codes vary from city to city, but sprinklering your next high rise will make it safer and could save you money in many or all of the following ways: Flame spread ratings of surface finishing materials can be increased. Fire ratings of walls, doors, roofs, floors, beams, trusses and columns can be reduced. The distance between fire exits can be increased, leading to fewer stairways. Larger non-compartmented areas are permissible, and fire barrier requirements can be eliminated. Smokeproof entrance closures to exit stairs can be eliminated if stairways are pressurized. The requirement for "areas of refuge" can be waived. Manual fire alarm systems may be eliminated. Fire hoses and cabinets can be eliminated. Riser piping is permitted to serve as combined sprinkler riser and fire department standpipe.

Sprinklers cost, it's true. But sprinklers save money, too. The average high rise can be sprinklered for approximately $1 per square foot. Investigate the construction cost savings involved in your next high rise. The results may surprise you.

Grinnell Fire Protection Systems Company, Inc. has been designing and building sprinkler systems for more than 120 years. We would be happy to work with you in the planning of an automatic sprinkler system in your next high rise building. If you'd like more information on how we can help, call the nearest Grinnell district office listed in the Yellow Pages, or write Grinnell Fire Protection Systems Company, Inc., 10 Dorrance Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02903.

Sold throughout Europe by Kopperschmidt Sprinkler G.m.b.H., Kaltenkirchen, Germany.
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Progressive Architecture

Building materials

Editorial: Material resources: the architect’s market basket.

Let us eat cake

Building materials shortages are worldwide and architects must learn to cope with stock items in lieu of those custom designed.

Bravado with bricks

Brick as a building material has changed little in its centuries of use. Ulrich Franzen tells why he prefers it for many buildings.

Savvy about steel, game with glass

Long known for their technical innovations, Kevin Roche, John Dinkeloo & Associates cope ably with materials shortages.

Steel stands, girding glass

A master in its use of glass and steel, the Office of Mies van der Rohe adjusts to a steel shortage and an energy crisis.

Panache in panels

Identified with the ‘high-tech’ aesthetic, Gruen Associates advocates building systems and factory-made and coordinated building components.

Connoisseurs of cast-in-place

Those architects, like I.M. Pei & Partners who rely heavily on cast-in-place concrete pit improved techniques against short supply and high cost.

Wild about wood

This time-honored material, long used intuitively for private residences by Callister, Payne & Bischoff, now serves the developers’ market.

Interior design: A view from inside

The contract interiors industry has been greatly affected by many materials shortages. Higher prices, longer deliveries, and cut-backs result.

Conclusion

The important factors that influence the use and development of materials are examined in detail by Albert G.H. Dietz.

Technics

Specifications clinic: Roofing sheet metal and flashing.

Selected details: Inside the looking glass.
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System 610
A Class 1A fire-hazard classification panel system.

System 310
Smooth-fitting V-groove joints give the appearance of a continuous surface.
Where there's a wall, there's a Wilsonwall way — to cover it beautifully, economically, practically.

Wilsonwall paneling systems allow you to meet the most exacting building codes and still create the look you want, maintain the design control you need.

Each Wilsonwall system is available in the complete range of Wilson Art woodgrains and solid colors. Contrast, coordinate, match: Each area in a building can have the wall system that most exactly meets the need—and all can be aesthetically compatible.

Where you need Class 1A fire-hazard protection, use System 610. Beautiful and practical, but with added fire protection.

For easy care and long-lived beauty, System 310, with its appearance of a continuous surface, is ideal. Colors and patterns coordinate or match exactly the other interior walls. Available in Class I and Class II fire-hazard classification.

For unusual beauty with economy, choose System 110. Laminated plastic reveal strips accent the panels in contrasting, coordinating or matching colors. Available in Class I or Class II fire-hazard classification.

Whatever your design needs, whatever your code requirements, whatever you want for your interior walls, there's a Wilsonwall way. Call your Wilson Art architectural design representative today.

WAREHOUSES:
ATLANTA (404) 377-0731
BOSTON (617) 662-9700
CHICAGO (312) 625-7590
DENVER (303) 388-3686
LOS ANGELES (213) 771-8141
MIAMI (305) 822-5140
NEW JERSEY (609) 662-4747
NEW YORK (914) 268-6892
SAN FRANCISCO (415) 782-6055
SEATTLE (206) 228-1300
TEMPLE, TEXAS (817) 776-2711

When the chips are down, you can depend on Wilson Art.
Eisenman's expression

Peter Eisenman has had things too much his own way. His intelligence and seriousness are sufficiently rare in architects that his ideas go unchallenged. The usual reaction is dumbness, i.e., silence—I don't exclude myself. This letter won't attempt a closely reasoned rebuttal, but only suggests certain areas of doubt.

As Eisenman has explained, the shallowness of current architectural discourse drove him to an examination of other disciplines in search of a more rigorous critical framework. He found what he wanted in linguistics, specifically in the transformational grammar of Noam Chomsky. According to Chomsky, the structure of language is the best model for the structure of mental processes. Chomsky has postulated a universal grammar for all languages at the level of what he calls "deep structure." He believes that language ability depends on, or reflects, innate mental structures, that it is an innate feature of linguistic ability which accounts for the ability of children to learn a language so easily and for what Chomsky calls our creative use of language, the ability to understand and construct sentences which cannot be accounted for on the basis of learning or analogy. Chomsky rejects the stimulus/response mechanism suggested by psychology as able to account for human use of language.

What I understand Peter Eisenman to be arguing is that there may be a similar innate level of response to form, to what he calls the structure of form. The difficult aspect of Chomsky's theory is the exact manner of the transformations from the universal deep structure to the specific grammar of individual languages. This is a very complex process, which, luckily, each of us carry out unconsciously, and it is this complexity, which he carries over, that accounts for the difficulty of Eisenman's writing, but I want to speak of what seem to be contradictions in his thesis.

The basic difficulty I see in Eisenman's use of Chomsky's theory lies in the indifference of linguistics to quality of language use. The deep structure of Shakespeare or Joyce or Celine is the same as that of Spiro Agnew or myself. Linguistics is absolutely indifferent to the aesthetic quality. In Chomsky's use of the term, Agnew and Joyce are equally creative. What Chomsky is attempting to show is how everybody makes sentences, to describe in part the mental processes of everyone; art criticism must deal with differing abilities. Thus, I think one could agree with Eisenman that there may be an innate deep level response to the structure of form, but so what? Furthermore, it doesn't necessarily follow that an increase of complexity to the formal structure contributes to an increase of quality or of meaning.

The second area of error to me in Eisenman's argument is unrelated to linguistics. What I want to suggest is that his use of the word "expression" is mere laziness, a holdover from conventional architectural writing. Architects are always expressing something: they express structure, mechanical systems, function, regional qualities, even themselves. This is baloney. The word expression is so hackneyed, so indefinite, that it means nothing. If Peter Eisenman were to review his use of this word and to attempt to explain what he means by it, he would never use it again.

And this is my suggestion: that the word "expression" be banned for 50 years. My idea of why "expression" is harmful is too complicated and hazy for complete discussion here, but one thing is clear, that is the meaninglessness of the current use, all current uses, of the term. Furthermore, since expression is so important to so many architects, it is also obvious that some other idea is needed. I would guess that this is what Peter Eisenman is looking for. As I have already written to him, I think "information" may be a more useful word than "expression." We need something more exact. Rosalind Krauss seems to me to be getting at a similar point in her discussion of Minimal Art in the latest OPPOSITIONS (#2).

Again and again it becomes clear that the lack of any dialogue between architecture and the art world is damaging—especially for architecture. For example, Sol LeWitt's Paragraphs and Sentences on Conceptual Art quoted in Lucy Lippard's Six Years: . . . may be as useful for architects as for LeWitt himself.

Thomas Killian
New York, N.Y.

Eisenman's experiment

"House III" is an excellent article, about an important piece of architecture in a very interesting issue (P/A, May 1974). Peter Eisenman's work represents one of the most serious and uncompromising searches in architecture. By closing the architectural system and exploring its immanent qualities he takes a difficult (yet, full of implications) path that is different and somewhat opposed to more accepted investigations which take architecture as a support of extrinsic values and meanings.

His work has been grossly misinterpreted by many, and negative "criticism" has missed the point by addressing systematically nonpertinent issues. P/A does a remarkable job presenting his House III in a format that avoids a simple vulgarization and at the same time it helps to dispel some widespread misjudgments. However this was not enough to clarify some readers' views, who are now caught in their own arguments. It is probably Mr. Miller's vivid account of his experience in House III that they cannot accept. (Peter Eisenman's writings require some sound knowledge of architecture to be commented upon.) Here it is, a client of Peter Eisenman's house who is quite happy with it ("I guess you win, Peter. . ."). Now that this imputed "problem" has dissipated, what matters is to consider and evaluate Eisenman's approach and search in architecture together with its theoretical implications: this I find extremely relevant. In this respect, Bruno Zevi's recent praise of Eisenman's work (among others) in "L'Architettura" (May 1974) is reassuring.

Jorge Silvetti
Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Insurance companies must, by their very nature, be cautious. They like to have a good idea of the lifetime of anything they deal with.

So when SAFECO Insurance Companies went shopping for 26,000 square yards of carpeting for their new 22-story corporate headquarters in Seattle, they evaluated very carefully and chose carpeting by Collins & Aikman made of Anso nylon.

This second generation soil hiding nylon's natural longevity is backed up by Guarantesteeth — the guarantee with teeth. That's Allied Chemical's assurance that the carpet will not wear more than 10% in five years, or we'll replace it, installation included. Allied Chemical can make this promise because we test every carpet made of Anso nylon ten different ways to be sure it will stand up to day-in, day-out wear and tear. Insist on Anso nylon. Look for the label with the fierce little animal who symbolizes our Guarantesteeth and get the carpet with the 5-year guarantee.

For a list of mills using Anso nylon, write to: Allied Chemical Corporation, Fibers Division, Contract Furnishings Dept., PA, One Times Square, New York, New York 10036. Or phone 212-736-7000.

Guarantesteeth. The guarantee with teeth.
In beautiful Venezuela modest block houses are transformed
into sparkling white, waterproof homes, quickly and economically with THOROSEAL

Over 20,000 low-cost, masonry houses were waterproofed and protected with THOROSEAL. Two coats of THOROSEAL, applied by brush, were all that was required to completely eliminate moisture and water penetration, and to provide an attractive, durable finish as well. THOROSPAN ONE COMPONENT was used to provide a flexible seal for the joints between the metal columns and the masonry.

This method of waterproofing permitted the Housing Authority of Venezuela to build more houses at a lower cost, and to improve substantially the living conditions.
The energy crisis has triggered a ground swell of opinion against glass. In the search for a scapegoat the recurring theme has become: get rid of glass. Glass, we're told, wastes energy. Glass buildings have been labeled "energy sieves." Glass vision area has come to be thought of as a necessary evil (if, indeed, all that necessary). Rash solutions are a dime a dozen. And virtually all these solutions are just arbitrary prescriptions against the amount of glass used. The fact of the matter is that compared to marble, steel, aluminum or wood, only wood insulates better than glass. Even so, since insulated backing can equalize them all, the argument against glass in nonvision areas becomes moot.

But of the five, only glass is transparent. So for vision areas there's not much choice. Another fact is that in a typical 10- to 20-story building a mere 15% of the energy consumed goes to compensate for heat gained or lost through the walls and ceiling. And that's using basic 1/4" single-glazed clear glass. A building's energy efficiency should be judged by performance, not prejudged by outdated misconceptions. And you can get efficient performance without resorting to high-rise log cabins or tower-in dungeons. You can get it from glass. PPG Glass.
Glass is glass is nonsense.
Virtually all of the criticism of glass is aimed at the simplest, most basic kind—clear, single-glazed, \( \frac{3}{4} \)" thick.
But glass is more than that. Much more.
Glass is a product of modern technology. And at PPG it has evolved and grown until, today, glass is a whole host of architectural materials that are as scientifically sophisticated and esthetically advanced as any other building product available.
In short, there is a glass to meet virtually every building demand. Including those made by the energy crisis.

Mirror, mirror.
Today there is reflective glass. And there is insulating glass.

And there is PPG Solarban™ Twindow® reflective insulating glass.
It is as far superior to single-glazed clear glass as a 747 is to a single-engine prop.
A comparison (see diagram) shows that there is indeed no comparison.
Solarban 575 Twindow reflective insulating glass is practically four times more efficient in reducing solar heat gain.
Esthetically, its reflectivity produces an optical effect no other building material can approach. A building of Solarban Twindow reflective glass becomes virtually one with its surroundings. No matter how monumental the structure, it's never a ponderous, heavy-handed intrusion onto the scene.

Solarban Twindow reflective insulating glass combines high performance and enviable esthetics to help produce buildings that can, in effect and efficiency, please everybody.

It's not brand new.
PPG Solarban Twindow reflective insulating glass fits in so perfectly with the demands created by the energy crisis that you might think it was designed specifically to meet them.
KNOW THE FACTS.

But it wasn't. Solarban Twindow insulating glass was already being used when energy was still a cheap commodity. So it's not some novel curiosity to be viewed with a skeptical eye. In more than seven years of use in some of the most prestigious buildings in the country, Solarban Twindow reflective insulating glass has proved itself a highly effective energy saver.

The Equivalent Energy Benefit.

Some people are saying that, to save energy, glass should comprise no more than 20% of the wall area. In addition to the obvious aesthetic and psychological shortcomings of this suggestion, it's once again a case of talking about the wrong kind of glass.

To prove our point we conducted computerized research. Using a hypothetical office building 15 stories high, we plotted (see graph) the annual energy consumption of this building as a function of different quantities of different kinds of glass.

As you can see, you can achieve greater energy efficiency using 70% Solarban 575 Twindow reflective insulating glass than you can with 20% single-glazed clear glass.

In fact, the difference in energy consumption between a wall 70% Solarban 575 Twindow insulating glass and an opaque wall* is virtually negligible.

So the answer to more efficient buildings is not a headlong rush to less glass, but a calculated move to high-performance glass.

*Nonvision wall areas in this study are presumed to be heavyweight construction (U=0.09).
PPG HIGH-PERFORMANCE GLASS IS NOT A GAMBLE.

Smart money is still on glass.
The big developers—the ones with the most to lose from inefficient buildings—haven't been scared off by all the clamor against glass.

They know that a building that doesn't rent, no matter how efficient, is the biggest waste of all.

Like us at PPG, they believe that glass buildings can meet any reasonable, sensible standards of efficiency (measured, perhaps, in Btu’s/sq. ft.).

Computer analysis.

Before we try to sell you even one square foot of our high-performance glass, we'll have your building specifications and our glass recommendations evaluated by PPG Computer Analysis.

The analysis can evaluate a wide variety of alternative glass products, giving you specific energy requirements for each option, and long-range costs. It takes the guesswork out of selecting glass.

So if you're planning a building, get in touch with PPG. High-performance glass can give your building efficiency as well as excitement.

Write: ENERGY, PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

PPG INDUSTRIES

The First International Building Owner: The First National Bank in Dallas
Architects: Harwood K. Smith & Partners, Dallas; and Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, Dallas and St. Louis
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What you’re putting up tells us what MAGEE carpet goes down.

CALL MAGEE CONTRACT, 919 THIRD AVE., NEW YORK CITY, FOR OUR TECHNICAL CARPET KNOW-HOW.
THE MAGEE CARPET COMPANY, BLOOMSBURG, PA./FERRY G.A.
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Part of The Celotex Team, geared to deliver. From top left clockwise: Brasher, Rissmiller, Waine, Hasselbach, Riley.
Celotex: We deliver long before your roofing specs have begun.

Because our deliveries begin with our service. Service in the form of an expert team of built-up roofing specialists.

Men who've made built-up roofing a major part of their daily lives. Men who want to share their knowledge with you.

Got a question?
Pick up your phone and contact your Celotex commercial roofing rep. He's handled a lot of roofing challenges and will probably have the answer. If he doesn't, he can quickly get in touch with the Celotex Team member who does.

Men like John Hasselbach, who guides the team in marketing and distribution; Ed Rissmiller of our R&D department; Arch Riley, 30 years in production and quality control; Bill Waine, sales manager with 20 years BUR experience; Sam Brasher, product manager... and many others including members of a fully-staffed architectural services group.

We call our roofing experts the Celotex Team. But, they're really your team.

To call on at any time.
We think good service is as important as good roofing products.
Look! No wall support or bucks are needed to install Jamison Two-Post Self-Suspension Doors!

This new power operated bi-parting cold storage door is equipped with two steel posts ... permitting quick, economical installation. Its specially engineered rail-suspension system lets full weight of sliding doors be borne by floor instead of walls. Exclusive full height, full travel safety edges cause bi-parting doors to return to open position on contact with person or object.

Other new JamisStand features:

- 6" x 6" steel support posts are quickly anchored to floor.
- Shims simplify leveling of the track in case of uneven floors.
- Adjustable hanger assembly features antiderailing device.
- Instant change from power to manual operation from front or back.

Now get traditional Jamison quality, performance and service in more cooler and freezer door styles ... designed and built by Jamison to meet every price range! Write or call for details.

COLD STORAGE DOORS BY

JAMISON

JAMISON DOOR CO • HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
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Albuquerque Bank
Keeps Its Cool And Saves Energy, Too.

Energy Conserving Capability. This was a big factor in the selection of insulated porcelain-on-steel panels as a building material for this New Mexico Bank. In the sizzling summer heat of Albuquerque temperatures frequently soar to well above 100°F. Yet the heat gain through a square foot of insulated porcelain-on-steel panel is minimal . . . only 25% as great as the gain through insulated glass walls.

And so the interior of the New Mexico Bank, with perimeter walls of AllianceWall porcelain-on-steel and precast concrete, will stay comfortably cool on the hottest days while saving a great deal of energy. The 1" porcelain panels used in this project provide approximately the same insulation as a 12" brick wall.

For complete information on the unusual thermal insulating qualities of AllianceWall porcelain-on-steel panels, write for free catalogue.

AllianceWall CORPORATION
Box 247, Alliance, Ohio 44601

Other factories in Okmulgee, Oklahoma; Genk, Belgium; Odense, Denmark.
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MR. BARWICK IS CONFIRMED ON FLIGHT 904.
Traveling first class is a Barwick tradition. After all, we make the most extensive selection of contract carpet and tufted wall coverings for every design imaginable.

This is just one of them: "Educator,” a 100% Celanese Fortrel® polyester carpet recommended for heavy commercial traffic. Carries a 5-year wear guarantee. With the added protection of anti-static Brunslon. In 12 functional colors.

For more information on the carpet that meets the requirements of the job you're working on, call Bob Alpert collect at 404/451-4761, or write: Barwick Contract Carpet Systems, Chamblee, Ga. 30341.

BARWICK CONTRACT CARPET SYSTEMS™
A Division of E.T. Barwick Mills.® World's leading maker of tufted carpets.
ASG REFLECTOVUE®
The Glass Company believes anything that wastes energy doesn't deserve to be called beautiful.

So we've made sure that rich-looking gold Reflectovue® does a beautiful energy-saving job. Reflectovue rejects up to 90% of the solar heat when used with ASG’s TruTherm® insulating units. It combines this superior heat reflection with an excellent thermal performance, plus a low “U” value and shading coefficient. Reflectovue’s ability to control heat loss and gain means less strain on heating and air conditioning equipment. So, while its vacuum deposited thin metallic coating of pure gold is mirroring the environment, Reflectovue is hard at work conserving energy. ASG Reflectovue. It looks—and performs—like a real beauty.
Lawsuits surface over Hawaiian stadium

A suit and countersuit concerning professional services and contractor’s performance have arisen over the 50,000-seat Oahu Stadium scheduled for completion in January. Hawaiian Dredging & Construction Company, a subsidiary of the Dillingham Corporation, initiated the suits by charging architects Charles Luckman Associates of Los Angeles with negligence in preparing plans and specifications. Luckman has entered a countersuit against the Dillingham Corporation on charges that the construction division, HD & C, concealed bad workmanship and tried to place the blame on others.

The HD & C suit, filed in Federal District Court, Honolulu, is seeking punitive damages of $1 million and actual damages in excess of $10,000. Luckman is suing for $5 million in damages. Of primary concern is the malfunction of a seating mechanism that would move four grandstands 140 feet to convert the field from football to baseball. Due to existing conditions, the system, supplied by RolAir, is not working. HD & C claims that Luckman failed “to show or properly take into account the true subsurface conditions of the stadium site” when designing the concrete pads on which the seating rests, and that the specifications call for a porosity of concrete which is “impossible to measure or construct.”

Luckman denied the charges and further indicated that HD & C poured the runways with excessive variations and repeatedly failed to take corrective action when deficiencies were pointed out. The stadium is being built for the State of Hawaii; associate architect is Michael T. Suzuki & Associates, Honolulu.

New look for News report

Beginning with this issue, P/A’s News report will appear in a three-column format with larger headlines to give its readers a faster-paced news section and to further emphasize the distinction between news and editorial features. At the same time, News report has changed the title of “Buildings on the way up” to “In progress” allowing a wider choice of subjects, and has added a new column, “In perspective,” which will cover in greater depth newsworthy projects. “Architecture west” was renamed...
News report

"Report from" with a changing dateline to expand the possibilities of coverage by P/A's regular West Coast correspondents—Esther McCoy, Sally Woodbridge, and Roger Montgomery—as well as by other contributors.

Soleri workshop accepting participants

Paolo Soleri's six-week workshop at Arcosanti, his arcology prototype under construction on the Arizona mesa, is open for participants for the fall session, which will bring to a close this year's series. Workshops will resume in March. Those accepted will help construct the precast concrete megastructure and receive room and board. Inquiries may be sent to Soleri at the Cosanti Foundation, Doubletree Road, Scottsdale, Ariz. 85253.

Brotherly love

Few areas in design these days arouse as much controversy as preservation, and the battlefront can come even into the ranks of the profession itself. In Philadelphia, architects as well as increasing members from the public are outspokenly against the changes which Design Research, a prominent retailer of contemporary products based in Cambridge, Mass., has proposed for the 19th-Century Van Rensselaer mansion on Rittenhouse Square. Concern centers not around the exterior, which essentially will be preserved, but on the opulent interiors that would be enlarged and significantly modified by the plan given Design Research by its architects Architectural Resources Cambridge Inc.

"Naturally when you go into a building of that type you want to save everything," said Colin Smith of Architectural Resources. As planned, however, the first three floors substantially will be gutted and a mezzanine added. Among the more outstanding items in the path of renovation are a stained glass dome, which would be retained although in a different setting, a
fireplace in the entrance hall, a curved balcony, and the dining room called the Doge Room, which will be restored. But Smith said the store absolutely needs unobstructed floor space—and more of it—to make the venture successful economically. Moreover, added Design Research president Philip Doub, renovation is the lesser of evils in view of the landlord's feeling: "Wouldn't it make a nice parking lot?" Indeed, that is just what faced the Philadelphia Historical Commission when it approved plans several months ago. "The alternative was possible demolition," said the commission's historian, Richard Tyler. Anyway, the commission gets another opportunity to crack down on the plans when a building permit, yet unapplied for, comes up for approval. Meanwhile the AIA's Philadelphia chapter has formed a temporary task force to establish minimum standards of preservation for the house.

This isn't Philadelphia's only brush with situations like this: last year Caldwell's, a prominent jewelry store, began modernizing by painting walnut architectural woodwork a pale blue whereupon scores of customers dropped charge accounts and boycotted the store. The painting ceased, and the store restored the woodwork. But even this tale appears not to impress Design Research. Said Daub, "The building's been on the market three years, and it took us a year to figure out what to do." He won't abandon plans now.

**AID and NSID vote to merge**

After nearly 20 years of separation, the American Institute of Interior Designers and the National Society of Interior Designers have voted to merge, and the new organization, to be known as the American Society of Interior Designers, is expected to appear Jan. 1, 1975. National officers for ASID will be elected from among the combined 9000 membership on Oct. 9, 1974, at a special board meeting in Portland, Ore. The consolidation makes the new society the largest organization of professional interior designers in the world. The vote to merge came in July. AID was formed in 1931; its New York chapter broke away in 1957 leading to the formation of NSID.

**Chicago sculpture exhibit**

Sculpture by five well-known Americans will be exhibited in Chicago through Sept. 14 in the courts and lobbies of One and Two Illinois Center, 111 E. Wacker Drive, buildings designed by the Office of Mies van der Rohe. The exhibit is the second of this scope sponsored by the Center and Metropolitan Structures; the first was in 1968. George Sugarman, William King, Mark Di Suvero, John Henry, and Michael Hall are the sculptors.

**Where the money is**

A seminar on how design professionals may obtain grants from numerous sources now available will be held Oct. 4 and 5 in Washington, D.C. under sponsorship of the American Society of Landscape Architects Foundation. The seminar is based on the assumption that designers lack the same expertise in obtaining grants as that possessed by their colleagues in other fields such as education or medicine. Further information on the seminar is available by writing the ASLA Foundation, 1750 Old Meadow Road, McLean, Va. 22101.

**De facto ban against plastics**

Action by the Federal Trade Commission, which has the effect of banning the use of foamed (cellular) plastics for insulation and other purposes, may have a major impact on construction costs and design considerations. The FTC, after nearly two years of investigation into fire characteristics of the plastics, has obtained "consent decrees" from 25 manufacturers that will: 1) Prohibit use of words such as "nonburning," "self-extinguishing," and "noncombustible" in advertising or sales literature concerning these materials and further prohibit reference to flame-spread tests of the ASTM; 2) Require the manufacturers to notify all major customers since 1968 of the danger of fire and toxic gases from such materials and require ASTM to notify all of its 13,000 members as well; 3) Require companies to establish a $5 million research program to produce better testing methods.
In perspective: Modern barn raising

It took 10 minutes to design and 30 working days to erect—save for such finishing touches as hanging the doors and windows. Moreover, it only cost $4000 and a few *al fresco* suppers for the builders—members and friends of the artists community for which the structure was built.

The barn is two-stories high and serves as a workshop, garage, apartment, and parking space for assorted vehicles including a road grader which the community, called Peaceable Kingdom School, bought from a retiring contractor. The project, near Houston, Texas, is by Architects Incahoots & Associates of Houston; partner in charge was Danny Samuels. The major construction material was plywood surplus from the stage at the Watkins Glen, N.Y., concert which was brought to Texas for another concert then sold for $1200. The fir columns and 46 trusses, made on a jig by workers who never had built anything before, were erected in a day-long barn raising climaxed by a wedding celebration and square dance.

Because the natural landscape in Navasota, Texas, is rolling hills and trees, the barn is nestled into a dip making it less obtrusive. To reduce the impact of its great bulk, 4' x 4' diagonal shingles are laid in a sawtooth pattern and painted green at the bottom of the barn to ground the structure; the top is stained a natural color picking up the tree line; and the corrugated galvanized tin roof is a brilliant silver reflecting the sky. Bright yellow vents provide contrast. Perhaps even more striking is the cost: $2 per sq ft, not including electricity.

Incahoots is a two-year-old design and planning firm of four partners who first collaborated on a senior project at Rice University designing an inner-city shopping mall. Since then they have worked on two houses, several office extensions, a small bank, loft houses—which won't be built—and a men's store.

[News continued on page 28]
structural, acoustical.

There's no end to the ways you can be constructive with Tectum® Roof Deck. Look at the way it was used in Gund Hall, shown at left. As a structural material, Tectum gives the roof a thin, efficient section, and demonstrates impressive insulating values as well. In the two-inch thickness, resistance to heat transmission is 3.50. With its Noise Reduction Coefficient in the .50-.60 range, it soaks up sound. And with its rugged finish, Tectum looks good exposed.

The reason Tectum is so constructive is because of the way it's put together. An exclusive inorganic binder bonds long wood fibers into a compact sheet under heat and pressure. Like wood, it's easy to cut, shape and install. Tectum has been given an uplift rating of Class 90.

Long Span Tectum Roof Deck
Tectum is also available in Long Span® Tectum. This adaptation allows even greater areas of the exposed Tectum surface to remain unbroken by purlins. Tongue and groove edge of Long Span Tectum is designed for galvanized 16-gauge steel channels. These channels permit spans of up to 6' for 3", 5' for 2½", and 4' for 2" thick Long Span Tectum.

Like other Tectum Roof Deck, Long Span Tectum has factory-applied asphalt felt membrane, and is applicable to flat or pitched roofs with steel, wood or concrete framing.

So for a good-looking way to cut roofing costs, why not cut down on the number of materials you use? With Tectum, or Long Span Tectum.

Tectum is one of the reasons that we're gypsum and then some.

For more information, write Gold Bond Building Products, Division of National Gypsum Company, Dept. PA-94T, Buffalo, New York 14225.
The Mexican silver mining city of Guanajuato, winding along narrow steep streets, has what critic Oscar Urutia describes as urban spaces which make themselves tangible and acquire solidity. Architecture, he adds, is at the service of form and color.

The entrance to the city was once a dump yard with open sewers and squatters huts; on the upslope were deteriorating Spanish Colonial buildings without water or electricity. This became the site of an extraordinary renewal project planned by Mexico City architect Francisco Artigas.

He already had opened up a central plaza for the city, planned two smaller ones, and advised on a scheme for lowering the bed of the river coursing through the city while using the old bed for vehicular traffic. Given a free hand in the design of the entrance to Guanajuato, Artigas used his authority with imagination and delicacy. He cleaned out the huts, broadened the road (perhaps too much), and lined both sides with a continuous park. There he stopped.

Buildings on the slope were retained so as not to displace the owners. Artigas liked the Colonial forms spilling down the slope; the continuous descent of buildings reflected every contour change of the land. And he also wanted to preserve the tiny cobbled-stone lanes onto which the dwellings and artisans’ shops emptied.

Recalling his decision, Artigas explained: "Slum clearance levels too many Colonial communities, and then inappropriate buildings are substituted for ones that belonged. All of us have felt under our feet the beautiful plan of a Colonial plaza or village and marveled at the correctness of the forms for our climate and our way of life. By sheer chance in Guanajuato I discovered the small-scale projects in urban renewal can be accomplished without disrupting the economy or destroying the ambience—and in a short time with immediate benefits.”

Affected in the renewal was a 600-meter-long stretch of buildings enclosing 5500 sq m. The 183 dwellings and six artisan’s shops housed some 1300 people. The budget of four million pesos (about $365,000) was to cover gardens, buildings, and the recobbling of lanes. Such improvements as the wiring of buildings, installation of sewers and water pipes to kitchens, painting, and the retiling of roofs remain.

Moreover, Artigas wanted a restaurant to attract tourists entering the city. He also planned a music pavilion for the young serenaders who stroll the streets on nice evenings. But the budget was too slim. Rather than sacrifice anything, Artigas went to the owners and asked their help with the wall mending and painting. He got it and proceeded to teach them how—and he got his restaurant and pavilion.

Now the community grows out of the hill like an outcropping of rock, so subtle and right that it almost escapes notice. It asserts itself modestly in the variation of roof levels and weight of masses. Architecture, as Urutia says, does serve form. Color, too. The once-white walls which contrasted sharply with the green hill and luxuriant greensward are becoming stained, and the walls facing the cobbled lanes are rubbed to a polychrome by the people who brush past them. A hydrant left (symbolically?) at the intersection of three lanes is the hub of walls whose colors are witnesses to the social life.

The Artigas office now has in various stages of design and construction 114 renewal jobs in towns in the valley of Mexico. In the meantime, Artigas is designing a new Mexican Embassy for Washington. [Esther McCoy]

[News continued on page 32]
Alcoa EZ Wall. 
A vertically textured facing that adds zest to wall surfaces.

The basic unit is a 12-in. striated aluminum extrusion. But there's no stereotype, no standard effect of these ribbed planks. Do you want a random effect? Alcoa® EZ Wall achieves it for you on fascia, interior wall decor, spandrels, column covers, or as curtainwall facing. If you seek a highly disciplined pattern, EZ Wall can achieve that, too, depending on the modular mix of components and colors chosen by the designer. The point is, it's individual. Restrained or free. A modular surface that goes with you. Complements surrounding architecture. Enhances the vertical dimension of the building. Available in Alumilite® finish, Duranodic® bronze tones, or the brighter palette of Super Alumalure® colors. And, surprisingly low in installed cost.

For detailed information, send for our EZ Wall brochure. Write to Aluminum Company of America, 1037-J Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh, PA 15219.

Circle No. 324, on Reader Service Card
Polysulfide sealants stick to your job year after year

Years ahead of competing materials, LP® polysulfide polymer base sealants continue to ensure waterproof and airtight construction joints in structures all over the world. For more than 25 years, polysulfide base sealants have been at work in buildings—keeping a tight bond, and preventing moisture and air penetration while expanding and contracting year after year with seasonal temperature changes.

You can't beat this experience record, but you can buy it in any of the more than 200 sealants made by 14 manufacturers covered by Thiokol's Seal of Security Program. This program subjects polysulfide base sealants to rigid performance tests conforming to the Thiokol Building Trade Performance Specification. Those that pass are certified as Tested and Approved and carry the Thiokol Seal of Security Emblem.

Specifying and properly applying one of the Tested and Approved one- or two-part polysulfide base sealants will pay dividends for years in providing a trouble-free airtight bond in joints in any kind of construction project, whether it is a high-rise prestige office building, a one-story merchandise warehouse, or a flagstone walkway. The tallest building in the world is built to last with polysulfide base sealants.

The initial applied cost of a polysulfide base sealant is more than erased by the many years of leakproof and problem-free service it provides. For proven performance, it's LP polysulfide base sealants every time. Further information—and an answer to your sealant questions—can be obtained from Thiokol/Chemical Division, P.O. Box 1296, Trenton, N.J. 08607, telephone 609-396-4001.

Thiokol
Specialty Polymers • Off-Road Tracked Vehicles • Synthetic Fibers & Fabrics • Sprayers • Propulsion • Educational Services
Disc Brake Pads • Ski Lifts • Pyrotechnic Devices • Closures • Rubber and Rubber Chemicals • Medical Electronics Equipment
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Scald-Guard™ keeps you and your customers from getting burned.

Most shower faucets require careful manipulation of the handles to get a comfortable blend of hot and cold water. Scald-Guard does not. Most shower faucets have a quick handle turn into the critical hot water zone. Scald-Guard does not.

Most shower faucets require messy, expensive cross piping and wrong-side, awkward maintenance. Scald-Guard does not.

Scald-Guard is simple to install and even simpler to operate.

It's safe. Constant. Reliable. With the optional pressure balance valve, dishwashers, flushed toilets and clotheswashers don't affect the shower water temperature.

And Scald-Guard rarely drips—because like all Delex faucets it has no washer to wear out.

Don't get burned. Don't let your customer get burned. Specify Scald-Guard.

For illustrated literature, write Delta Faucet Company, A Division of Masco Corporation, Greensburg, Indiana 47240, and Rexdale, Ontario.

Delta Faucets.
Washerless. To work as good as they look.
JFK Library: still facing objections

I.M. Pei & Partners, New York, and the John F. Kennedy Library Corporation have disclosed revised plans for the JFK Library in Cambridge, but not without evoking a rebuttal from the influential neighborhood groups which sacked the original proposal. Scarcely two weeks after the big announcement, Neighborhoods Ten and Nine published a brochure with the already familiar theme that the library will be a tourist attraction over-running the Harvard Square area dear to both the university community and its increasingly vocal blue-collar neighbors. The main hope of the citizen groups is the Environmental Impact Statement, which must face a public hearing before final approval is granted.

The new plan has abandoned several key design elements of the first proposal. Now the library and a companion academic building belonging to Harvard no longer are joined forming a protective enclosure for the future Commonwealth Park to be located on the site. The two buildings are separated so as to open a clear passage, and a brick arcade will serve as the boundary on one side. The original large, 85-ft-high glass pyramid of the library has been replaced by a smaller, horizontally triangular brick volume—brick, to match surrounding Harvard dormitories. The interior public spaces containing exhibits will be designed by Chermayeff & Geismar Associates, New York, which has planned sequential displays of documents, artifacts, and audiovisuals.

Even if the building goes up as planned, the site, formerly a swamp, combined with a building height restriction of less than 100 ft will pose serious technical and economic problems. But for a project already 10 years in the planning, time will surely open some solutions.
Personalities

Richard Bender has been appointed chairman of the Department of Architecture, College of Environmental Design, at the University of California, Berkeley.

Don P. Schlegel, AIA is the new president of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, Inc., Washington, D.C.

Hubert B. Owens, dean emeritus of the School of Environmental Design at the University of Georgia, has been named president of the International Federation of Landscape Architects.

O. Jack Mitchell has been appointed director of the School of Architecture, Rice University, Houston, Tex.

Ellis K. Waterhouse has been named Samuel H. Kress Professor in Residence at the National Gallery of Art, Wash., D.C.

Theodore T. Bartley, Jr. of Bartley, Long, Mirenda & Reynolds has been appointed to the architectural advisory committee to the Philadelphia Historical Commission.

Fred J. Davis, Building Department Superintendent and Assessor of Garden City, N.Y., has been elected president of Building Officials and Code Administrators International, Chicago.

Joseph G. Sprague has been named director of the division of design and construction for the American Hospital Association, Chicago.

Robert Martin Engelbrecht, Princeton, N.J., has been elected to the executive committee of the National Academy of Science’s Building Research Advisory Board.

Calendar


Sept. 27. Conference on construction management sponsored by Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

Sept. 29-Oct. 3. Conference of the National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials, Boston.


[continued on page 39]
Another effective building system from Amspec Inc.

Single-wythe brick walls pre-fabricated with SARABOND™ brand mortar additive allow new freedom in masonry design.

Pre-fabrication of brick panels was a dream just a few years ago. A dream because it seemed a good idea, a way to open up new avenues of design and structural expression as well as an excellent means of reducing construction time and cost. And the development of high-bond mortar additives in the past decade has opened these avenues, helped to make this dream of panelization a reality.

SARABOND™ brand mortar additive is one of those high-bond products. SARABOND is designed specifically to improve the strength properties of portland cement mortar, helping to make pre-fabricated brick panels a distinct factor in today's building design.

In-plant fabrication of panels with SARABOND creates economies never seriously considered before the advent of this unique product:
- cold or otherwise inclement weather doesn't hamper construction
- scaffolding is eliminated on construction sites
- pre-fabricated panels shorten construction schedules
- the best masonry quality control is possible
- building occupancy is quicker

Since its introduction a few years ago, SARABOND has found its way into commercial structures of all sizes, shapes and design, all over the country. It is accepted by masonry contractors as far superior to conventional mortar, and because of its particular properties it allows design freedom which can take full advantage of the beauty, practicality and economy of brick masonry construction. And SARABOND mortar additive further enhances the long-term appearance of the structure.

SARABOND gives portland cement mortar
- greatly improved bond strength
- higher compressive and tensile strength
- shorter curing time
- durability, reducing maintenance
- longer lasting beauty

SARABOND brand mortar additive increases the tensile and bond strengths of portland cement mortar to equal or approach the strength of the masonry units themselves. This, generally, allows walls one-half the thickness of conventional walls; and this added strength allows the fabrication of load-bearing and non-load-bearing brick panels... single-wythe panels that need no steel reinforcement, can be prefabricated in plants regardless of weather, are easily shipped to the job site, effectively speed construction, reduce the total weight of the building, reduce material cost, and because they require no block back-up, provide more usable area.

SARABOND added to mortar has been utilized in buildings ranging up to 30 stories. The widening use and acceptance of brick panelization, made possible and practical by SARABOND brand mortar additive, can open new design and construction routes for most any kind of structure.

Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company
In-plant pre-fabrication allows panel production in any weather, permits tight quality control.

Pre-fabricated panels are easily loaded and shipped on flat-bed trucks to job-site.

Tensile and bond strength made possible by SARABOND allow panels to be hoisted into place, speeding construction.

Pre-fabricated panels made with SARABOND mortar additive are used even on hi-rise buildings.

I want more information on pre-fabrication of brick walls with SARABOND brand mortar additive.

I'd also like information on the Amspec systems checked below:
- STYROFOAM/drywall laminate
- Cavity wall insulation
- Perimeter insulation
- Stud frame (wood or metal) insulation / sheathing
- IRMA (Insulated Roof Membrane Assembly)

Amspec Inc., 1880 Mackenzie Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43220

Exclusive national marketing organization for construction products manufactured by The Dow Chemical Company.

Amspec sales offices: Atlanta, 401/261-7496 • Boston, 617/655-1105 • Chicago, 312/858-5150 • Houston, 712/620-8271
• New York, 212/594-6599 or 201/227-1082 • Philadelphia, 215/923-0348 or 699/436-0500 • St. Louis, 314/434-5100
• San Francisco, 415/854-2010 800/982-5818 (So. Calif.) • Columbus, 614/457-2580, Ext. 50.
A carpet that passes our Compression Performance test can bounce back from the heaviest furniture.

Hundreds of pounds of chrome and steel can leave unsightly permanent depressions in a carpet. This is especially true when the furniture is moved regularly, as it is in offices, hotels and restaurants. With Performance Certified contract carpets made of Dow Badische fibers and yarns, you can be sure they have the resiliency to snap back.

Why? Because we insist on testing them in our lab before sending them out in the working world with our Performance Certification label on them. Our Compression test, for instance, measures pile and appearance recovery after repeated pressure has been applied to a restricted area by a cylindrical piston device. A carpet must have a minimum 85% pile height recovery before it passes.

This is just one of eight performance tests we put carpets through. We also test them for flammability, tuft bind strength, static generation, light fastness, wearability, delamination and appearance retention.

Whenever you specify contract carpet, look for that all-important Performance Certification label. You can then be certain the carpet is ready for anything! Write for our Contract Carpeting Selection and Specifications Guide.

Dow Badische Company
Create Center
Williamsburg, Va. 23185
(804) 887-6573

CREATE" is a service mark of Dow Badische Company.
News report continued from page 35

conference, Shoreham-Americana Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Sept. 30-Oct. 3. Fifty-first annual conference of the Council of Educational Facility Planners, Atlanta, Ga.
Oct. 1. Deadline for abstracts for the U.S. National Conference on Earthquake Engineering, the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, June 1975.
Oct. 1–3. Annual meeting of the Industrial Designers Society of America, Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 7–8. Conference on improving efficiency in HVAC equipment and components for residential and small commercial buildings, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind.
Nov. 22. Conference on architectural fees, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri.
Nov. 30. Deadline for entries to the 1974 Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute Design Awards Competition, Chicago.
Dec. 10–12. International Building Exposition (iNBEx), Chicago.

ASA elects officers

New officers and their respective chapters of the Architectural Secretaries Association are Virginia Hansen, Seattle, president; Maryann Damari, Denver, vice president; Carol Hitchcock, Houston, vice president; Rose Marie Baker, Southern California, recording secretary; Patricia Cleveland, Dallas, corresponding secretary; and Mary Helen Gallagher, Columbus, Ohio, treasurer.

[News continued on page 42]
When you get together a team of building owners, architect, contractors, and engineers, you've got a lot of smarts in one place. But no one man or one team can be expected to know every detail of every product and system going into a building.

We can give you a lift.
When you get around to talking water coolers, call in your Halsey Taylor Water Systems Engineer.
Why, specifically, the Halsey Taylor man?
Because he has the engineering capability to analyze the chilled water requirements of any building and to help meet those requirements at the lowest possible cost.

Because Halsey Taylor has more drinking water experts, nationally, than any other manufacturer.
Because your Halsey Taylor man is nearby, ready to assist you on a moment's notice.
And because he's backed up by the most extensive field inventory in the business—for prompt delivery.

A product you can depend on
For pure product excellence and dependability, Halsey Taylor water coolers have the best reputation in the business. This means lower life cycle cost, due to extra features like heavy duty regulating valves, start capacitors, cast iron fan motors, and spot welded, unitized cabinet construction.
And with Halsey Taylor, installation cost is minimal because we assemble every cooler at the factory. No panels to assemble, no bubbler to install.
Let your Halsey Taylor Water Systems Engineer help you iron out specification details. Then let the performance of Halsey Taylor water coolers protect your good name and keep your client satisfied—for a long time to come.
Get in touch with your local Halsey Taylor man. Or write for more information to: Chuck Thompson, Sales Manager, Halsey Taylor Division, 1554 Thomas Rd., Warren, Ohio 44481.
Safelite bullet-resistant glass now gives you protection and beauty, too.

Now you can provide the security they need and the beauty you want. It's bullet resistant, UL-approved. And it comes with mitered edges for clean, clear vision. Or, sawed edges for butt glazing and a new, fresh outlook.

Safelite's riot and sound control glass utilizes a wide range of acceptable architectural colors, each at a specific light transmission, a constant U value and shading co-efficient.

Solve your security and comfort problems now. Specify Safelite for on-time deliveries, as promised, for your next project.

Write us for complete catalog or call for information.

Safelite Industries
P.O. Box 1879 / 1-800-835-2092
Wichita, Kansas 67201
News report continued from page 39

'Portable' pensions for architects

Ending nearly three months of squabbling among themselves, House-Senate conferees finally emerged with a compromise pension reform bill (HR 2 and others) that is of special interest to professionals who change jobs frequently. Key provisions include: employees 25 years of age or older can participate after completing one year of work, as can seasonal and part-time employees who work more than 1000 hours; employees become "vested" (gain the right of ownership of funds deposited in their name) in just 5 years and be entitled to the full amount after 10 years.

Employers would be required to fund normal costs as they arise under penalty of a 5 percent excise tax on any funding deficiency. Significantly, employees would be entitled to tax-free transfers of their account to a new employer, thus making retirement plans "portable."

Kerr's winning interior. Photo: Barbara Martin

AID-NSID announces awards

Charles Kerr of St. Louis, Mo., won first place in the first AID-NSID Photo Competition for interior designs with Don Stevenson of Portland, Ore., taking second place, and Jack Lowery of New York, N.Y., third. Honorable mentions were presented to Penny Goldwasser of Atlanta, Ga., Robert Hogue of Dallas, Texas, and Richard Eccock of Washington, D.C.

Olga Gueft, editorial director of Interiors magazine was unanimously selected to receive the first AID-NSID Press Award. She was cited for her contributions to the design profession and industry having been involved for nearly three decades as designer, editor, photographer, writer, and lecturer.

Consumers wanted

The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission is looking for consumers with technical training who are willing to serve on standards development committees. Those interested may write the Consumer Product Safety Commission, Washington, D.C. 20207.

[News continued on page 44]

New! 2-Piece Drapery Pocket... from Fry of course!

A real saver in time, labor and money for faster, easier installations! Just as important, it cuts heating and a/c costs in these fuel-hungry times!

After installing pre-fab corner (C), horizontal "H" unit is abutted with corner overlap (no mitering necessary due to Fry's exclusive design) — then vertical "V" unit is hooked over outside flange of "H" unit. Secured with Thor's "D" Clip Punch (which provides an opening for hanger wires) or self-tapping screws. Stock sizes to make any combinations, special sizes available. Made of steel primed on surfaces, finished with baked-on Alkyd on exposed surfaces. Colors: acoustic white or special-color plastic coatings.

Available 2" square to fit either "H" or "V" units.

Available with standard ½" x 1" venting in 8 rows; 1" round; or air transfer requirements. Venting done on units.

For catalog sheets, prices, samples, contact Fry Reglet Corporation, 801 West Milford Street, Glendale, California 91203. Phone: (213) 245-8471
Many new roofs waste a lot of energy. Here’s how to cut that loss by 50 percent—without spending an extra dime.

It may sound amazing, but you can do it. The only thing you have to do is specify thicker 2 1/4-inch Fiberglas* roof insulation instead of the thinner 15/16th-inch size. This dramatically reduces heat loss through your roof. And it actually brings the total cost of your building down!

The reason: the improved thermal performance of your roof enables you to get along with less elaborate, less expensive heating and cooling equipment.

In general, every dollar you spend on thicker 2 1/4-inch roof insulation vs. 15/16th-inch size cuts up to two dollars off original equipment costs. So you come out considerably ahead.

On a suburban office building in northern climates, for example, thicker roof insulation could save as much as $27,000 in equipment costs for every 60,000 square feet of roof.

And, of course, the thicker Fiberglas roof insulation goes on slashing the loss of fuel energy through the roof of your building by 50 percent—and the fuel bills by roughly 10 percent—year after year after year.

The exact savings vary according to climate zone, the size and type of roof deck, “U” improvement, and the added cost of the thicker insulation.

We’ve worked up all the figures and charts in a handy booklet called “Roof Raiser’s Guide to Cost Reduction.” For a free copy, write: I. Y. Meeks, Architectural Products Division, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

More details: See our section in Sweets Catalog, Roof Insulation Systems 7.15/Ow, or contact your Owens-Corning representative.

Owens-Corning is Fiberglas

*Reg. T.M. O.-C. F.
News report

In progress

1 Norfolk Gardens—What developers anticipate to be the largest urban commercial structure is being designed for downtown Norfolk, Va. The 20-story-high glass enclosure will cover 17 acres and join perimeter buildings with its multi-level roof. As a retail-amusement center, it will include horticultural gardens and a band shell plus an overhead people mover. International City Corporation of Atlanta is developing the project; Toombs, Amisano & Wells of Atlanta are the architects.

2 Boston State College Library—With nearly a third of the design completed, new seismic code requirements forced a change from concrete to steel for the 14-story college library designed by C.E. Maguire of Waltham, Mass. Now the building approaches a September 1975 completion date. Its exterior will be bronze-tinted glass accented by reddish-brown brick stairwells. The site is triangular, affording a design of five roof levels, and, in addition to housing 300,000 books, the library includes a cafeteria, classrooms, and a theater.

3 Atlanta Center Ltd.—The initial phase of a 2-million-sq-ft hotel, office, and shopping structure near downtown Atlanta will be completed in early 1975. Architect of the $100 million Atlanta Center is Wong & Tung Associates of Hong Kong. The office tower will rise 20 stories; the shopping mall will be a 3-level arcade.
4 Murray Bergtraum High School—The dark brown brick finish of a six-story high school in downtown Manhattan near Wall Street is just about complete, and within a year the building will be ready for occupancy by 2600 students preparing for business careers. Designed by Gruzen & Partners, New York, the school stands on a 100-year-old landfill site which precluded a lower level mechanical floor. All mechanical systems are on the top floor, and the vertical elements of the environmental system are housed in three towers at the apices of the triangular plan.

5 Federal Reserve Plaza—An aluminum and glass, 33-story structure is rising in Boston to be ready in 1975 for the Federal Reserve Bank. The segments of the building, by Hugh Stubbins & Associates of Cambridge, were designed to clearly separate functions: the tower for offices; four-story low rise for banking operations; glazed-in lobby; and underground mechanical.

6 San Francisco high rise—Phase 1 of a 3000-unit residential project by Goetz, Hallenbeck & Goetze, Inc., of Alameda, Calif., is under construction at Albany on the east shore of the Bay, just opposite the Golden Gate Bridge. The overall site plan by the same firm emphasizes building clusters of 9 to 25 stories arranged for maximum view orientation with a high number of corner views and unit exposures.
WHY DID FIRESTONE CHOOSE PAGE® ALUMINIZED OVER GALVANIZED FENCING?

Firestone Country Club, is home of one of the most celebrated golf courses in the world. But snowmobiling, horseback riding, even drag racing, all unauthorized, were doing a lot of damage. So it had to be fenced in.

Firestone's engineering department considered both galvanized and aluminized fence fabric. The decision: Page aluminized fabric. One important reason was that aluminized fabric lasts three to five times longer than galvanized. The other reasons: there was little possibility of rust, and absolute minimal long range maintenance. In other words, zero upkeep. All of which makes a pretty good case for Page aluminized fence fabric. Makes sense, doesn't it?

For more information and a free fence spec kit, write Acco, Page Fence Division, First and River Sts., Monessen, Pa. 15062.
Did the architects who designed this building see your advertising?

This is the Fidelity Mutual Life Building, Three Girard Plaza in Philadelphia. It was a $30 million project designed by one of the Design and Production teams of Vincent G. Kling & Partners, also of Philadelphia. Like their counterpart in architectural firms everywhere, the Kling team specified both type and brand of building products for the building envelope, the mechanical systems (with the help of an engineering consultant) and the interiors. And in over 90% of instances, their specifications held through to purchase and construction.

If you are an advertiser in P/A, you are reaching design and production professionals like the members of the Kling team. That's because P/A reaches more individuals who practice architecture than any other magazine in the world.

The Kling Design and Production team for the Fidelity Building

Frederick G. Roth, FAIA
Sr. Partner & Director of Design

Albert J. Huber, FAIA
Sr. Partner & Director of Production

John Rutkowski, AIA
Partner-in-charge

Eric Chung, AIA
Design Partner

Joseph Steinmetz, CSI
Specifications Writer

Albert E. Beck, AIA
Project Architect

Edward Corcoran
Job Captain

Don Kriebel, AIA
Director, Kling/Interior Design

Jerry Sellers
Interior Designer

Progressive Architecture
Read by more individuals who practice architecture than any other magazine in the world.
The Classic Coverage.

Architects and Engineers Insurance for today, tomorrow, and yesterday—by Northbrook.

Compare our coverage—point for point—with any other Errors-and-Omissions professional liability, and you'll see why we call ours "The Classic Coverage." Architects and Engineers now can have complete confidence of customized professional liability coverage.

As underwriting managers for Northbrook Insurance Company*, we have the unique expertise and limits, to $10 million, to tailor a liability policy precisely to your needs. And only your needs. Thus saving you big premium dollars.

And it will be a policy in which you can have complete confidence. For example, not all such policies cover prior acts with present limits of coverage. This feature alone can save you thousands of dollars should a claim be made against you. Our coverage also includes such special features as payment of defense costs in addition to limits, worldwide coverage, and more.

In short, we have analyzed and anticipated the total E&O insurance needs of today's architect and engineer—whether large corporation or independent professional. And backed by the vast resources of Northbrook, we can provide the very finest, customized professional liability protection for Architects and Engineers today.

The Classic Coverage. Ask your insurance agent about it.

Shand, Morahan & Company, Inc.

636 Church Street Evanston, Illinois 60201

312/866-9010 Cable Shanmor Telex 72-432a

Where form always follows function.
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NEW!
Hinges that hide...
a lot longer

Extended-life invisible hinges now available for high frequency doors

Now you can expand your hinge hiding horizons. With two new, extended-life, large commercial door hinges from the invisible hinge company. Hinge Models 218 and 220 now have nylon links and bushings at all wear points (Patent Pending). The molybdenum disulfide-reinforced nylon is visible in the black areas in the open hinge shown at left. But when the hinge is closed, the nylon results in just one more invisible feature: longer life.

Like every Soss Invisible, these rugged new hinges are completely hidden when closed. They let you create clean architectural lines unbroken by protruding hinges. And their longer life lets you add this invisible beauty on high frequency doors and on doors with automatic closing mechanisms.

Both hinges are available in Dull Brass US 4, Dull Bronze US 10, and Dull Chrome US 26D.

Write for all the details. We'll also include an extra copy of our catalog in Sweet's, featuring 20 styles and models of the tamper-proof hinges that hide. All from Soss Manufacturing Company, Division of SOS, Consolidated Inc., P.O. Box 6200, Detroit, Michigan 48031.

Now you see it. Now you don't!

the SOSS Invisibles
R. Evan Kennedy, Structural Engineer, V. P. of DMJM, Says:

"We Chose Hambro"

How would you like to make delivery 25% earlier?

Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall, International Architects/Engineers & Planners, and owner-developer, N. E. Sommers, had a problem: to build the Alyeska Pipeline's headquarters building in Anchorage, Alaska in 5 months.

What could make such an improbable delivery possible? The selection of the Canam Hambro composite concrete floor system!

**SPEEDY & STEP-SAVING SYSTEM.** Because the Hambro D-500 System gains its workable strength within 24 hours of being poured on site, it enables the interior trades to keep pace with each level of construction. At top out, the building will be nearly completed instead of just beginning!

**SOUND & VIBRATION CONTROL.** By eliminating metal pans, on-site welding and bridging, and by encasing steel members in concrete, our system creates an effective sound barrier — which, in independent and government tests, rates an STC of 57 on the bare concrete.*

MR. KENNEDY explains why he, R. C. Cloud, Architect in Charge, and A. Gaylord, Detail Engineer of DMJM's Northwest Office, selected the Hambro System:

1. "We required a seismic-resistant building."
2. "We needed speed of delivery and erection, especially because of 'Alaska's short season'." 
3. "We wanted long, clear spans, if economical, to provide office layout flexibility."
4. "The stiffness of Hambro's composite construction significantly reduces bounce and noise transmission."

And, though selection of Hambro D-500 for the Alyeska Pipeline building seemed to revolve around factors other than economy per se, the **30-40% less steel** and **50% less concrete** the system requires represents a sizeable saving in building costs. Isn't that important to you?

* Also new U.L. Fire Ratings for 2 and 3 hours designs. BOCA, ICBO, Southern Builders Conference Research Reports issues, FHA MR810, for the Hambro D-500 floor-ceiling assembly.

For further information or Dealer Inquiries, please write or call Canam Hambro Systems, Inc. or its service company, Canam Systems, Inc.

UNITED STATES Executive Office, 114 E. 25th Street, Baltimore, Md. 21218 (301) 338-0800, with dealers throughout the U.S. Offices in Calif., Florida, Atlanta, New York; Mississauga, Ontario; Montreal, Quebec; Cheshire, England.
Introducing FASHON TEAM-UP

A winning combination of stimulating stripes and tantalizing textures.

Our new Fashon collection offers an impressive array of original, harmonized striped and textured patterns for contract use. 112 items, 122 colorways, in all. A perfect teammate and extension of our popular Fashon “Stripes & Textures” line.

Team-Up stars “Syncopation” (shown). This versatile pattern presents a unique spectrum of limitless combinations. Adds refreshing sequential eye appeal to otherwise monotonous expanses. Perfect for long hallways, stairs and secondary corridors. Particularly effective in blending new additions into existing motifs.

For additional information and samples, write The General Tire & Rubber Co., Contract Wall Covering Group, 979 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.

fashion and genon
vinyl fabric wall covering
Reprodrafting isn’t new. It’s made up of techniques you may know of but probably aren’t using to the fullest extent—like paste-up drafting, photodrawing, team drafting and other photographic reproduction techniques.

Reprodrafting techniques can save you up to 80% of your drafting costs, depending on the particular job involved, and give you better results. These techniques let draftsmen work more productively by relieving them of repetitive detail. And they can help you meet project schedules by condensing weeks of work into days.

We’ve collected six of these techniques in one comprehensive booklet that tells when to use them and how to use them. We’d like you to have it. It’s free. Ask for it from your reproduction service, or write: Du Pont Company, Room 24031, Wilmington, Delaware 19898.
Something a little extra comes with Danby Marble.

Magnificence.

When you think of architectural masterpieces, it's difficult not to think of marble. Whenever men have sought beauty, versatility and durability they have looked to natural marble. Today, the benchmark of perfection in marble, is Danby. Wherever it has been used—wherever it will be used—Danby exudes magnificence.

Vermont Marble Company
Proctor, Vermont

Danby. Magnificence from Vermont.
The Meadows is a rustic townhouse community catering to middle income families. Consequently, an attractive price is as important as beauty to The Meadows' sales appeal.

That's why the architect specified Andersen® Perma-Shield® Gliding Windows.

He liked the way these glide-open "picture windows" contributed to the beauty and openness of a country-living atmosphere.

And he liked the way Perma-Shield's long-term savings benefits fit right into budget/profit requirements.

Perma-Shield Gliding Windows help hold maintenance costs down. Their rigid vinyl exterior won't rust, pit or corrode. Won't need painting.

And Perma-Shield Gliding Windows are designed to cut homeowner fuel bills, too.

Beneath their protective vinyl sheath lies a wood core, one of nature's best insulators.

And Perma-Shield Gliding Windows are built two times more weathertight than industry standards.

With double-pane insulating glass, they eliminate the bother of storm panels. Cut conducted heat loss through the glass by up to 35% (compared to single-glazing).

So, if you're looking for glide-open beauty for a not-so-open budget, specify Andersen Perma-Shield Gliding Windows.

For more information, see Sweets, File 8P. Or call your Andersen Dealer or Distributor. He's in the Yellow Pages under "Windows, Wood." Or write us direct.

The beautiful, carefree way to save fuel.
Coffer doors. For finishing off poured concrete exposed beam ceilings, the doors fit inside cavities formed by the beams, hiding lamps and other overhead appurtenances. In sizes and shapes to accommodate given coffer dimensions, they consist of diffuser glass framed in dipped aluminum and have spring-loaded corner bolts. Neo-Ray Lighting Systems, Inc. Circle 101 on reader service card

Recessed door pulls. Simple sculptural forms. Cast in bronze, aluminum, or nickel silver. Pulls are attached with epoxy in a 3⁄4-in.-deep recess, permitting back-to-back mounting on a 1 3⁄8-in.-thick door. Two styles are available with matching pushplates: 8 in. diameter round and 8 in. square. Forms & Surfaces. Circle 102 on reader service card

Porcelain finished back-up sheets for use with maker’s veneer and insulated panels. Vit-Kote panels are in eggshell white which can be used without painting, or finish acts as primer coat and can be painted, states maker. AllianceWall Corporation. Circle 103 on reader service card

Reflective sun control films. Gold, smoke, and bronze colors have been added to company’s line of aluminized polyester films, which apply to the inside of windows. The gold film repels up to 75 percent of the sun’s heat, the smoke and bronze tints repel up to 64 percent; none interfere with visual properties of glass, states maker. 3M Company. Circle 104 on reader service card

Interior finishing material. Steeliner is a nestable corrugated steel sheet designed as a noncombustible interior finishing material for either Steelox or ARW-IV wall systems. Modular 32-in.-wide trapezoidal faced sheets may be used between girts or other supports in metal buildings, has Class 1 fire hazard rating. Color coating is approved by USDA for use in food handling and manufacturing facilities. Armco Steel Corporation. Circle 105 on reader service card

Vinyl wallcovering. Featuring a drill backing, the vinyl can be applied directly to concrete blocks as well as to textured plaster, poured concrete, metal partitions, and structural glazed tile. UL approved and produced in accordance with Fed. Spec. CCC-W-408A, it meets all Class A flame spread classifications and contains mildew and microbiological growth inhibitors. Said to be scrubbable and strippable, it comes in 54-in.-wide rolls. The General Tire & Rubber Company. Circle 106 on reader service card

Pony. An easy chair from Finland is available in a variety of stretch velours or C.O.M. stretch fabric. Chair is comfortable to sit on or straddle, states maker. Stendig, Inc. Circle 107 on reader service card

Two-story modular building system permits two offices to be erected one on top of the other, using a 10-ft-high common post system. Steel stairways lead upstairs. Steel support system, concealed above the ceiling and in wall posts, supports an integrated floor system. Available in standard sizes from 8’x8’ up to 20’x40’. The offices come complete with vinyl wall panels, acoustical ceilings, pre-hung doors, indirect lighting and an electrical kit. Stock components are fabricated at the factory and shipped to the site in crates. National Partitions. Circle 108 on reader service card

Track lighting. Shapes include spheres, mushrooms, domes, and cylinders; lights may be suspended from pendants, making many configurations possible. Available in chrome, black, or white finish, and in many sizes. Tsao Designs. Circle 109 on reader service card [continued on page 58]
Fight bathroom blahs five ways.

Count them — five shapes — five exciting ways to chase the blahs from bathroom floors, as well as walls. Florida Tile's richly textured Crystal Glaze offers ready answers to a variety of needs. Its stunning, yet tough, glazed surface and wide choice of size and color gives the designer expansive creative possibilities. And you can count on Florida Tile's excellent distribution for immediate availability.
Products continued from page 56

Custom wall coverings and coordinated fabrics. The "Endangered Species Collection" consists of seven designs—line drawings of animals, plants, and birds—27" wide in solid background or to custom order; coordinated fabrics are 47" wide in cotton, linen, twill, and textures. Allume' Handprints, Inc.
Circle 110 on reader service card

Moldings. Vinyl shield PVC molding saws and miters easily, nails within 1/4 in. of the edge and the surface is impact resistant, states maker. Comes in off-white and seven woodgrain patterns and solid colors. Georgia-Pacific.
Circle 111 on reader service card

Structural fabric. Sheerfill is an architectural material composed of fabric woven from fiberglass yarn and coated with fluorocarbon resin, and is designed to serve as an exterior skin for air-supported or cable-supported structures. It is incombustible according to NFPA 101 standards, is weather resistant and can be translucent or opaque. Chemical Fabrics Corp.
Circle 112 on reader service card

Student training carrel has 48' x 30' desk top which is cut out for flush-mounting tape player, and the shelf provides support for a space for books. Teak laminate sides and back panels extend 24" above the desk top and are edged in black vinyl molding; both desk top and shelf are finished in non-reflective white leather plastic. Power is provided through a power column; an on-off switch controls the entire electrical system. Howe Furniture Corporation.
Circle 113 on reader service card

Carpet. Multicolor cut pile is a blend of acrylic, nylon, and other fibers for anti-static control. Carpet is available in 12-ft-widths and 10 color combinations. J. P. Stevens & Co.
Circle 114 on reader service card

Soft seating. Pillowlike seat and back are joined by a large dimension polished chrome tube at the base of the unit. Shown upholstered in 100 percent natural Alpaca, but is also available in leather, suedes, vinyls, woods, stretch velour or C.O.M. Available as a lounge chair, a two- or three-seat sofa or as a pouf. Stendig, Inc.
Circle 115 on reader service card

---

**THE EXTENDER**

**WALL MOUNTED AND EXTENDABLE, GRANT'S SUPERIOR NEW INTRAVENOUS SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR NEW OR EXISTING HOSPITALS.**

The Extender is the safest, most convenient and efficient I.V. system.

The revolutionary wall mounted Extender reaches out five feet to any feeding position, and retracts completely out of the way when not in use. Only one hand is needed for operation.

Wall mounting also means The Extender installs quickly and easily in any room of any hospital, old or new. And at a very attractive cost.

The Grant Extender—always there when needed.

To learn more about Grant's newest I.V. system, write or call today and we'll send the information to you quickly.

**GRANT**

**HARDWARE COMPANY**

A division of Buildex Incorporated
49 High Street, West Nyack, New York 10994

Pat. Pending

Circle No. 345, on Reader Service Card
Trash and linen collection can be a simple operation.

Problems of trash and linen collection plague most hospitals. There's the problem of contamination. Of wasted space. Of wasted time and money spent in collection and disposal.

The ECI Air-Flyte® pneumatic system of trash and linen collection solves those problems, in new or existing facilities. By eliminating manual handling of materials from source to destination, it cuts payroll costs. At the same time it helps safeguard against infection from contaminated materials, while its compactness and efficiency helps conserve floor space.

The heart of the Air-Flyte pneumatic system is a high speed air stream which speeds trash and linen from source to destination in mile-a-minute time. And in any direction—up, down and sideways and around corners.

Best of all, a single Air-Flyte system can accommodate both waste and linens, discharging them at appropriate terminals in the incinerator room, laundry room, compactor, or loading dock.

For new facilities, the Air-Flyte system offers considerable design and layout freedom and excellent spatial efficiency. In existing facilities, an Air-Flyte system can be designed to tie in with conventional waste and linen chutes. In either case, your Air-Flyte system will be engineered specifically for the needs of your hospital.

For safety, economy, efficiency and simplicity, there's simply no better way to collect trash and linen than the Air-Flyte way. Ask your ECI representative for the whole story today.

ECI Air-Flyte Corp.
Subsidiary of Eastern Cyclone Industries, Inc.
15 Daniel Road • Fairfield, N.J. 07006
Regional Sales Offices: BOSTON • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
ATLANTA • DALLAS
Affiliations in Europe, Africa, Australia and Asia
It takes guts to stand up to the gang.

When your plan or contract calls for water saving and water limiting shower valves, the system you decide on had better have guts. Because the chances are it's going into a gang shower at a school gym, public swimming pool or prison. And it's going to take abuse. Not just once in a while. But day in and day out, month after month.

Here's the unit that's got the guts to take it. Symmons Showeroff. It's vandal-proof. There's no way it can be ripped from the wall. It's kid proof. Symmons design and construction sees to that. It conserves energy. It saves water, fuel, and operating costs. Press the button and it will deliver a regulated cycle of water and shut itself off. If the button's pushed a dozen times during the shower, Showeroff will still just deliver its cycle and stop. And working in combination with a Symmons Temptrol central water controller, it will deliver just the temperature you select, too.

Get in touch with the Symmons rep near you. Or call us direct at (617) 848-2250. Or write us: Symmons Industries, Inc., 31 Brooks Drive, Braintree, Mass. 02184. We've got the guts to handle the roughest customers.

Showeroff Automatic Shower Limiter 4-420

In Canada, Symmons Canada Ltd., 155 Norfinch Drive, Downsview, Ontario M3N1Y2.

We've got the guts to be better.
Non-insulated metal doors transmit heat just like a frying pan. But Weldwood® Fire Doors are different. They have an extra degree of protection. They not only keep out fire and smoke. They also keep out heat. That's because Weldwood Fire Doors have an inner layer of incombustible Weldrok® mineral core. It retards heat transmission. So the unexposed side doesn't get hot enough to be dangerous.

Besides giving extra protection, Weldwood Fire Doors add an extra degree of beauty wherever they're installed. In offices, hotels and apartment buildings, Weldwood real veneer doors look elegant. And in schools, hospitals and factories, our laminated doors add a colorful touch.

And Weldwood Fire Doors come in a complete range of time ratings: including ¾ hour, 1 hour and 1½ hours.

Before you specify any fire doors, you should make sure you're up on all the fine points of fire door standards, codes and construction details.

You'll find everything you need—and should know—at your U.S. Plywood Branch Office. Or by sending for our new booklet, “All About U.S. Plywood Wood Fire Doors.”

Then you'll know all about the Weldwood extra degree of protection. And perhaps our doors will become your doors.

**U.S. Plywood**

U.S. Plywood Division of Champion International

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PA (^)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Plywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>777 Third Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York 10017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send me your booklet, “All About U.S. Plywood Wood Fire Doors.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMPANY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Circle No. 371, on Reader Service Card
INSULATION
SEE THROUGH

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina's Service Center, Durham, N. C. Architect: Odell Associates Inc.
YOU CAN HAVE, FROM LOF.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE GLASS REFLECTS SAVINGS IN ENERGY.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina's new Service Center does more than reflect and complement a beautiful setting—it's a comfortable and energy-efficient structure as well.

LOF's Vari-Tran® 1-108 reflective glass in Thermo-pane® insulating units in combination with slanted walls resulted in a substantial reduction in needed cooling equipment.

If the building had been designed with traditional vertical walls of 50% clear glass and 50% masonry cavity, it would have resulted in a solar heat gain through the walls of 3,300,000 Btu per hour. Clear ¼" plate used in 100% glass vertical walls would have resulted in 6,000,000 Btu per hour solar heat gain. The final design, combining Vari-Tran with slanted walls, reduced solar heat gain to only 2,400,000 Btu per hour—a 60% reduction in energy load compared to the latter figure.

The use of Vari-Tran in Thermopane insulating units reduces heat loss in cold weather as well.

With Vari-Tran and Thermopane, annual fuel savings are precisely calculable and convincingly impressive.

In these days of high energy costs, a total energy concept of design must consider all construction materials.

Our highly qualified architectural representatives will be glad to help you save energy dollars with our high-performance glass. Write Dan Hall, Libbey-Owens-Ford, 811 Madison Ave., Toledo, Ohio 43695.
Go ahead. Be creative.
Congoleum can match ideas with floor designs for any theme.

We've got bricks, sunbursts, geometrics and slates. Woodgrains, parquets, ceramics, mosaics and fieldstones. We've got Spanish, Mediterranean, American, European and Eastern. Our cushioned vinyls have the features women want most . . . the carefree convenience of Shinyl-Vinyl® with a no-wax finish, the comfort of cushioning, and 375 exciting patterns and colors to choose from. So go ahead . . . create with us on your next project.

For complete product specifications, installation guidelines and maintenance information, write for your free copy of our Professionals' Flooring Guide. Congoleum Industries, Inc., 195 Belgrove Drive, Kearny, New Jersey 07032.
“Oh, I see. You’re going to do an issue on Materials shortages.” We heard this over and over as our editors worked on this special issue. “Well, no,” we would have to say. “We are doing an issue on what’s happening to the cost and availability of key structural and architectural materials.” We are also talking about tradeoffs to be made among materials and about how architects with recognized expertise in certain materials are now changing their ways.

At first, we ourselves were tempted to call this a Materials shortage issue, or even Materials crisis. We heard from architects about the impossibility of getting clear-grained fir for formwork, about six-month delivery schedules for light steel sections and for some well-known chairs. We read in the New York papers about the theft of bronze balustrades from local bridges and overpasses; we read that components of the world’s first cast-iron curtain walls (1849; designed by James Bogardus) were heisted from the vacant lot where they were stored awaiting reverent reassembly in New York’s Washington Market urban renewal area—most of them sold for scrap before the thieves were caught. We overheard an Amtrak passenger telling how the copper gutters had been stolen right off the front of his suburban Connecticut office buildings. We have learned to accept the mining of abandoned buildings for scrap, but stripping of occupied ones has been rare except in war-torn places.

Severe as the current crunch may be, we are not facing an absolute, worldwide shortage, but simply an immediate market situation. There may be a gradual worldwide tightening of supplies, but the immediate problem is that current production capacity is outpaced by current demand. And demand for building materials can swing widely. It could plummet here in the U.S. in the near future, in fact, if interest rates and government policies continue to discourage construction, producers now struggling to fill backlogged orders could soon find themselves fighting for customers.

But the cost and availability of materials will also depend on factors outside the U.S.—on whether the Japanese are competing strongly for wood supplies, for instance—or outside the building industry—on how much aluminum, for instance, is going into throw-away beverage cans. Some of New York’s missing architectural bronze eventually turned up in a buckle factory.

Some of these dovetailed influences are identified in Roger Yee’s introductory article to this issue (next page). Roger canvassed over 100 representatives of materials producers, architects, and contractors all over the country to piece together the current cost/availability picture and determine what market forces will be affecting it in the near future. Our warmest thanks to these helpful sources of industry wisdom, most of whom remain anonymous in his composite report.

Some characteristics of market behavior became very clear. There is a tendency, for instance, especially in “commodity” lines such as framing lumber or reinforcing bars, for producers to drop uncommon types or sizes. Instead of tightening uniformly across a whole line of products, supplies drop to zero for the least popular or profitable items. The producer reacts very much like an airline: it would rather eliminate its Chicago-Oshkosh service completely than cut into its share of Chicago-New York traffic.

You’ll find out more on the following pages about how producers are reacting in the current situation. But what can architects do, besides keeping the market outlook in perspective when they specify? They can keep prompting development of new building components and inventing new uses for available materials. Our reports here on the work of specific firms are full of cases in point—Dinkeloo’s introduction of weathering steel to architecture, for instance, or recent efforts by I.M. Pei & Partners to tame shrinkage-compensating cements for architectural use. The producer may foresee the architectural potential of a material, or the architect may take the lead. Either way, it will take committed collaboration between them to validate new material options.
Building materials shortage

Let us eat cake

Only recently, architects were awaiting a flood of new building materials. The wave has become a trickle in 1974. And the drought of materials is worldwide.

Ask Marie Antoinette. Architects approached this decade dizzy with technology's boundless promise. Exotic, unheard-of building materials would revolutionize specification writing. True, prices were rising daily. Clients did not panic. Then, prices began to rise very rapidly, followed by a wage-price freeze. As expected, materials prices stabilized. On the other hand, materials were scarcer.

And then. An energy crisis, raw materials shortages, and world-wide political, economic, and social instability became part of everyday life. Architects learned that no amount of money would assure them building materials on demand. Firm price commitments, adequate supplies, and prompt deliveries seemed to vanish.

Curiouser and curiouser: a shortage of building materials at the height of a building boom would be comprehensible, if annoying. But we are in the doldrums of a building slump. Simultaneously, the overheated economies of Europe and Japan can no longer supply us with plentiful, cheap finished goods since their own raw materials, energy, and labor are no longer plentiful or cheap. American manufacturers of basic materials had endured years of controlled low profit margins by foregoing capital formation, abandoning aging industrial plants, and discontinuing unprofitable items. Now the competition cannot fill our orders. The basic industries of America are in a frenzy to invest.

New plant capacity requires heavy infusions of capital. The angels to make it possible are nowhere in sight, for traditional money channels have been drained by inflation and fear. Commercial bank prime lending rates are climbing unbelievable heights. Investors are wary of plummeting stock prices and lengthy equity commitments. Ignoring high yields from 1973 U.S. corporate profits, they are steering funds from the nation's stock markets to short-term bank notes offering instant liquidity. To raise capital, manufacturers of basic materials are raising prices.

Some economists find solace in this peculiar recession. We should shift from consumer spending to capital invest-
Let us eat cake

Houston Pennzoil Place, Johnson & Burgee, S.I. Morris, in progress. Photo: Balthazar Korab.


ment, they say. For the architect, competing with industry at home and abroad for scarce basic raw materials, the work of design, specification, and supervision can resemble Waiting for Godot. As he struggles to maintain project schedules, his relationships with all members of the building team have changed. Moreover, he is reshaping the very process by which he creates architecture.

We know the traditional liturgy: conceptual design, design development, production, specification, bidding, and construction supervision and inspection. Rising material costs and erratic shortages have upset the ceremony, perhaps for good. P/A has asked scores of architects, contractors, and manufacturers to assess their situations, and the following story is told by them.

Out of vanilla, chocolate, or strawberry

When your supplier’s metal stock is fully committed—so you can’t have the custom curtain wall extrusions that took dozens of design studies to develop—what do you do? The unthinkable is better than the unbuildable: create an architecture of mass produced parts. This is the ironic hour of the Bauhaus. Says CRS, Houston, “We are encouraging designing around ‘off-the-shelf’ materials that we know are available, rather than custom-made components. [We receive] fewer requests for substitutions of products which are inferior in quality.” And in-stock items are only one alternative, as the Omaha office of Leo Daly suggests. “Simplify materials and methods. [Use] any material or its application which will result in a shorter construction time and decrease the impact of inflation.”

It is all very good to design with simpler and more available materials. But needed technical data to make intelligent choices from an array of materials may be nonexistent. There is no national clearing house on building material specifications, market conditions, research, and development. Standard format data printouts are being sought by concerned groups like the Construction Specifications Institute, but a host of overlapping private and public jurisdictions concerned with building materials has yet to adopt universal standards for the industry.

The office of Charles Luckman, New York, urges caution on new products. “Too many new materials and assemblies have come on the market without enough available information to ensure proper use. Architects must be wary of such systems.” Communications still randomly filter through contractors, manufacturers, advertisers, engineers, and the professional journals.

Trade-offs are inevitable, and are now frequently anticipated in the earliest search for materials. The problem goes deeper than money and system effectiveness. The Los Angeles office of William Pereira asks, “What do you have to spend? You can make trade-offs between items, yet there are other variables besides costs. Speculative buildings give you little margin. So you must be a little smarter than the developers. That’s getting harder.”

Trade-offs are also complicated by environmental concerns. Former watchwords for crusaders have become performance specifications: energy conservation, life cycle cost, and even salvage value. A careful selection of a building material is often accompanied by equally well chosen specific alternates—not “or equal” clauses. The firm of Hugh Stubbins, Cambridge, Mass., typifies this flexible approach. “Except for lead and copper, we specify desired materials and are prepared to shift swiftly to an alternate during construction.”

Deciding which materials to specify readsies the architect and his contractor for the next stage: finding what materials are actually available and how they will consume precious delivery time and building budget. Architects are becoming quite pragmatic. They are experimenting with construction management (CM), prepurchasing, phased construction/fast track, and negotiated contracts.

Prices and supplies are often impossible to fix for any extended time. “Quoted prices aren’t worth a dime,” says the Seattle firm of Naramore, Bain, Brady & Johansen. “Contractors are understandably uneasy about holding prices for any extended length of time beyond a month.” But enlisting CM services to gain more control has had mixed results. This stems from confusion about what is a CM. In Denver, the office of Muchow Associates reports, “We have worked with general contractors as CMs and they have much to contribute.” The Detroit office of Smith, Hinchman & Grylls believes it has used the CM method for years. “We manage a job with design responsibility. Contractors like to call themselves CMs because they see the role as an extension of supervision. As architects, we provide management as a professional service.” Whatever a CM is, his employment is increasing. SOM, Chicago: “CM procedures are on an upswing in the office. This doesn’t mean shopping around, but getting the job out faster. Manufacturers raise prices during design refinement.”

Prepurchasing and storage of critical materials are usually coordinated with phased construction. Yet an opportunity to get any supplies at all may not be missed. The procedure is not novel to Reynolds, Smith & Hills, Jacksonville, who “take what we can get. We have prepurchased steel for several years.”

Many architects, contractors, and manufacturers are working together much earlier than before. Each participant has important reasons for associating in a project from its early stages. Aside from the architect’s plight, there are the contractor’s considerable risks in trying to guarantee a maximum price. (Unofficially he may “pad” with contingencies to absorb inflation.) The contractor’s line between success and failure can be uncomfortably thin these days, and careful auditing is indispensable for his survival. Says William Crow Construction, New York, “Every two weeks we analyze our job costs and progress reports thoroughly.” The owner’s understanding is also needed. Loeffler, Johnson, Lundberg, Pittsburgh architects, explain that “Our clients are well aware that many contractors won’t guarantee prices beyond certain dates.”

Of course, the regions of the U.S. are not equally affected by materials shortages. “New Orleans is somewhat late in inheriting national problems,” says the office of August Perez. “We can still fire shots in the dark and wait to see what comes back. But we move quickly on long lead items to save when we can.” And some architects have never found specifying easy. Haines, Jones, Farrell, White & Gima in Honolulu claims “There are always problems in ordering from the mainland.” With many unresolved issues in mind, P/A examines the market for building materials.
Insulation and acoustical products

Among the family of insulating and acoustical materials, no general bill of health emerges. Fill or poured insulation, rigid insulation, and batt or blanket insulation ride independent carts to the market place. Still, much of the nation reports considerable delays in obtaining adequate quantities of insulation and acoustical products.

Insulation and acoustical products difficulties are a sobering lesson in how well knit our technological economy has become. The energy crisis is implicated, to be sure. Energy for materials processing has become costlier to buy. However, many raw materials used to produce insulation and acoustical end products exist in insufficient quantity and quality. There are world-wide shortages in hydrocarbon feedstocks for petrochemicals and their derivatives; in natural feedstocks like lumber for paper and pulp; and in other chemicals and minerals. Raw material prices are surging capriciously as a result. Higher overseas prices further aggravate the U.S. market by withholding imports and encouraging exports, a malfunctioning which in part America artlessly contrived through wage-price controls.

It may be irreverent to suggest that the nation’s economic future is uneasy as it lurches towards its bicentennial. But chemical manufacturers, like other industries, are deserting low profit items for more profitable lines in grim anticipation. What is called “upgrading” of feedstocks can spell shortages for building materials markets abandoned in the stampede. Thus we see styrene dropped for poly styrene, and kraft paper capacity converted to linear board production. These transformations are not confined to insulation and acoustical product manufacture.

Supplies have been tight, deliveries have been protracted from three to six months, and prices have risen steadily this year from 10 to 25 percent. Demand has been firm and will likely remain so well into 1975. Manufacturers differ on when relief can be expected. For such materials as vermiculite, styrene foam, and glass fiber, we may expect punctual delivery schedules by 1975 while other insulators and acoustical materials may balance their supply and demand by 1976. Prices will follow the cost of living as the latter climbs in pursuit of scarcer raw materials, energy, and higher operating costs. If we are fortunate, says an industry spokesman, there may be price stability by 1980.

Sealants

A little donnybrook is enlivening the sealants industry. Polysulfide-based and other two-part sealants are yielding their market shares to high performance one-part silicone sealants, which are easy to work, enjoy respectable shelf life, and are moderately priced. Sealants derived from petrochemical feedstocks, those based on polysulfides and urethanes, have suffered from the energy crisis. Given the current preference for silicone sealants, this may not prevent the supply of two-part sealants from outpacing demand, with reduced delivery time and stable prices this year. Though the outcome of industry competition is not yet clear, specifiers and owners are insisting on long term reliability from products that will last the life of the building.

Demand for quality sealants will apparently be met by industrial capacity. Industry sources say prices will rise perhaps 10 to 15 percent this year, 25 percent within the next five years. Delivery time will be approximately what it now is, two to four weeks.

Brick and building stone

The producers of building stone face a paradox: inadequate production from ample raw supply. Granite, limestone, marble, crushed stone, and terrazzo compositions are plentiful. Granite is “practically inexhaustible” in the words of a supplier, so seems demand.

Similarly, a brick industry source states that “clay is one of the most abundant and available of raw materials.” But brick is troubled by slack in demand. Some architects complain of discouraging attempts to achieve color matching. Stricter pollution controls effected the closing of older facilities which some architects favored for certain distinctive brick styles. Generally, demand has been hurt by the decelerating construction industry. Decorative brick, used extensively in homes, has been buffeted hard. Still, brick has remained a popular building skin and bearing wall. Its production is highly energy efficient and its U-factor is good.

Brick prices rose six percent in 1973 due to labor and production. The 1974 increment will probably reflect growing price stability, according to industry sources. Orders can be filled immediately in some cases, though a four-week wait is more reasonable. Prices will most likely advance at a slower pace through 1980.

Granite, limestone, and marble are in great demand. Their assured supply, low energy input, low maintenance, insulating value, and rich appearance have stimulated recent activity in the quarries. Opening or expanding mining facilities has not been easy, however. Court rulings on environmental objections to mining operations have necessitated a careful search for new sources and new extraction techniques. New machinery has increased worker productivity in the quarries, offsetting higher labor costs.

Granite has risen about 10 percent this year with diminishing price increases predicted to 1980. Small jobs have 60- to 90-day delivery lead times, large jobs, 180 or more days. Delivery should improve in the next five years.

Limestone’s five percent cost increase in 1974 is largely due to shipping. Augmented demand exceeding production may alter this rosy prospectus. One source suggested that the remainder of the year will see a 12 percent price increase and delivery stretched from one month to six or seven weeks after approval of shop drawings.

Marble price hikes have been moderate, perhaps gaining by 10 percent from 1970. Lead time has been 6 to 18 months. With increased demand, the industry foresees six to eight percent per year price boosts to 1980 and delivery lengthened by three to six months, then stabilizing.

Production of crushed stone is also increasing. This comes in the face of adverse environmental rulings on land use and reclamation. In addition, rising shipping costs have added to the selling price.
Some 30 percent of terrazzo's total volume uses epoxy and polyester resins, which are petrochemical derivatives. The oil shortage has left its mark. But an industry spokesman believes the difficulty is manifested primarily in shipping delays.

The outlook for crushed stone and terrazzo is good. If crushed stone can find political sympathy for its operations and stability in its freight charges it should enjoy only small price changes. Terrazzo users might use systems other than epoxy and polyester resins.

Cement and concrete products

Aldous Huxley's future senior citizen masquerades in a youthful shell unto death. At a cursory glance, the cement industry would not face an imminent demise. Shipments are vigorous and current over much of the nation. What is disturbing are indications that the industry will require heavy investments in the immediate future for upgrading, replacing, and expanding facilities. Otherwise, we will face a genuine shortage of cement and cement products as the industry shows its age. One industry survey forecasts that almost 30 percent of total U.S. cement capacity will be in marginal or poor condition by 1975, even considering new projects. How did this happen?

Good profits in the 1950s created excess manufacturing capacity in the following decade despite a growing U.S. appetite for cement. Pollution control installation in the late 1960s was costly enough to close marginal cement plants. Total capacity saw a net decline from 1968 to 1972.

Wage-price controls did nothing to encourage capital investment, and the industry's profitability was soured by the energy crunch. As an industry source describes, "Cement is one of the most energy intensive manufacturing businesses in the U.S., and therefore, the current crisis has had a substantial impact on us." Nearly one-third of cement's production costs are for energy. Kilns are fired with fuel oil, gas, and coal. Crushing, grinding, and handling of material are by electricity. Quarries are worked with diesel oil.

For the past two years, producers have been operating at near effective capacity, but the nation took hefty bites of industry inventories in 1973. Imports closed the gap between supply and demand. If a dearth of investment in cement facilities for the past nine years is to be overcome, the industry must improve its ability to attract capital. An average new plant costs $60 million to $90 million and is two and one-half years in planning and construction. In so many words, cement and concrete product prices will rise.

Cement costs rose 10 to 15 percent in January and again in July. Deliveries range from a few days to a few months, with the southeastern U.S. feeling the most pain. The industry forecasts perhaps 10 to 15 percent per year price increases to 1980. Demand will remain strong as an increase in construction activities using cement in ready-mix, precast, and terrazzo picks up the housing slack.

We must not forget a few other variables. If the present liquidity crisis prevents cement industry expansion, foreign suppliers may not be able to meet our needs. If the northern U.S. winter of 1974-75 is severe, we will probably feel the energy pinch through fewer bags of cement. And absurd as it sounds, there is a shortage of paper for bagging.
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Aluminum

America is having a love affair with aluminum. Demands for its commercial, industrial, monumental (office buildings and the like), and residential use are strong despite the overall weakness of the building industry. As affairs now stand, there is not enough aluminum for everyone. Some of us must wait, and everyone must pay more.

Aluminum has historically been a low profit industry. As its expenses for energy—it is an energy intensive product—environmental controls, freight, and labor eroded its profits, aluminum manufacturers were unable to amass sufficient capital to expand capacity. Increased production costs and a price freeze on aluminum met head on. The result: a squeeze on users, who now face three- to four-month lead times for many specialty items.

Architects are competing with traditional and new users of aluminum. Home owner remodelers, eschewing new larger homes and devastating mortgage payments, are enlarging their space, using aluminum siding. Farmers unable to get galvanized steel for their barns are switching to aluminum. The beverage can is a new user, as is the automobile, which is struggling to lose weight gained from safety, pollution, and luxury equipment. Even the traditional copper drains and downspouts are now often aluminum.

Aluminum’s alloying agents, copper and magnesium, have soared in price. As for aluminum ore, chiefly bauxite, it has become the gambit of ore-producing nations like Jamaica, the Dominican Republic, Surinam, South Africa, Guinea, and Australia. Jamaica has set a fast pace with a combined 800 percent increase in royalties and taxes. Aluminum prices are continuing to rise and no one is quite certain when the ceiling will be reached. New capacity takes two and one-half to three years to activate from plans to finished smelting plant, and money has been hard to find for the purpose. Meanwhile, the last tonnage from the nation’s strategic stockpiles was sold out this summer and users face a tight last quarter in 1974. All that anyone can do under these conditions is to order early.

There is some cheer in future tidings. New smelting capacity will be available by 1976, but supply will not match demand until 1978, according to industry sources. Manufacturers are investigating new smelting processes that could cut energy requirements by 30 percent. And there may be new raw supplies if we learn to extract from aluminum-bearing ores such as anorthosite, alunite, and laterite.

Glass

Soda ash, an important raw material in glass production, is in short supply across the world. U.S. demand for glass, on the other hand, is at best stable due to the cooling of the automotive and construction industries and the enlargement of U.S. float glass capacity.

Continuing increases in capacity this year will be accompanied by a relatively unchanging demand and a continued delivery period of three to four weeks, according to industry sources. Prices will rise, due to inflated costs. This trend, with a slowly recovering demand and modest gains in capacity, could take us to 1980.

Architects have turned the industry’s output askew. In response to the energy crisis, they have strained to capacity...
the manufacturers' ability to make various types of insulated and reflective glass. And so, the industry asks designers to learn the full implications of life-cycle costing to "precipitate a better mix of glass demand." It is also concerned that vision glass has become the environment's scapegoat.

**Resilient tile flooring**

Vinyl asbestos tile (VAT) and other similar resilient tile floorings use vinyl resins derived from petrochemical feedstocks. Oil problems and freight, power, and packaging costs have affected prices. Therefore, the industry is besieged by the brisk commercial construction market. Customers are urged to select from in-stock items. Supplies will regain normalcy as oil supplies improve. The same holds for delivery time, presently ranging from 30 to 120 days depending on item ordered, with lesser intervals for contract sheet vinyl flooring. Prices will respond to inflationary pressures in the expected manner.

**Steel**

1973 was a fat year for steel. The 150 million tons produced by the U.S. reaffirmed the nation's world leadership in steel manufacturing. Common sense suggests we should have all the shapes, sheets, bars, and mesh we desire. Consider the second guessing that is besetting corporate and government building project directors. Instead, architects are fighting for whatever steel there is.

The steel industry has not been a profitable giant of late. U.S. steel consumption grew an average annual rate of over two percent in the last 15 years. The U.S. steel industry could not claim the bounty wholly for itself, however. A flood of lower priced steel from Europe and Japan, buoyed by lower labor costs, rapid plant modernization and expansion which increased productivity, direct and indirect government incentives in the form of subsidies, credit guarantees, and tax benefits, plus a favorable currency exchange rate vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar, absorbed more than half the increase in domestic consumption. World access to steel has been equalized by discoveries of high-grade ore deposits in Australia, Canada, and South America, and the development of giant bulk cargo ships to transport them.

Even so, U.S. manufacturers continued to make heavy investments in basic steel R&D, and perfected new technical processes such as vacuum melted steel, vacuum degassed steel, argon-oxygen process steel, electron beam refining, continuous casting, and the bottom blown converter or Q-BOP. Billions of dollars were invested in pollution control. These wunderkinder have replaced older equipment. Yet total U.S. capacity was frozen from 1965 to 1972. Certain product lines actually lost capacity in those years. Low profitability and slow demand at home yielded to aggressive foreign sales campaigns for items like plates, baling wire, drilling pipe, and reinforcing bars. American producers converted to more profitable work and closed marginal plants (e.g., rebars were dropped for angles and bar joists). As long as overseas suppliers could furnish what we would not make here, Americans were delighted.

A storm on the steel mills was incubating long before the Arab-Israeli war. As the world sensed an impending money shortage, industrialists rushed their expansion plans forward to secure available credit. This induced a prodigious worldwide order for steel which has reduced our supply of imports. Add to this inflationary pressures which awarded wage boosts to labor in Europe and Japan which outstrip their U.S. counterparts, and the long overdue devaluation of the U.S. dollar against European and Japanese currencies, and it is not hard to see why America cannot rely on bargain priced imports. Imports are down in 1974, and industry spokesman estimate that desperate buyers are paying from 25 to over 100 percent over the domestic price.

Wage-price controls helped send steel and scrap iron overseas to appreciate higher prices. As for the ubiquitous energy crisis, it increased fuel and transportation costs for steelmakers, though America is fortunate that its coal delivers more than 65 percent of steel's energy needs. Fuel oil yields less than 9 percent.

The steel industry estimates it will need to increase capacity between 20 and 25 million tons by 1980 to meet at least 85 percent of domestic demand. This will entail a hefty $10 billion to $13 billion investment on top of $10 billion for replacement and $3 billion for environmental controls. These funds will be raised, for steel demand continues to grow. Auto steel has been absorbed elsewhere.

To make investment enticing, prices for steel have risen up to 40 percent this year. Prices will continue to rise. Delivery times of three months and more will be sustained for some time and might worsen in the event of a much dreaded coal miners' strike. Until capital expansion is underway, we face hard times ahead. Architects might rush their orders for structural steel as soon as building schedules permit. Steel will be tight to 1980 across the world, and temporary surpluses in certain countries will be offered for sale in steel hungry markets where, in the words of a steel economist, they will "evaporate like a desert rainstorm."

**Gypsum board**

Like a wave of religiosity in the shadow of the millenium, developers and builders hoarded gypsum board inventories against the threat of a major strike in the industry. With plants in line now supplies are plentiful, prices are stable, and deliveries are prompt; all look good to 1980. Gypsum is "one of the most abundant rocks on earth," and list prices for its products have been stagnant for 10 years. Because gypsum board is heavily patronized by home-builders, it shares their slow pace of sales.

**Paints and other coatings**

Shortages of pigments, vehicles, and containers for paint could make supplies tight. Prices have risen, and worried contractors prefer to avoid bid quotations.

Many high performance coatings such as the fluorocarbons have not been injured by oil. Since these products are profitable for manufacturers, solvents needed in their production—while supplied at a premium—have not been diverted. Only unusual colors requested out-of-stock might encounter difficulties. Prices have been stable. Supplies are...
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generally available, and should cover demand, according to industry sources. Prices will reflect rising costs, with delivery time remaining normal. Still, the spectre of real shortages lingers on; architects are advised to accept cost-plus or open-ended contracts for some time to come.

Roofing and waterproofing

Simple wants fared better in supposedly simpler times. Diogenes told an astonished Alexander the Great that his only request would be that the ruler step aside, “You are blocking my path to the sun.” Today architects ask roofing contractors to install a favorite, time-tested roofing system, and it frequently cannot be done for love or money. Asphalt, coal tar pitch, paper, rag, and certain chemicals essential to standard roofing details are in short supply.

Asphalt is literally and figuratively “at the bottom of the barrel of crude oil,” an industry source states. Existing government controls on production of crude-oil-based commodities have applied pressure on the availability of asphalt producing material. It is a low profit item which only higher prices could invigorate.

Coal tar pitch is derived from coal tar. Coal tar is an excellent substitute for petroleum fuel in industry, and has been partly siphoned off for this purpose. While producers search for new supply sources, specifiers find their old standard very hard to obtain.

The shortage of paper and the exporting of rag have hurt roofing felt and shingle manufacture. Demand for paper products outside the construction business has proliferated and choices in shingle colors have narrowed.

Shortages will persist as long as petroleum, paper, and rag remain in uncertain supply. Prices will continue to rise. Spokesmen believe such conditions could persist to 1980.

Wood and wood products

The singing telegram died in 1974. And what of homebuilding? Homebuilders have not disappeared, but their activities have receded from 2.1 million starts in 1973 to an estimated 1.6 million starts for 1974. As wood and wood products have been closely associated with homebuilding, they too show signs of “anticyclical” business behavior.

Current residential and manufacturing demand levels for wood have caused some shipments to exceed orders, with subsequent retreats in production. There has been a dip in prices for some items. In May of this year an industry spokesman referred to generous mill inventories of soft-wood plywood as a “bargain buy.” Though there were local bottlenecks in wood deliveries due to railroad boxcar shortages, this has been a minor problem. In fact, the industry believes it can make deliveries “virtually immediately” on most products.

Redwood takes exception to this appraisal. Heavy use of it for custom housing and commercial building has kept supplies tight. Redwood mills are approaching their sustained yield. Boxcar shortages and the catch-up time between an accelerated demand and a lengthy one-year kiln drying period have pushed delivery dates to two or three months for upper grades, and somewhat less for common.

The timber companies and manufacturers of wood doors, windows, and other products are praying for a housing boom. No one can predict the twilight of the single-family house yet, so any resurgence of the homebuilding could mean tight wood supplies, if housing starts exceed more than two million per year for several consecutive years. If starts fail to break this number, industry observers foresee no major problems in supply, demand, price, and delivery.

Redwood will stay “hot” and scarce for some time to come. The industry advises architects to take advantage of improving supplies of common grades where they are appropriate: decks, fences, trellises, and multi-unit and commercial work. Upper grades need time to expand.

Plywood and plywood siding should increase their supplies to 1980 as new plants and equipment are installed. Price increases due to labor can be expected, while delivery time remains at present schedules. One possibly discordant note is a potential problem with plywood exterior glue. If benzine shortages recur, phenol formaldehyde resins used in glue manufacture may be short.

What seems to preoccupy the industry’s long-range planning is a fear of inadequate timber simply. Towards the expansion of logging rights in the National Forests, the industry is emphasizing timber as an agricultural crop.

Through “forest management” it believes it can meet U.S. Forest Service estimates of a demand for wood in the year 2000 which doubles that of 1972. The industry’s future course in the National Forests awaits a government ruling.

Plastics

The prima donna of technology is suffering growing pains. Plastics celebrated a record year of production in 1973, turning out 27 billion pounds of plastics—an increase of three billion pounds above its 1972 efforts. This year, demand is estimated to exceed 30 billion pounds, and industry sources say only 27 to 30 billion pounds are coming.

Plastics production was at full capacity in 1973, oblivious of how tight oil and natural gas supplies were and how tenuous were the sources of petrochemical feedstock. Price controls rattled the euphoria by channeling feedstock from plastic resins to more profitable uses at home and abroad. One direct outcome was the growth of feedstock exports in the last quarter of 1973. Early difficulties in natural gas and petroleum distribution had already appeared as spot shortages in different parts of the U.S. by summer.

Business was too good for plastics to heed the portents. The total amount of petrochemical feedstock available for plastics was severely reduced. The startled industry rushed to Washington to fight for its allocations when the Federal Energy Office favored agriculture, food processing, utilities and others—but failed to list plastics as a primary customer.

Construction, which uses perhaps 25 to 30 percent of plastics production, has felt this loss in diverse painful ways. VAT, sealants, and window gaskets can be elusive.

There will be no additional resin capacity until late 1976 or early 1977, say industry sources. The intervening years will see plant modernization and upgrading. In the words of a trade association representative, “the economics of our industry have drastically and permanently changed. It is inconceivable that prices can ever go back to pre-1973 lev-
els." Future growth in plastics is very unpredictable. New resin capacity rests lightly on a pyramid of its: if new feedstock is made available, if new refineries are built, and if more gas and oil are made available to the U.S. market. One ultimate consolation: plastics are fundamentally hydrocarbons. As the industry envisions, the world is rich in carbon atoms eager to become polymers when the oil runs dry. The research will be costly. Yet—a life without plastics?

The party's over

A careful re-evaluation of how architectural designs become buildings is in progress in many architectural offices. Earlier participation by the full "building team" and a more profound knowledge of materials than architects now exercise seem inevitable for the continuing survival of the profession. The gravy days of materials seem permanently over. Even if the world economy plunges into full depression, and the world has its Jeremiahs, building materials may never be as plentiful as they once appeared. We may even see new construction which is planned for longer amortization periods—buildings designed to last.

[Roger Yee]
Ulrich Franzen, well-known for his compositions in brick, tells what little there is to know about the material and a lot about how and why he uses it.

Why does any architect use any building material? The primary reason, most likely, is because he likes it. But reasoning usually would avoid such unarguable issues as "like," in an effort to make a more rational justification for choice. Curiously, however, these "other" reasons become explicit only after some experience with the material.

Over the last 10 or 15 years, architect Ulrich Franzen has done any number of brick buildings which have appeared in the glossy pages of one or another of the architectural journals. When asked why he uses this material, he says that it was never a conscious choice, since he never had any well-to-do clients. Brick is one of the least expensive exterior finishes and is virtually self-maintaining—two reasons architects as well as clients find it very acceptable.

Brick is also one of the most versatile of building materials, having appeared in almost every style of architecture since the time of the Romans. Its technologies have altered little since then and, for this reason, Franzen considers it a non-innovative material which avoids innovative design problems. Steel has replaced masonry for lintels and one of the more urgent questions of detailing may be whether or not to use a rabbetted lip stretcher in a lintel detail. The only nominal change in the use of the material followed labor union agreements to limit the number of bricks laid per day; in order to maintain the construction tempo, someone invented the all-American answer—the jumbo brick.

While brick is a very regional material with varying characteristics according to local clay composition, Franzen prefers a very dense, gray/brown brick, made in Ohio, that can be used without siliconing. He describes the gray/brown color as being "discreet," making a softer contrast with the sky than red brick and blending with almost any setting. The mortar used for laying the brick is dark charcoal color with the joints raked back to create a shadow effect, a trick he learned from the skillful hands of Frank Lloyd Wright. As in Wright's detail too, Franzen prefers the joint to be a minimum dimension. But although he may spec a ¼ in. joint (Wright's was a mere ¼ in.), he says it is often difficult to get a mason to lay less than a ½ in. mortar joint.

Here is where the pragmatics and the aesthetics of a material are difficult to separate, and the question is raised of how much the characteristics of a material are expressed, as opposed to the willful imposition of form. Brick lends itself to a variety of treatments in the handling of details: coursing, expansion and construction joints, reveals and corners. Franzen regards brick basically as a disciplining material whose modular characteristics and built-in proportioning system must be respected in organizing forms. One problem, he feels, is overcoming the quality of brick-as-veneer by giving a sense of volume and enclosure to the mass of the building, and by giving depth to its surface. The ability of the material to perform in this way is well illustrated by his recent laboratory building at Cornell. Essentially a two-faced structure, the north side is a glass curtain wall that reads as surface only; the south side is a windowless brick wall that reads as volume, whose surfaces are modulated in scale with the volume of the building.

Further, in the philosophic realm, the forms which Franzen chooses to give his buildings imply an inherent contradiction; the "touchability" of brick as an essentially humanistic material, used to make forms which Franzen describes as brave new world images. Whether or not the intent is achieved, the attitude clearly governs the choice and use of this material. [Sharon Lee Ryder]
Designing in steel and glass

Savvy about steel, game with glass

Coming from architects known for technical innovations as well as design, the responses of Kevin Roche, John Dinkeloo & Associates to the materials shortage proves to be enlightening and often surprising.

In one sense, materials shortages are nothing new to John Dinkeloo. As a partner in the firm of Kevin Roche, John Dinkeloo & Associates (and before that, its predecessor, Eero Saarinen & Associates) he has often operated as if a materials shortage were at hand. And in many cases it was, in terms of the right materials or finishes for the job. When Saarinen’s firm was designing the Deere & Co. Administrative Center in Moline, Ill. in 1957 (completed 1964), they sought to exploit exposed structural steel. In those days, weathering steel had not been applied to architectural construction, and John Dinkeloo felt compelled to do something about it. In the late 1950s when the firm was looking for the right glass to clad the exterior of the Bell Telephone Laboratories Development Center in Holmdel, N.J. (completed 1962), Dinkeloo stepped outside the architectural materials field to find and adapt the appropriate material—reflective glass—to the building’s curtain walls.

As head of Saarinen’s technical department, Dinkeloo can claim credit for many other such technical applications and advancements. He borrowed neoprene gaskets from the auto industry to seal the curtain wall system of the General Motors Technical Center, Warren, Mich. (1948–1954). The porcelain panels prevalent at GM had previously been found mostly in gas stations; Dinkeloo’s department developed a laminated panel and continued to refine it.

These accomplishments, historically significant even now, were acclaimed then in the architectural press as bold innovations. But Dinkeloo remains modest. He quickly explains that he does not create “new” materials so much as he improves old ones. His decision 20 years ago to explore new materials or products was in fact triggered by the lack of research in construction materials. He continues to do so simply as the need arises for a specific job. Nevertheless, the leap Dinkeloo was willing to make from old product to new turned out to be a quantum jump, particularly since manufacturers lingered behind. In retrospect, the introduction of two materials in particular, weathering...
Reflective glass was first used in the Bell Telephone Laboratories Development Center of 1962. The entrance elevation was originally tinted glass (below, right), while the rear elevation was fitted with reflective glass as an experiment (bottom). The glass proved to be so successful in its reflective quality (left) that eventually the entire building was sheathed in mirror glass. Photos: Ezra Stoller © ESTO, below right; George Cserna, bottom and left.

Steel and reflective glass has changed the face—or at least a few wrinkles—of architecture in the last decade.

Riveting on rust

Originally the Saarinen office intended to build the John Deere offices in concrete. But steel seemed to be more appropriate to the wooded site and to the product identified with the firm (farm equipment). The architects desired an economical metal that could express the structure—without the obligatory protective coatings.

So Dinkeloo began looking at corrosion curves in different kinds of steel. He found a high tension steel that corroded for a period of time and then leveled off. This kind of steel, containing more manganese, copper, and nickel than higher corroding types, had been developed in the 1930s for coal hopper cars. Since carrying coal took the paint off normal metal cars, paving the way for heavy rust, the coal industry required a steel that could form a dense oxide protective coating. When Dinkeloo approached manufacturers about structural applications, however, they were less than excited. This kind of steel took more time to produce and was difficult to weld due to its thickness. But Dinkeloo undertook more elaborate tests, including a two-story mock-up on site, to erase any apprehensions on the part of the steel manufacturers. He not only determined the weld patterns, but how weathering steel would react with neoprene gaskets. No glazing expansion joints were employed at the Deere building; only structural neoprene gaskets sealed the glass and allowed for expansion.

After weathering steel's debut in the Deere building, it became famous overnight. Since then Roche-Dinkeloo has used it for the Ford Foundation building in New York (1967), the Knights of Columbus office building in New Haven (1970) and the adjoining Veterans' Memorial Coliseum (1972), and the Richardson Merrell office building under construction in Wilton, Conn.

Dinkeloo states that the firm handles the fire-proofing according to the circumstance. Because the Deere building—only five stories high—was situated outside the fire district in a rural area, the architects primarily needed to make the perimeter accessible to firefighting equipment. The Ford Foundation building was located in an urban center, so Roche-Dinkeloo turned to conventionally insulated beams with weathering steel cover plates. Knights of Columbus structure is unique in that a tall office building (23 stories) with exposed structural steel rarely satisfies tough urban fire codes. In this case, steel beams rest on fireproof concrete corner towers so each floor could be considered, in effect, a one-story building. A sprinkler system also protects offices. With the Coliseum and the Richardson Merrell building, Roche-Dinkeloo summoned evidence that fire protection sprayed only on the inside surfaces of the weathering steel structure would be sufficient to meet fire codes. Two different fireproofings were applied in each building: Richardson Merrell was sprayed with the conventional 1 1/2-in.-thick fireproofing; the Coliseum, however, was painted with a 1/4-in.-thick intumescent paint that foams when hit by fire, creating an air cushion around the steel.

Risks of rust

Like any material, weathering steel has limitations of which architects must be acutely aware, Dinkeloo warns.

Reflective glass was first used in the Bell Telephone Laboratories Development Center of 1962. The entrance elevation was originally tinted glass (below, right), while the rear elevation was fitted with reflective glass as an experiment (bottom). The glass proved to be so successful in its reflective quality (left) that eventually the entire building was sheathed in mirror glass. Photos: Ezra Stoller © ESTO, below right; George Cserna, bottom and left.
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First, the oxidation may creep along for more than the hypothetical two-year period. Second, the materials around the steel must be sympathetic to it. For example, where weathering steel touches the earth it will continue to corrode. Another snag occurs with nuts and bolts; if they are also formed of weathering steel they tend to hold moisture and continue to corrode, weakening and changing shape. Stainless steel nuts and bolts provide the most sensible substitute, according to Dinkeloo. He also prefers silicone sealants to any other when setting glass into a weathering steel frame, due to their endurance and expandability.

Of the two principal types of weathering steel, one oxidizes more tightly but tends to stay red-orange longer; the other turns a brown-purple more quickly, but flakes off. Therefore Dinkeloo saves this second type for secluded sites where flaking will not stain other buildings. If the steel is chosen for application on an urban site, however, he advises pre-weathering it—literally leaving it out in the rain where sulfur and moisture will speed oxidation. This process was employed at the Ford Foundation building but time and budget didn't allow for pre-weathering at the Knights of Columbus building. As a consequence, a reddish tinge can be seen gracing the exterior walls of the department store across the street.

A gleam to glass

Dinkeloo has been studying the problems of glass curtain walls since the construction of the GM Technical Center. Then the largest window wall application in the U.S., heat gain limitations, however, soon became apparent. Meanwhile, Dinkeloo noticed the growing prevalence of one-way mirrors, glazing that reflects light from one surface but allows visibility through the other.

He began investigating this mirror glass to see how it was made (metal particles were deposited on it in a vacuum chamber). Also at that time (late 1950s), the space industry, and especially Bell Laboratories, was using an extra thin metallized polyester film for air balloons. Dinkeloo then found someone laminating the film between two pieces of glass. But he wasn't satisfied yet. Since the metallized film wasn't applied in a vacuum, the glass tended to stripe. However, by combining the two processes of coating glass with the metallized solution and then laminating the two panes of glass, a reflective glass pane with the properties of safety glass was created.

Appropriately, Dinkeloo first installed the glass in the Bell Laboratories in Holmdel. Tooling up could hardly be called a big-time operation. Just two men—one representing the Kinney Vacuum Division of New York Air Brake Co. and the other, the Laminated Glass Corp. of Detroit—collaborated on the process. Only one elevation initially received the reflective glass. However the new product was so successful that Bell eventually replaced the tinted thermal glass on the other three elevations with the mirror glass. Afterwards, with the Deere building, Dinkeloo jazzed up the process a bit—by adding bronze metal spray to get a gold-tinted reflective surface.

Today several manufacturers make reflective glass, laminated or double-glazed, baked in porcelain, or sprayed in a
vacuum process. Dinkeloo still finds the vacuum-laminate combination best prevents uneven color and striation.

Dinkeloo's experiments with glass didn't stop with these early solutions. As recently as 1972 the firm pioneered the development of a special glass for the enclosed plaza of the Irwin Union Bank and Trust addition in Columbus, Ind. Visualizing a glass with the light patterns and sun protection of venetian blinds, Roche-Dinkeloo worked out a process with a manufacturer whereby strips of clear glass were sprayed with a metal film, while other strips were masked, to be left clear. Then the panel was laminated to a green tinted pane. When asked whether this process wasn't rather expensive, Dinkeloo replied that like many products, the first time around is the least expensive—for the architect. However, high production losses for an experimental product can reduce the manufacturer's profits. Thus, next time, he imagines, they will find prices higher.

Roche-Dinkeloo's extension of the capabilities of more commonly available glass merits attention too. To cut glare in the sloping reflective glass walls of the College Life Insurance Company of America Headquarters in Indianapolis (1973), the architects hung a skirt of opaque stipple glass from the ceiling, around the inside walls. For Worcester County Bank in Worcester, Mass. (1974), they went a step further; three horizontal panels of reflective glass with differing degrees of visibility and light transmission alternate on each floor. In another application, reflective or tinted glass awnings will shade the offices of the American Electric Power Company in Ashland, Ky. The 4- or 5-ft-long sunshades will be attached to the southeast and southwest glass walls of the building at every floor. Details for the connection are being fleshed out now.

Energy and exposure

When it comes down to it, energy concerns, more than a materials shortage, could trim Roche-Dinkeloo's robust appetite for glass. Hopefully their "greenhouse architecture"—the schemes that receive quantities of natural light through glass shed or ridge and furrow roofs—won't suffer. However the architects have begun investigating methods for using less glass, while still admitting the same amount of natural light to a building's interior, in an effort to shave energy requirements.

Both energy considerations and rising prices for sheet metal work generated a change in the mechanical system planned for New York's Federal Reserve building project. The original scheme called for a central mechanical system to be dropped into the space where the beams carrying the tower span the 160-ft-high ground floor court. Now the building is being designed to have separate floor-by-floor mechanical systems with no continuous ducts. Not only can the floors operate independently in off-hour use, but fire hazards common to skyscrapers should be diminished. While these separate packages generally cost more than a central system, sheet metal costs reverse the rule.

The real thing

Aside from the generalized notion of a "materials shortage"—the absence of the right materials for specific needs that led John Dinkeloo to engage in product development—the question of the real materials shortage remains. Higher prices, slower deliveries, and nonsupply do exist for what-
Savvy about steel, game with glass

ever reason. Ironically the mirror glass that he helped launch is in such high demand (due to energy savings and its dramatic visual properties) that even he has trouble getting delivery. As for weathering steel, like the rest of the steel manufactured, shortages occur for small items. (One steel company admits to temporary limited supply, owing to the time-consuming process of manufacturing this kind of steel). If you want any kind of metal in bulk, Dinkeloo points out, there's no problem. However the real materials shortage, he postulates, will spur him on to look for new materials to apply to architectural construction. Whereas other architects may play it safe in specifying, Dinkeloo thinks the occasion warrants an opposite response.

Shortages, price escalations, and slow delivery require keen anticipatory responses. Dinkeloo, like other architects, must keep the firm's materials options open and analyze the implications for structural and design decisions. For example, faced with the specter of rising steel prices, he speculates that future work by the firm might depend more on concrete, as it did 10 to 15 years ago when concrete was cheaper. Going back to concrete has advantages in terms of a shortage; for example, if # 13 steel reinforcing rods are not available, then at least the designer can run two smaller numbers together. Not so with a steel frame.

The inside word

Dinkeloo also stays up with the materials market to know when and where to buy. In keeping abreast, he doesn't rely on any systematic technique. Instead, intuition, information gleaned here and there from sources like The Wall Street Journal, or tips from friends in the construction business supply background. As a result, he has been able to pre-purchase steel for the United Nations Development Corporation hotel/office project in New York at the unheard of price of $485 per ton—rock bottom compared with today's prices of $900 to $1000 per ton. (Of course the unexpected can catch you short: because the UNDO building is financed through the quasi-public corporation, the steel arrived before the money to build). Believing that steel prices are now peaking, Dinkeloo is waiting until the end of the year before letting bids for the 16,000-ton steel order required for a large New York office building. Contending that steel prices have climbed to an artificial high, he suggests that the slack in the construction industry now being felt by the architects around New York will begin to affect the materials market in early 1975. Since prices depend on the owner's willingness to pay, they will stay at those rarified heights as long as purchasing power remains. Once clients refuse, steel mills and erectors will have to back down. Furthermore, he postulates, labor costs should drop off with the slump in construction in the New York area. Contractors, faced with little work, might reduce profits.

The manner and methods

In dealing with materials suppliers, it is not surprising that the architect must resort to those tactics developed to a fine art in the garment business: maneuvering, bargaining, cajoling, threatening. Dinkeloo admits to all of the above. His flexibility in materials choices doesn't mean that the
Even with current works now in construction, Roche-Dinkeloo has been using glass and steel extensively despite materials shortages (see text). Reflective double-glazed panels sheath the Lehman Pavilion of the Metropolitan Museum in New York (above and below). Metallized double-glazed green tinted panels, giving off a bluish cast, wrap around the steel frame of the office-hotel tower for the United Nations (right). Photos: Cheryl Rossum, above and below; Nathaniel Leiberman, right.

firm easily shifts materials once the building is underway. Another device Dinkeloo resorts to is the simple old trade-off; cut corners where they don’t show, and save the quality materials for visual impact. The axiom may be common knowledge, but Roche-Dinkeloo applies it more cleverly than do many architects. Take lighting, for example. Few architects handle standard fluorescent fixtures as seductively as they. In the Irwin Union Bank and Trust addition, they left the steel beams and trusses exposed and attached open fluorescent light fixtures to the bottom chord of the trusses so that light would diffuse both upward and downward. All components were painted white, producing an unexpectedly dramatic effect (photo p. 81).

Call it by any other name

Much of Dinkeloo’s role in arriving at the most efficient and economical materials and structural members could be called “value engineering.” But he considers labels like “value engineering” only fancy terms for a process any competent architect goes through. “The only difference between value engineering and what we normally do, is that our client doesn’t necessarily know about it.” His antipathy toward fancy titles extends to “construction management” as well. Reluctant to call it by that name, Dinkeloo nevertheless dons this hat frequently in keeping prices down and schedules met.

His kind of informal approach to assorted roles also typifies his relationship with Kevin Roche. Working closely, the two take on separate creative tasks but equally share ideas and opinions on all aspects of the architectural solution. Final design decisions, both agree, evolve in a non-explicit way, almost through “osmosis.”

Despite the impromptu methods of product testing, construction management, value engineering, and other functions, the process obviously has worked for the firm. Sure, there are flaws, mistakes, or unforeseen occurrences here and there, but the level of managerial and technical proficiency (not to mention design) is uncommon. All of it is “architecture.” [Suzanne Stephens]
Designing in steel and glass

Steel stands, girding glass

How do acknowledged masters of detailing for steel and glass view the materials future? In an interview with the Mies office, those materials are still favored.

No student of architecture would have difficulty identifying the palette of materials favored by the Office of Mies van der Rohe. Steel, says partner Joseph Fujikawa, is always their choice, because of the flexibility it gives a building. For example, whole floor areas can be removed, if future demands require it, without loss of structural integrity. In areas where skilled tradesmen are limited, Fujikawa notes that it is easier to find erectors for steel—essentially factory-produced elements—than concrete mechanics. Steel makes possible the precision which has always been the trademark of the Mies office, he feels, because of in-the-shop cutting and fabrication procedures. Delivery time and price were not obstacles.

While not planning to change its priorities, the firm has had to adjust its thinking about some aspects of steel construction. Price and time have now changed. The price is up, especially on lighter sections; Fujikawa feels that steel companies are eager for the profit benefits of heavy sections. Similarly, however, larger concrete reinforcing bars produce more revenue for the same effort, so steel structures are not the only subjects of the pinch. "Number four rebars are impossible," Fujikawa reports.

Steel delivery time is an even bigger problem, however. With standard delays reported to run delivery times up to 7–9 weeks, the Mies office has had to rethink the beginning, if not the main, phases of several projects. (Fujikawa estimates that it can take three-quarters of a year to get steel delivered and erected.) One job, a Burlington, Vt. multi-use project, required some last minute gymnastics to avoid the costly delay. Working with the contractor to expedite the job, the architects agreed to change the base to allow concrete construction up to the plaza level. Steel orders for the upper levels could be processed while the contractor proceeded with the job.

Fujikawa declined to project future prospects for steel construction, due to obvious uncertainties of a complex market. He did say that subsequent developments of higher strength or more corrosion-resistant steels, if they occur, would be observed carefully to see how best to apply them. Steel is not on its way out for the Mies office.

Neither is glass. The "new" emphasis on energy-use analysis is not new to the Mies office. Their preference, however, is still the dark glazing materials as opposed to the reflective ones. While recognizing that heat gain/loss through the exterior wall is an important consideration, Fujikawa points out that it affects only 25 percent of a building's energy consumption. It should be noted, he feels, that even though Mies' famous 860–880 Lake Shore Drive apartments gain heat faster than buildings with more mass, they also release the heat faster. Therefore, in order to assess their energy requirements adequately, the shorter period of necessary air conditioning has to enter the equation. Ideally, Fujikawa would like to see the glass manufacturers step up interest in photosensitive glazing materials—those that darken or lighten as the light intensity changes.

Availability of glass is no problem. According to Fujikawa, delivery times are good, and price escalation is not excessive. Again, however, it is the steel or aluminum housing the glass that causes problems.

Given the precise detailing and care for which the Office of Mies van der Rohe is famous, it might seem inevitable that buildings designed there would be expensive. But it is not a prima donna firm. Fujikawa points out that a large portion of their work is for developers, a type of client that will not buy extravagance, either in goods or in services. "We'd love to dispel the myth that our fees, our buildings, or both, are expensive," Fujikawa says. "The real art is in knowing where to spend." That art is still serving the firm well. [Jim Murphy]
Steel stands, girding glass

Roberto Clemente High School; photo, Hedrich-Blessing; structural engineer, Nelson, Ostrom, Baskin, Berman & Associates.

TYPICAL WINDOW DETAILS
U.S. Post Office Loop Station, Chicago Federal Center
Designing in panels

Panache in panels

Smooth, finished surfaces suggesting sophisticated technology identify work by Gruen Associates. Yet they are still a blend of new and old techniques.

"If we could assemble a building entirely in a factory and by some means of osmosis transport it to the field, we would," says Abbot Harle, in charge of construction for Gruen Associates, New York. If this recalls the bold polemics of the young Le Corbusier in *Towards A New Architecture*, it should not surprise students of the firm. Buildings characterized by strong, simple massing enclosed by smooth, tight, highly machined skins, the so-called “high technology” aesthetic, have become synonymous with the work of Gruen designers. These include Cesar Pelli in Los Angeles and Beda Zwicker in New York.

Pelli conceives architectural form as an “expression of enclosure, of volume more than shape. My current interest is in building surfaces that respond to reflections. Le Corbusier’s concept of architecture was of ‘objects under the sun.’ This is the traditional view, and it still prevails."

“A building is the product of industrialized processes,” says Zwicker. “If it is a machine, it should look like a machine.” Which brings the reasoning full circle. Human beings are not machines, and their labor—especially under field conditions—varies enormously in consistency. As architects know, construction labor skills are not being replenished at their rate of loss. “There were once three generations of stone masons on a job,” Harle recalls. “You probably won’t find them even in Italy today.”

He advocates building systems, by which he means factory made and coordinated building components. “We literally try to fabricate as much of the building in the factory as we can.”

Furbishing “hi-tech” buildings for large commercial and corporate concerns is not unlike preparing haute cuisine with studied haste. Gruen designers think aloud of materials in the conceptual design stage, and selected contractors and suppliers are invited to listen. “There are two or three key materials that determine the character of building,” Pelli says. Contractors have been “enormously helpful” in selecting materials, and Pelli works closely with them on what are frequently negotiated contracts. Together with his “pre-detailers,” designers who solve many production problems prior to completion of design development, Pelli’s contractors help “shed my illusions quickly.”

Almost inevitably, the Gruen office has embraced fast-track, both for reduced project time and added control over materials and costs. Zwicker refers to phased construction with quiet amusement. "It makes me nervous. But the client knows that the sooner his shopping center is completed, the sooner his cash flow begins." Months later, the client may have forgotten about alterations needed to refine the design. "So, he complains anyway," Zwicker laughs.

To streamline the selection of materials, he will specify stock items, listing specific alternates. “We work with hardened businessmen, and we must take this attitude,” Zwicker says. “While it takes much more ingenuity to use standard components in a creative way, we reduce the risk inherent in new, untested things.”

Harle agrees. “There can be a great deal of excess cost in translating a new design into actual fabrication.” Savoir faire in detailing materials comes as much from a practical working knowledge of how construction labor is actually performed as from formal education. “Here is where the problem starts,” Zwicker believes. “Europe requires architects to have a year’s experience in construction before certification (the diploma). Not here, where there can be lengthy negotiations between design and production.”

Some components are seldom off-the-shelf. "It costs little more to have the rollers set for a mullion extrusion, for most jobs," says Pelli. "Our Mullions are not stock items."

Gruen designers feel relatively free to specify any building skin once a proper structure is determined. Whereas structure is determined by building type and size, labor and materials available, and environmental conditions, its expression can be discretely phrased by a variety of surfacing materials. “Structure is purely a skeleton,” Harle states.

“Some buildings have an integral structure and skin,” says Pelli. “There is always a relationship, but it is sometimes tenuous. A Miesian steel structure requires a steel wall. But a true modular structure erected as a concrete framework will permit anything to happen.”

He is currently fascinated by glass as a surface material. "Glass is our most highly finished material. It always looks new, and can be easily replaced when broken. It can be transparent or opaque." By comparison, Pelli observes that
brick effloresces, stone crumbles, and treated metal dents and scratches. This reasoning, however does not deter the Gruen office from specifying these materials on occasion. But Pelli correctly contends that "we no longer have the financial resources to create buildings requiring a high level of maintenance. Today, architecture must care for itself."

An ideal surfacing material for exterior walls would be a completely industrialized, self-contained (structure, mechanicals, insulation, glazing, and skin) panel. If Pelli, Zwicker, and Harle have been eager to attain this high technical level, the building materials industry has been less anxious to formulate response.

Say it with panels

One promising prototype of the panel system that all Gruen forms seem to imply is the recently completed Western Electric office building in the Gateway Urban Renewal Project, Newark, N.J.

"We began with the structure," Harle describes. "The building was to reflect its use by engineers and technicians. Cesar suggested a wall system he had previously applied which looked highly technical but was not." This time the panel really originated on an assembly line. The architects and engineers, the client's technical staff, the curtain wall fabricators, and representatives of a manufacturer of aluminum construction products adapted an existing panel system, purely skin, into a self-contained unit with operable windows, urethane core within finished interior and exterior walls, internal tubular structure, and HVAC and power connections. The heat pump in every other panel provided sensitive peripheral HVAC control. Panels were lifted into place, bolted at the floor, and "zippered up" with an exterior neoprene lock seam.

New products and processes are welcomed by the Gruen office. Zwicker is placing brick panels bonded with high strength epoxy mortar in ten Eyck Place, Albany, N.Y. He is also specifying a high performance fluorocarbon coating on the metal panels of an office building for Zurich America Insurance in Moorestown, N.J. Pelli is covering an office building in Oakland, Calif. with a fluorocarbon coated stamped steel sheet panel.

Such forays into technology's wonderland can be fraught with uncertainty, and Zwicker, Harle, and Pelli say they rely heavily on the construction industry as well as manufacturers for counsel. The case for a new application must be strong indeed. For the insurance company, there was a European preference for unpainted aluminum skins to be reconciled. Painted aluminum? A hot dog stand?

There is constant updating of materials data in the Gruen office. Prices for materials are "amazing" but since their clients trade heavily on time, there isn't the chance to await better prices. A careful study of European labor costs led to the fabrication of Swedish emerald pearl granite for the shopping complex, Queens Center, New York City, in Italy instead of costlier Sweden. As Harle says, "Our commercial developer clients seek maximum income from our buildings. We have always studied issues like energy."

By coaxing the materials industry to develop sophisticated industrialized products and processes, the firm advances its goals in a slow but determined march. A completely manufactured architecture may be possible someday. Meanwhile Zwicker advises users of new technology: pray. [Roger Yee]
Designing in concrete

Connoisseurs of cast-in-place

I.M. Pei & Partners, a firm that has set standards of quality for cast-in-place concrete, continues to refine its use of materials, pitting improved techniques against obstacles of supply and cost.

Most of I.M. Pei & Partners’ far-flung landmarks owe their elegance of contour and surface to the firm’s meticulous control over cast-in-place concrete. With concrete, the difference between crudeness and virtuosity depends on subtle adjustments in mix, in timing, and in construction and condition of forms. Back in the late 1950s, just after the Pei office emerged as an independent firm (rather than an arm of real estate developer William Zeckendorf), it began setting new standards for the control of cast-in-place exposed concrete that others could hope, at best, to equal.

At first, some others were skeptical. When I was examining the newly completed Earth Sciences building at MIT back in 1964, a prominent architect on a sight-seeing circuit came along, looked up at the 20-story all-concrete end wall of the tower and predicted that it would be spalling badly in a year. It hasn’t spalled yet, and Pei’s third cast-in-place building for MIT is now going up in its shadow.

The Pei firm is still extending its mastery over this least predictable of architectural materials. Yet associate partner Leonard Jacobson observes, with resignation, that the labor costs of cast-in-place are driving it toward extinction: “You’re building a high-quality wood structure, using high-cost field labor, and tearing it down; then you have the added costs of protecting those concrete surfaces through all the later phases of construction.”

Manifestly monolithic

At the Dallas Municipal Center, now under construction, the Pei firm is solving some of the most demanding structural problems it has yet set for itself, and is doing it without some of the mainstays behind its earlier successes. Fine fir form boards, for instance, were unobtainable for a job of this scale; bush-hammering of the surface was too expensive even for the proud city of Dallas. Despite current handicaps, the architects are achieving concrete surfaces of unparalleled precision through the introduction of shrinkage-compensating cement, in its first large-scale use for architectural concrete in the U.S. And the whole project is economically feasible only because pumping of concrete has improved to the point where, for the first time, the firm can accept it for exposed elements.

Designed for downtown Dallas, where widely spaced office towers dominate the scene, Pei’s medium-rise government building relies for its impact on its audacious cantilevered form. The long front of the building will project 70 ft out over its 5-acre plaza, as if to draw the public into its shelter. It is a bold symbolic gesture, which depends on the convincing monolithic character of transverse walls, which extend as they rise to support the cantilevered upper floors. Structurally, these walls are given integrity by post-tensioning from footings to roof. Visually, it was critical that the walls’ surfaces—most of which are exposed, either inside or outside—appear undivided.

Since any pattern of reveals would, it was thought, look like an assembly of panels rather than a monolithic wall, the architects ruled out reveals—leaving themselves no place to hide pour lines or shrinkage cracks. A smooth transition between pours was made possible by neoprene gaskets recessed into the formwork (details, opposite), which must all be aligned with great precision at the base of each pour to avoid leakage flaws. The form material is ¾ in., 14-ply laminate, imported from Finland, used regularly by the contractor for its durability, but never before specified by the architects for exposed surfaces.

In order to eliminate shrinkage cracking on these undivided wall surfaces, the architects and the structural engineers (Terry-Rosenlund & Co.) worked for two years with Texas Testing Laboratories and cement producers on specifications for a dependable shrinkage-compensating concrete. In use for many years, more widely in Europe, shrinkage-compensating cements induce a slight expansion in the concrete during the first few days of curing to eliminate cracking during the shrinking process that inevitably sets in later. But the behavior of most of these cements has been so erratic—affecting both the appearance and the strength of the concrete—that applications in this country have been limited mainly to airport runways and garage floors, where casting procedures are simple, and crack-free surfaces yield critical maintenance advantages.

Of no small concern to the architects here was the dismal
color range of available shrinkage-compensating cements. Working with Texas Industries Inc., a cement producer, the architects were able to obtain a satisfactory buff-colored cement, which then went to the testing labs, where concrete specifications were hammered out. A delay of a year, between an over-budget round of bidding and a successful rebidding under more favorable conditions, allowed for further refinement of specified procedures.

An added advantage of the shrinkage-compensating cement is that it allows the contractor to proceed with larger individual pours for exposed elements than the Pei offices had permitted before—up to 70 ft long by 14 ft high. Contributing further to the speed and economy of placing concrete is the pumping, permissible only because the contractor is equipped to do it without altering the proportion of ingredients in the mix or introducing foreign matter (such as metal particles scraped from the inside of pipes). The contractor may choose—under the watchful eyes of representatives for the architects and the testing lab—either pumping or buckets for any pour. According to Theodore Amberg, Pei senior associate on-site in Dallas, it is impossible, after the forms are stripped, to tell the difference.

Matching marbles

The addition to the National Gallery in Washington called for exceptionally refined details, even by Pei standards. The firm was challenged to match the meticulous quality of John Russell Pope’s Neoclassical Revival landmark of 1938. Pei associate partner Leonard Jacobson, who has made a careful survey of the original building, calls its detailing “unbelievable.” Its cladding of rose-colored marble (10 to 12 inches thick, with deeper bond stones penetrating brick bearing walls behind) is set with ½ in. mortar joints; in the 700-ft length of the building it is possible to spot only two artfully concealed expansion joints.

In this prominently sited addition, the Pei firm was determined to maintain identity with the original structure, avoiding visible concessions to changing times. It was possible to obtain the same marble, by reopening the Tennessee quarries. But it took more ingenuity to duplicate the thin joints between slabs and to avoid obvious expansion joints on unbroken planes as long as 380 ft.

The Pei solution depends on materials not available to John Russell Pope. Slabs of 3-in.-thick marble, typically 2' x 5' in size, are fixed individually to the brick back-up walls; ¼-in. neoprene gaskets between slabs (see details) form a weathertight barrier and allow each slab to expand independently. Where marble surfaces pass through to the interior, the slabs are reduced to 1 ¼-in. thickness.

The widely admired gradation in color of marble on the original Gallery, from darkest at the ground to lightest at the cornice, is being repeated on the addition. As Jacobson points out, calculated gradation is the only way to avoid a patchwork effect, using stone with inevitable color variation. The process requires painstaking mapping of the quarries and predetermining the source of each slab; architect Malcolm Rice, who coordinated this effort for Pope back in the 1930s, working with Thomas Schmitt and Owren Affreth, is handling it again as a consultant for the addition.

Beneath its marble mantle, the new wing is pure present-day Pei. Essential to its overall effect are the concrete lintels that carry the marble across vast openings and the concrete slabs that span portions of the central court; extensive areas of glass enclose the central court at the perimeter and at the roof.

The use of glass here is not innovative in principal, but the design does call for high performance in terms of insulation, strength, and size of individual panes—up to 14 ft long and 105 sq ft in area to avoid “forests of mullions.” The panes specified are nominally clear, 1 ¾-in. thick, with a ½-in. internal air space; although this type of glass is a standard type in the U.S., only European producers would supply it, fully guaranteed, in the sizes required.

The concrete portions of the building, similarly, are basically conventional, but highly exacting requirements called for materials that were hard to obtain. To begin with, the top quality, clear-grained fir that the Pei office had customarily specified for fine formwork was assembled only through a nationwide search; once obtained, it was fashioned by local cabinetmakers into forms carefully joined and reinforced to ensure not only precise surfaces, but adequate re-use of the precious wood. Structurally, some of the floor slabs are required to span as far as 130 ft—never deviating from a uniform depth of 4 ft (two courses of marble slabs). In order to place enough steel at some points, with adequate clearance for concrete, the engineers (Weiskopf & Pickworth) had to call for # 18 reinforcing bars (over 2 in. thick), which were difficult to obtain. To assure continuity, some of this reinforcing had to be welded into lengths of up to 90 ft on the ground (welding such large elements in place might have charred the formwork) then hoisted in place by crane.

Because the concrete is seen adjoining the marble—in the same plane as the lintels—its color had to be carefully adjusted. The mix adopted uses white cement, a pinkish coarse aggregate, with marble dust from the quarries added in precise proportions to a white fine aggregate.

A unique commission, even for the Pei office, the National Gallery addition shows to what lengths these architects can press technical and material resources—given client support—to meet a predetermined design solution. Although all this virtuoso manipulation of concrete, marble, and glass is obviously costly, it does not, as Jacobson points out, represent a disproportionate part of the budget for this building. It occurs only in the visible half of a building with extensive underground areas, a building provided throughout with the finest mechanical systems, lighting, and interior finishes.

One has to marvel, nevertheless, at the determination behind those floor slabs that will hover above the central court, their uniform thickness revealing nothing about the radical variations of stress from point to point or the intricate meshing of reinforcement inside them. They will testify mutely—by what they do not express—to the technical skill of everyone involved. [John Morris Dixon]
In Duncan House finely detailed wood structure is lean and flexed like a drawn bow. One of 150 private residences designed by CP&B.

Callister, Payne & Bischoff, a firm noted for its handsome private residences, now serves real estate developers, designing as before, in wood.

A spaceship lands. Archeologists from a distant galaxy discover themselves in an American city full of architectural curiosities. Lapsing into the universal fallacy of social evolution, they induce a history of American architecture which begins with the austere glass office tower and ends with the richly articulated brownstone.

Satirist Jules Feiffer reminds us that technological advancement is independent of aesthetic growth. Transforming handcrafted art into mechanized industry is a delicate operation, as the firm of Callister, Payne & Bischoff of Tiburon, Calif. and Amherst, Mass. is well aware. In 1946, Charles Warren Callister established a practice designing private residences in the San Francisco area. His houses won professional acclaim for exquisite form and detail. While not intended for mass markets, their picturesque regional motifs from the Bay, New England, and Japan, and their intuitive understanding of wood reached the pages of Life, House Beautiful, and House & Home.

The practice was extended in 1955 to include schools, churches, university projects, and large-scale community planning and housing. Commissions like the retirement community Rossmoor Leisure World (1962–64 Walnut Creek, Calif.), caused fundamental changes in the firm's modus operandi. For unlike many earlier projects, Rossmoor was designed for a wide audience whose lifestyles and personal preferences could never be known in advance. Nor did they have the money to lavish as before.

Whatever else was buffeted during the transition, a reverence for wood endured. CP&B specifications have ventured into concrete, stone, and steel with handsome results, but the firm has returned again and again to wood to create its communities, and many commercial projects.

"Wood has a history," says Warren Callister. "It reflects its construction and use. Just as marble looks fine or even better when scratched, wood ages gracefully." Its renewable surface tolerates most cosmetic and surgical alterations by man. "You can carve it, work it up, and give it form which you can alter later," explains John Payne. "It offers
Mills College Chapel is composite design, concrete in compression, wood in tension.
Open webbed steel trusses and lightweight tensile surfaces are playfully handled in this structure for Calif. Expo. Workmen aloft assemble tension cable supports. Photos: August Rath.
a rich variety of colors and textures."

Likewise compelling are wood's structural properties. Callister refers to its "fudge factor," the ease of designing with a material which performs well within a wide margin of error. For developer builder clients working with skilled and unskilled labor, this allowance is vital to financial control. "Wood engineering is relatively simple," Payne notes. "Even an architect can design wood columns and beams!" "Drilling a hole through a wood beam isn't the trauma that penetrating steel is," adds Callister.

Wood's vulnerability to fire, pests, and water are well known. CP&B does not consider them serious handicaps, given pressurized chemical impregnation techniques now available for wood. In Callister's words, "Any building can burn. But heavy timber construction has good thermal properties which protect it during combustion. Plastics can be more dangerous." The lifespan of wood is not discouraging either. "Time is just not essential in wood design," he insists. "How long should a building last? There are standing wood structures centuries old which have been replaced entirely over time. And why not? Wood forests replenish themselves. There is an abundant supply available."

To the woods, to the woods

A wood-framed house invariably suggests wooden floors, partitions, and skin. CP&B has always conceived of its structures as organisms whose flesh and bone are tightly intertwined. Rather than conceal or overshadow structural members, the firm believes in assigning them major aesthetic work. This attitude places it firmly in the Northwest regional constellation, which is not displeasing. "You could say we are more involved in the technology of planning than of construction," Callister remarks. That is, the firm's portfolio displays no structural surprises. What CP&B does say about structure can be refreshing and literate. The Duncan House (1962, San Francisco), generates a very civilized tension in its skeleton of post and beam, which a gentle arched roof relieves. At Mills College Chapel (1967, Oakland), a dark and ponderous ground floor structure draws worshippers through a solemn vestibule to a circular nave and compression ring, above which springs a taut, intricate, and expansive wood vaulting. The weightlessness and dynamism of open-web trussing is exploited profitably in a Field House (1964-65, Univ. of Calif. at Santa Cruz), the Fair Activities Complex for the Calif. Exhibition (1966-68, Sacramento), and the First Unitarian Church (1968, San Francisco, with J. Martin Rosse).

The refinement of form so intrinsic to these projects could not be fulfilled on a mass market level. Concessions were made; a sensibility survived. The continuing relationship with real estate developers has produced such well-received projects as the retirement community, Heritage Village (1965 to date, Southbury, Conn.) and its commercial facility, Village Green, both for the Paparazzo organization.

What is now apparent is a drive for simplification in structure and overall fabrication. There are fewer but stronger elements present. Yet the growing contribution of factory made, prefab, and modular parts is skillfully understated.
Wild about wood

Amherst Fields (1970 to date, Amherst, Mass.) shows how far and yet how near the firm’s designs are with regard to works like Duncan House. Amherst Fields is a 2000-unit condominium development and commercial/recreational center on 640 acres. A typical living unit is nestled among trees, shrubs, and grass—a traditional CP&B setting. It is decidedly thick skinned. Unlike Duncan’s smooth finishes, Amherst is constructed of wood resawn rough to be an appropriate vocabulary for a sound but unceremonious assemblage. Its skin is a factory made sandwich: a 2-ft-wide plywood panel, a 2-in. foamed polystyrene insulation core, and an all-weather gypsum board panel. Decorative battens are nailed to the plywood for exterior trim; the gypsum board serves as the interior finished surface. Panels are nailed to a pre-cut heavy post-and-beam frame with wainscot-height cross members, and vertical panel seams are closed with additional battens. The flat roof is a 2-ft-wide sandwich of two plywood panels, a 2½ in. foamed polystyrene core, and a gypsum board panel, all topped with conventional felt, tar, and gravel. The floor is a simple plywood panel on 3 x 6 in. decking with a finished floor of wide plank. Where it occurs, a bay window is formed from prefab fins framing a stock window, attached to the house with lug bolts as an integral unit.

Look closer and you find the familiar affection for materials. The post-and-beam framework gives scale to each room. There are reveals at the ceiling. Flashing is discretely finished. While the custom millwork is summarily detailed, it is harmonious with the structural spacings. Skylights, clerestories, and level changes provide constant surprise. Where possible, the characteristic lighting fixtures designed by CP&B are installed.

Structure is still handled as a pragmatic art. Steel brackets and tension rods appear where they are needed to create “floating” balconies and wide pitched roofs. Expanded to what seems a generic limit in the large commercial developments like Village Green (140,000 sq ft) or more recently, The Exchange (220,000 sq ft), 1971–73 Farmington, Conn. or Glenlochen (65,000 sq ft), 1973–74 Glastonbury, Conn., wood and steel composite structures achieve a form of surreal unity.

Time will weather wood-stain and sealant, hardening and bleaching the rough surfaces of CP&B’s latest works. The firm’s vision of small, clustered communities nestled in lush landscape and designed for village life, will survive. Working with developers fosters special anxieties, however. “You have to be on site to control design,” explains James Bischoff. “The developer will say, ‘Hey Jim, I’ve just closed a great deal on some windows for our project,’ and you will use them. Frequently you detail a building whose final form is certain only when it’s built.”

Since the client often “controls the market,” CP&B does not design for a particular species of wood. (Getting wood supplies has not been a problem.) In effect the firm is altering the traditional definition of practice. It may also expand our concepts of wood design. The Solarium Restaurant, now opening in Tucson, is an explosion frozen in time, a latticework in wood that spirals into the Arizona desert like a stranded chambered nautilus. [Roger Yee]
Inexperienced but enthusiastic young contractors worked closely with CP&B to create the Solarium Restaurant. The complexity of its structure is fulfilled by the intricacy of its details, which include stained glass windows, wrought iron doors.
Fabrics from the Designer's Collection of Boris Kroll, Inc. Photos: courtesy of the manufacturer
Although the recent shortages of materials have eased somewhat, the past year's crisis has left its mark on the contract interiors industry.

Much of the current crisis in the contract interiors' marketplace was triggered by the same petroleum shortage that caused most of us to curse our automobiles, pay outrageous prices, and wait endlessly in lines, grateful for our $3 limit. But while 48 percent of every barrel of oil is allocated to transportation needs, only 5 percent is allocated to petrochemicals—essential to the manufacture of plastics, paints, and man-made fibers. Suppliers of fibers, such as Du Pont, have keenly felt the past year's shortages. Production of some of their major products, including nylon and polyester fibers, was cut back when they were unable to obtain necessary ingredients. Robert Blair, of Du Pont's Textile Fibers Division, feels that while effective conservation measures and the subsequent lifting of the oil embargo have eased some problems of supply, ingredients for nylon are still scarce. Although most shortages proved temporary, the cutbacks meant rationing or allocation to manufacturers and, as a result, the contract carpet and fabric industries were affected. Yarn manufacturers like Wadsworth/Greenwood have experienced real shortages, since their production is based almost entirely on petrochemicals. Board Chairman Neil Wadsworth feels that, in the past, the carpet industry has been too heavily dependent on nylon. The tendency now, says Wadsworth, is to diversify the materials in yarn production away from nylon into other man-made fibers such as polyester and acrylics. According to a spokesman for J.P. Stevens Contract Carpet Division, another difficulty was that the rapid growth in petrochemicals had resulted in too many product lines and, when raw materials became scarce, they were allocated to the higher priced lines.

But petrochemical shortages, the predominant news subject because of the gasoline crisis, are only part of the real materials shortages in the contract industry. More basic, perhaps, is the scarcity of materials such as hardwoods, aluminum, and steel used in furniture manufacturing. Don Richardson of Knoll states that they continue to have difficulty obtaining hardwoods in both the quantity and quality required for their products, as quality hardwoods are not being reforested quickly enough.

For Knoll and other furniture manufacturers, steel is not as difficult to obtain in standard sizes as nonstandard, special application steel, such as the high-strength stainless steel for the Barcelona chair, which is not readily available. Difficulty in buying wide steel, manufactured to their specifications, has forced Hauserman to restructure their product lines around what is available. Stendig's problems have included the shortage of everything from metal casters to screws and they, like many other manufacturers, prefer to discontinue an item temporarily rather than alter its construction and quality.

The shortages and attendant difficulties of allocating materials, while causing problems for some, were capitalized on by others. But the not-quite-so-black market which developed earlier this year, was described by a spokesman from the carpet industry as not quite so blatant as its European counterpart. Here, a broker may call, offering a certain amount of material he ought not to have available. It's always "no questions asked"—if the particular material is needed to continue production or meet delivery schedules. Sometimes, reports one furniture manufacturer, it's only a phone call saying that a certain quantity of "X" goods is available at a price—usually double that asked on the open market. Other reports of black market activity have the flavor of clandestine, cloak and dagger mysteries with elaborate meeting arrangements to transfer materials.

This kind of left-handed bargaining seems to be most prevalent in the chemicals and plastics industries where, lacking one of four crucial ingredients, the remaining three become surplus and wend their way into the market as barter for the missing item.

The ultimate result of both the shortages and the black market activity has been an enormous escalation in the cost of materials. Petrochemicals are escalating at the rate of 1.5 percent a month; Benzine, 24¢ a gallon in late 1972 is as high as $1.75; nylon has increased 50 percent; carpet yarns 30-40 percent in the past year. Outside the petrochemical field, steel is up nearly 40 percent since last fall and hardwood prices have risen 50-80 percent.

But it is not just the price increases that are being passed on to the consumer. Production delays have lengthened...
A view from inside
The Jacquard handwoven cloth (left) of cotton and silk fibers is from the collection of Jack Lenor Larsen, Inc. The carpet (left, bottom) carries the description "a commercial 60 oz. Dow Badische ZEFRA/9 CR-4 blend cut pile with ZEFSTAT™ anti-shock carpet . . . .," which must make any consumer feel that 1984 is already here. Recessed door pulls, from Forms & Surfaces are cast aluminum (below). And from the manufacturer who has brought you nearly everything else, The Pony, a new easy chair which Stendig claims "is guaranteed not to throw you."
the usual 18-week delivery to nothing short of 26 weeks
and, because of this increased time span between order
and delivery, most manufacturers won't make a price com-
mmitment or negotiate a contract without an escalation
clause. Price lists, once good for two years, are now obso-
lete as soon as they are issued, states one manufacturer.
What are suppliers and manufacturers doing about the
crisis? Some suppliers are cutting down on product lines;
manufacturers use allocated materials for their higher
priced items. Knoll says they limit the use of plastics to
products in which it is the most appropriate material. Car-
pet yarn manufacturers seem to be diversifying their yarn,
but predominantly into other man-made fibers. Georgia-
Pacific plants "super seedling" trees that now make it pos-
sible to grow two or three crops in the time it once took to
grow one. Lynn Brown of Hauserman suggests that a dia-
logue between manufacturer and designer or consumer
might allow the manufacturer to provide alternatives.
Although the cost of man-made materials is escalating,
the price of wool is down 40 percent from a year ago, and
an expected surplus cotton crop has already forced down
the price of cotton. Yet there is no great stampede to use
these renewable resources although they would provide al-
ternatives, not only in materials, but presumably in price.
The attitude, rather, seems to be one of making do just for
the duration of the crisis.
While one can have some sympathy with the manufac-
turers' and suppliers' position because of the materials
shortages, their responses seem expedient, at best. Their own self-interest is served first and their market—the designers and consumers—bears the consequences of increased prices, long deliveries, and less choice.

The consumer is not without fault, however, for how we use our resources and our technologies are basic American problems, a complex, but integral part of our economy. During the fuel crisis this past winter, there was a small sign posted in the lobby of a New York City office building which read "Please bear with us through the present energy crisis..." It didn't matter what followed, the message was clear: our hardships would only be temporary; the United States still sees itself as the land of plenty.

[Sharon Lee Ryder]

Research for this article was done by Elizabeth Christy, a personal assistant and researcher for the late architect Robert Weinberg.
Conclusions

Building materials

Albert G.H. Dietz

Many building materials are strangers to the architects who use them. Education in materials in the usual architectural, engineering, and construction curricula cannot be said to be outstanding, particularly as preparation for the innovative uses of materials possible today. Many such curricula do not require even such elementary science as chemistry, without which a real understanding of materials is impossible. The result too often is a confused picture of materials and excessive reliance on manufacturers' literature, which tends to reflect current practice rather than innovative applications. Furthermore, the building fraternity is notoriously absent from the development of the very standards that largely govern its use of materials.

Materials cannot be considered alone, divorced from their position as an integral part of the building process, the use of the buildings, and their place in the community. The success of a building is largely dictated by the ability of its materials to meet the building's objectives.

The building process is constantly undergoing change, possibly more rapid today than at any previous time. Change, however, is strongly influenced by past history, the status of the industry as the inheritor of that past, and the traditions, preferences, and prejudices of the community, often crystallized into law respecting both materials and the processes by which they are incorporated into buildings. These constraints must be kept in mind.

Among the important factors that influence the use and development of materials are scarcity and shortages of materials and skilled labor, advances and changes in materials technology, industrialization of the building process, the growing awareness of the importance of life-cycle costing of buildings, the increasing importance of energy, the growth of the performance concept in design and in legal controls, and interactions among these influences.

Shortages

Shortages of materials are developing partly because of the growing demand of a growing national and international population, partly by the increases expected in the quality and functions of buildings, and partly because of the general national and worldwide shortages of materials, of which building materials are a substantial part. A few examples are wood and wood derivatives, metals, and even aggregates for concrete. Perhaps the most striking recent example is the reduction in petrochemical feed stocks brought about by the growing shortages of petroleum, sharply intensified by the oil embargo. This has affected the supply of plastics and other polymers, although it must be pointed out that if sources of fuel other than oil and natural gas were to be developed, there would be plentiful domestic sources for petrochemicals. (Furthermore, coal can be substituted at least in part for oil and gas.) Nevertheless, actual and potential materials shortages are serious, and building materials are consequently affected.

Technology

Technology is called upon to assist in finding answers to materials problems by 1) improving and innovating in materials, 2) finding better ways of designing buildings to reduce the amounts of materials needed, and 3) finding new materials or combinations of materials that are more efficient than conventional uses.

Improvements in materials

A few examples of improvements in materials as such will illustrate. The addition of polymeric latices to standard mortars can increase the strength of the mortar and the bond between mortar and unit, e.g., brick, to the point that 4-in. or single-withe thickness can often be substituted for 8-in. Furthermore, panels can be laid up conveniently on the ground and hoisted into place. Still stronger bonds are achieved with adhesives such as epoxies, but these are best when detailing minimum joint thickness.

Construction and structural grades of lumber are customarily graded by eye as they pass expert graders. This tends to be conservative. The demonstrated correspondence between strength and stiffness makes possible machine grading by simply bending and measuring stiffness of wood members. Machine-graded lumber has been used in house construction with an appreciable saving in the amount of lumber required.

Author: Albert G.H. Dietz is Professor of Building Engineering in the Department of Architecture, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
The advent of steels whose surface rust, when fully developed, tenaciously clings to and protects the steel below makes possible exposed steel structures that require no protective paint or other coatings.

High-strength steels reduce the amount of steel needed in buildings. This can result in columns of uniform outside dimensions from bottom to top of a building, thereby making the framing of all floors essentially identical and simplifying construction.

Building design

Examples of building designs that reduce materials requirements include the following: when floors and roofs of wall-bearing masonry building have been designed as diaphragms to distribute lateral loads to outside walls and cross partitions, so that the building acts as a unit in resisting these loads, such buildings 16 to 20 stories high have been built with bearing walls only 12 in. thick. This contrasts with the Monadnock Building, 16 stories high, built with walls at ground level 6 ft thick.

In medium-rise to high-rise apartments, steel can be saved and framing simplified if floor-height trusses span the full distance between columns placed only in outside walls, and if those trusses are staggered, that is, on a given floor trusses are placed only on every second pair of columns, and on the adjacent floor, trusses are placed on the intermediate columns. Short economical floor spans go from bottom chord of one truss to top chord of the next truss, but the space available for planning on a given floor is two bays (from truss to truss). Appreciable savings in steel and simplification of joints are achieved.

In high-rise office buildings the controlling structural factor is often stiffness, or resistance to sidesway caused by wind. A high moment of inertia is required. By concentrating the structural support in the outside walls, making it essentially a tube, and spanning floors to an inner tubular support, as around elevator, stair, and utility cores, the weight of structural steel per square foot can be reduced significantly. Similarly, X and K bracing in outside walls lead to simplicity and economy.

New materials and combinations

Materials technology has come up with many new materials, but the most recent and widespread is the family of polymeric materials including synthetic rubbers and plastics. These are far too numerous to mention in detail. Although the tonnage of these materials compared with traditional materials is small, the total number of different uses in building is probably as large as that of any other class of materials. One way of classifying them is as 1) nonstructural, 2) auxiliaries to other materials, and 3) structural and semi-structural. Examples of the first group are flooring, wall covering, natural and artificial lighting, piping, foam insulation, vapor barriers, hardware parts, and many others. Examples of the second group are protective and decorative coatings (a considerable revolution), adhesives, sealants and the additives to mortar and other materials already mentioned. It is in the third or structural and semi-structural group that some of the most innovative developments are occurring. These are the composite materials.

As used here, the term composite materials means a combination of materials whose properties transcend those
Building materials

of the individual materials acting alone. One classification of composite is into particulate, fibrous, and laminar. In particulate composites, particles are embedded in and bonded together by a continuous matrix. Concrete is, of course, the outstanding example, but others include the new polyester particulate composites, particles are embedded in and bonded of composite is into particulate, fibrous, and laminar. In particulate composites, particles are embedded in and bonded together by matrices as urea and phenol formaldehyde. In many ways the fibrous composites, in which fibers are embedded in a continuous matrix, afford some of the most promising composites. Many fibers can be and are used, but in building applications the most common is glass. Similarly, many matrices can be employed, but in building the most common is unsaturated polyester. Epoxies, phenolics, and others are employed where their properties are needed. Unmodified plastics have good but not outstanding strength properties, but their stiffness, or elastic modulus, is generally low. When high strength, higher modulus fibers such as glass are incorporated, the strength can be markedly increased, and the stiffness also enhanced. The fibers by themselves would fall into a heap, but the plastic matrix supports and holds them in position to develop their strength under load. Many different molding methods allow them to be formed into desired shapes. Strength-to-weight ratios can be high, and inherently stiff shapes such as shells can be achieved. Building applications are constantly increasing.

Industrialization

The term industrialization, as used in building, unfortunately has so many different meanings as to be almost meaningless. As used here, it simply designates the shop production by industrialized processes of components designed for ready assembly in the field. Components may be small, or they may be as large as mobile homes or furnished big-box hotel suites or apartments. The requirements of industrialization processes strongly influence the selection of materials employed in components so produced. They must lend themselves to such processes in the shop, and it must subsequently be possible to transport and assemble them into the finished building at the site without undue difficulty.

Performance

The idea of the performance concept setting forth the requirements for building is gaining ground. Instead of prescribing what materials are to be employed for a given application, the conditions to be met—the performance expected—are specified. The selection of the materials is left to the producer, who must meet those requirements. This approach allows great latitude and freedom in the selection and combination of materials, and is particularly conducive to the development of composites. In one example, performance requirements for wind loads, thermal transmission, acoustical attenuation, fire spread and penetration, weight, thickness, and maintenance, led to a lightweight sandwich combination of molded fibrous composite outer shells with baked-on finish, filled with concrete foam bonded to the shell with a flexible adhesive, and provided with reinforced gypsum inner facing bonded to the core with a bituminous vapor barrier. It met all the specified performance requirements.

Life-cycle costing

Sophisticated owners, especially those who expect to operate and maintain a building for a long time, are increasingly aware of the importance of life-cycle costing. This encompasses the total cost of the building during its expected life rather than only the cost of construction. If a greater investment at the outset reduces the lifetime cost, it pays to make that investment. The implications for materials are obvious. Low initial cost materials may easily lead to high maintenance and operating costs. Furthermore, life-cycle costing leads to a close evaluation of the expected lives of different parts of the building.

Energy

As costs of energy increase and sources become scarcer, the need to reduce the energy requirements of buildings imposes demands on materials, and calls for close consideration of those materials that most efficiently contribute to reduced energy demands.

If solar energy is a resource rather than a scourge, it poses challenges for the use of materials for energy collection, storage, and use—particularly if cooling and heating are both to draw upon solar energy efficiently.

Interactions

All of these factors interact in choosing and using materials, and lead to problems and issues that must be faced. The performance concept demands careful consideration of the statement of performance requirements. The final product, even if it conforms fully to those requirements, must truly meet the users' needs. A performance requirement is meaningless if it cannot be tested. Testing for performance is far different from conventional materials testing, and such tests frequently do not exist. Testing of composite materials, especially nondestructively, is a much more formidable problem than testing simple materials.

Prediction of long-time behavior on the basis of short-time tests is at best doubtful, particularly for new materials, which do not have a long history of actual use. Professionals who want the freedom to innovate that may be permitted by performance specifications must be prepared to accept the responsibility that such freedom implies. Just as the concept of performance is beginning to take hold in specifications, so performance rather than prescription is becoming increasingly important in code writing. This not only rewards superior competence and encourages imaginative innovation in materials use, but it also poses the above-mentioned problems of testing and evaluation for the code-enforcing authorities.

To summarize

In spite of and because of the traditions, constraints, shortages, and changes occurring in buildings, materials are undergoing more rapid evolution and development than ever before. They offer difficult but exciting challenges for the building practitioner with the imagination and ability to see the opportunity.

Hartford: Civic Center, V.B. King, H. Danos, in progress.
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How to keep your customers from doing a slow burn. Install the scorch-proof Contura.

Duramel. The material we spent seven years developing. Available now in two shapes. The classic round Contura™ and the new Oval Contura.

The beauty of them, aside from the obvious, is that they travel light, arrive on the job chip free (and stay that way while you’re installing them). And once installed their high performance continues: they’re stain resistant and rust proof.

Even more, they’re scorch-proof. Impervious to cigarette burns. (A great selling point.) And they come with “Fast-Lav Strip.” To hold the lavatory in place while fittings are being mounted and the sealant is drying. (To make for quicker installation.)

For further information, write American-Standard, Plumbing/Heating, P.O. Box 2003, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903.

Lavatories made of Duramel™
The high performance material.
Classics
Sleek. Structural. Timeless. Tasteful Classics. Classics that coordinate with modern, contemporary, or traditional decor. See the entire collection at our showrooms, or write on your letterhead for our 136 page catalogue. Or design your own fixture. We'll do the contract work. We do it all. And we do it here in the U.S.A.

Koch + Lowy Inc.
The Past, Present, and Future of Modern Lighting
940 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Imagine the ideal flooring—the one that combines underfoot comfort with all of the advantages of vinyl. You’re thinking of Quiet Zone Vinyl Corlon® from Armstrong.

As you can see from the insert, Quiet Zone has a thick backing of Cushioncord® vinyl foam. So, as its name implies, it cushions footsteps. It makes standing and walking on Quiet Zone a pleasure. At the same time, it muffles the noise of dropped objects and foot traffic, giving you the double benefit of quiet and comfort.

Naturally, Quiet Zone’s sheet vinyl wear layer offers excellent resistance to stains and scuffing, and provides all of vinyl’s proven maintenance advantages.

A bonus is its design—not only does Quiet Zone come in two handsome patterns—but it is richly textured to help disguise traffic marks as well as subfloor irregularities. Install Quiet Zone in your next open plan office. Then just sit back and listen to Quiet Zone at work.

For more information, clip this coupon, fill it out, and mail it to Armstrong, 4202 Watson St., Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

Shh.

Quiet Zone™ at work.
You know it’s vinyl, but you might think it’s carpet.

The Quiet Zone pattern illustrated here is called Grand Central.

Please send me more information about Armstrong Quiet Zone Vinyl Corlon.

Name ____________________________
Company _________________________
Address __________________________
City ___________________ State ______ Zip ______

FROM THE INDOOR WORLD® OF

Armstrong

Circle No. 394, on Reader Service Card
This is the headrail we hang our blind on. As you can see, you can hardly see it.

As you can see, it's worth seeing.

Try as they might, until now nobody could make a one-inch blind that was beautiful all over.

The headrail, unfortunately, hurt the overall effect. It looked a little horsey, stuck out, didn't fit in everywhere.

Enter Alcan.

The headrail on our new Mark II Blind is skinnier. Only one inch square instead of the usual one by one and a half.

Not a lot less, but enough to fit almost every window frame ever made no matter how shallow.

There's more, of course. Features you can't find on any other blind.

Like a bottomrail to match. Hardly noticeable. A very light lock-seam tube so strong it keeps the slats perfectly straight, even part way up.

The rest is looks. As pretty as the picture, in any color—or combination—under the sun. But why not see for yourself, in our 16-page book of possibilities called Window Shopping. It's yours for the asking.

The Mark II Blind. As you can see, it's a nice thing to do for a window.
Technics: Specifications clinic

Roofing sheet metal and flashing

Harold J. Rosen, PE FCSI

Since rainwater shows no sign of fatigue in its search for passage into buildings, the choice of roofing and flashing metals is not aesthetic alone.

There are a number of metals that are used for architectural roofing and flashing. Each has different physical properties. The designer must select one on the basis of longevity, workability, joinery techniques, compatibility with adjacent surfaces, staining characteristics, economics, and aesthetic appearance. Since the cost of these different metals is constantly changing and since weight and thickness for various applications are a function of strength and corrosion resistance, an understanding of their comparative properties is prerequisite to their selection.

The metals used for roofing, flashing, coping, guttering, and fascias are aluminum, copper and lead coated copper, galvanized steel, monel, stainless steel, terne and zinc alloys. Some important characteristics are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Basic alloy</th>
<th>Tensile strength PSI</th>
<th>Thermal coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>3003-H14</td>
<td>22,000</td>
<td>.0000128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>110, cold rolled</td>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>.0000033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galvanized steel</td>
<td>Commercial grade</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>.0000065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>.0000075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stainless steel</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>85,000</td>
<td>.0000096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terne</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>.0000085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc alloy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>.0000128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Monel for roofing application is an alloy, about 67 percent nickel and 33 percent copper.  
2 Terne is a copper bearing sheet steel coated on both sides with a lead-tin alloy.  
3 Zinc alloy is a zinc-copper-titanium alloy.  
Aluminum can be obtained in various anodized finishes as well as mill finishes. Soldering is difficult and should be avoided. Lap and lock seams should not be riveted or otherwise fastened together unless it is desired to transfer such movement to a different location.

Copper is very workable. It is especially useful for roofing on which the rich greenish patina that develops over the years is an aesthetic consideration. Since staining can develop, proper detailing or lead coated copper are essential to protect adjacent surfaces.

Galvanized steel has a relatively short life span when compared to other roofing metals. It should be painted to increase longevity.

Monel is a long enduring, corrosion-resistant metal with high reflectivity and low glare. Since it is an alloy composed of costly metals it is used primarily for monumental buildings with long life expectancies.

Stainless steel of the 300 Series types are long lasting, corrosion-resistant metals. Since they are strong and durable, the weights and thickness employed are generally less than for other roofing metals.

Terne metal has been used on buildings for some time. Witness the Smithsonian Building (James Renwick, 1849 Washington, D.C.) and Andrew Jackson’s Hermitage (Joseph Rieff, 1835 Nashville, Tenn.). Terne requires painting to function properly.

Zinc alloys are of recent vintage as compared to the other metals. Its high coefficient of thermal expansion must be appropriately detailed.

Some metals are easily soldered. On the other hand, soldering is not recommended for aluminum. Soldering bonds metals at joints at temperatures below 800 F so that the base metal is not melted. Three things are needed to solder: 1) heat source: the soldering iron used to bring metals to the proper temperature so solder can melt and flow into the joint. 2) flux: removes oxide film from metal surfaces to permit solder flow. 3) solder: bonds with base metal surfaces.

Soldered joints usually have low strength when compared to the base metal. Usually a 50 percent tin 50 percent lead solder is used. On stainless steel and monel metal, “60–40” solder is used.

These are four basic flux types: 1) corrosive acid, 2) intermediate organic-base fluxes, 3) activated rosin fluxes and 4) pure rosin fluxes. Rosin fluxes are used when soldering copper, galvanized steel, terne and zinc. Acid type fluxes are used on stainless steel and monel metal.

The most common seams used for sheet metal work are:

- Lap
- Back-up plate
- Cover plate
- Common lock
- "S" cleat
- Flat lock
- Double flat lock
- Drive cleat


Author: Harold J. Rosen is an independent construction specifications consultant in Merrick, New York.
Inside the looking glass

Like a glistening dew drop in the desert, the San Bernardino City Hall (P/A, Feb. 1974, p. 66) is an enigma clad in glass. Cesar Pelli, partner for design for Gruen Associates, uses glass as an elegant skin which covers solid wall and void alike. The reflectivity of his glass walls can momentarily unify vision and spandrel glass, but nightfall and the following architectural section re-establish the distinction. Photos: Balthazar Korab.
TEXTURED DOORS FROM KAWNEER

All the exciting I-Line 4000 Series entrance options are covered in a new brochure available from Kawneer Product Information, 1105 N. Front Street, Dept. C, Niles, Michigan 49120
**Cellular material.** Flat sheet thermoplastic is converted to honeycomb-like cores and comes in sheets up to 4'x10'; thicknesses from ¼ in. up to 4 in. According to the manufacturer, it is lightweight, will absorb impact and energy vibration, and provide thermal insulation; it can be pigmented, dyed, flocked, plated, and coated. Some suggested applications include wall partition systems, glazing, temporary shelters, solar energy curtains. Norfield Corporation. Circle 116 on reader service card.

**Retractable bed.** Features touch controls in safety sides with International graphic symbols. Restricted patient controls such as trendelenburg, reverse trendelenburg, lockouts, and an instant electrical safety check are combined in a single unit at the foot of the bed. Has caster steering and braking, plus stretcher height and a narrow 36 in. width. Hill-Rom Company, Inc. Circle 118 on reader service card.

**Tote Rack.** Storing as many as eight tote compartments or tote desks, it can be joined side-by-side, back-to-back, or can be hung on a wall. For open plan schools, individual or multiple units are mobile because of sled base design. Finished in matching bronze. Peabody. Circle 117 on reader service card.

**Carpet cushion.** A .125" gauge latex foam rubber cushion is designed for use in corridors where heavy rolling traffic, such as in hospitals, is used. Intended for commercial and contract applications, it is available in rolls of 6'x120'. Conforms to the nonflammability requirements of the pill and Steinert tunnel tests. Dayco Corporation. Circle 119 on reader service card.

[continued on page 120]
At GAF we have an informer in our midst. It's our newsletter. And six times a year, it will tell you everything we're doing.

For instance, you'll know about drops before they happen. And about new Federal Specifications as they happen.

The Informer also includes a special number you can call if you need additional specifying information. Or some help in choosing what's just right for your needs.

If you have not been receiving The Informer, write to GAF Corporation, Floor Products Division, Dept. V94, Box 1121, Radio City Station, New York, N.Y. 10019. After all, it's very important. Because The Informer will give you the answers before you can even think of the questions.
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**Photographic images.** A contour map or an aerial photograph can be applied to sculptured model surface in complete and accurate detail, according to maker, and should be of special value to planners and landscape architects working with large areas of land. Image may be applied over any color. Manufacturer provides complete service. Contours, Inc. Circle 120 on reader service card

**Glazing material.** A translucent, rigid PVC glazing material for commercial and industrial building application. According to maker, it is lightweight, weather and corrosion resistant with a translucent appearance of frosted polycarbonates and glass, cannot break or shatter. Sheets are 48 in. wide and have double walls with integral ribbing. Suggested applications include greenhouses, shower enclosures, temporary shelters. Alco Plastics Company. Circle 121 on reader service card

**Literature**

**Pneumatic collection systems.** For handling soiled linen and/or trash and solid waste disposal, systems are said to be especially suited for use in hospitals, office buildings, industrial plants, hotels, schools and are custom designed for each structure. Brochure. Trans-vac systems. Circle 200 on reader service card

**Seating.** Environ One series consists of eight basic seat and back units with which numerous combinations can be created. Illustrated booklet also has line drawings and is available to architects, designers and the contract trade. Stendig, Inc. Circle 201 on reader service card

**Handsplit cedar shakes.** Manual includes history of Western Red Cedar, recommended methods and material for application, tells how to achieve novel and distinctive effects, illustrates product in use. Red Cedar Shingle and Handsplit Shake Bureau. Circle 202 on reader service card

---

**What this country's whiteprinters need is**

**MORE UPTIME!**

- What's the biggest bugaboo with copying machines? Downtime! Right!
- What's the difference how much they cost, how good they print, how fast they go, if they're on the blink half the time?
- Shown here are 3 of Blu-Ray's latest whiteprinters. They vary in cost from low to modest. They vary in speed and in features. One thing they don't vary in: dependable performance. They're all sturdy and steady. For more uptime, send for brochure: Blu-Ray, Incorporated, 22 Westbrook Road, Essex, Conn. 06426. Tel. (203) 767-0141.

**Compotite is available NOW!**

Compotite is not only economical, easy to use, faster to install, and perfectly adaptable to any size shower or bathroom installation, but COMPOTITE IS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY! Orders are processed the same day they are received, shipped from either East Coast or West Coast warehouses. That makes Compotite the fastest waterproof, corrosion-proof shower pan material you could choose for your construction needs.

P.O. Box 25188, Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
Phone: (213) 483-4444
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**Com petite is not only economical, easy to use, faster to install, and perfectly adaptable to any size shower or bathroom installation, but COMPOTITE IS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY! Orders are processed the same day they are received, shipped from either East Coast or West Coast warehouses. That makes Compotite the fastest waterproof, corrosion-proof shower pan material you could choose for your construction needs.**

P.O. Box 25188, Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
Phone: (213) 483-4444
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color for the new washroom:

"Designer Series"

ADDS COLOR TO WASHROOM ACCESSORIES

Bobrick combines its quality stainless steel washroom accessory cabinets with heavy duty laminated plastic doors ... in a wide choice of colors and wood grains. The result is bold color and clean functional styling ... to create a new look for today's washroom.

With the new "Designer Series," Washroom Accessories can be color coordinated with Bobrick's Laminated Plastic Toilet Compartments, Countertops, and Washroom Vanity Centers. You can now plan a total design concept, in color, for all washrooms in new construction and renovation.


bobrick
Literature continued from page 120

Ceramic tile brochure illustrates line of 44 unglazed colors and 8 glazed accent colors, shows 5-in.-high back-mounted built-up base and system of 2'x2' sheets of tile pregrouted with polyurethane. Shows stock patterns, designer patterns, and trim shapes, describes swimming pool and mural design service. American Olean Tile Company. Circle 203 on reader service card

Patient-service wall systems. Color catalog describes basic to full-service models with illustrations of each system design, identifies individual features such as electrical, air, vacuum, medical gas, lighting, and communications services. Catalog also illustrates furniture accessories. American Sterilizer Company. Circle 204 on reader service card

Metals. Brushed aluminum and embossed copper are described in color brochure which illustrates their uses in interiors. The Diller Corporation. Circle 205 on reader service card

Luminaires. Series designed for linear metal ceilings are illustrated in brochure. Litecontrol Corporation. Circle 206 on reader service card

Plywood. Product Standard PS 1-74 reflects changes in plywood for construction and industrial uses which are included in design and construction publications. American Plywood Assn. Circle 207 on reader service card

Drafting furniture/equipment. Catalog covers complete equipment line, including flat, vertical, and roll filing systems, single and coordinate group drafting tables, tracing units, art and student tables, and miscellaneous furniture and equipment. Stacor Corp. Circle 208 on reader service card

Curved metal sheets for industrial and architectural applications are shown in eight-page catalog which includes specifications and data on the various configurations and metals available. Limitation and reference tables give sheet widths and lengths, gauges, minimum radius possible, and type of curve. Elwin G. Smith. Circle 209 on reader service card

Steel doors and frames. Brochure provides door selection guide, cost comparison figures, construction features, dimensions, specifications, handling details, frames and anchors offered, types of labeled doors and frames available. Suggested procedure for the selection of fire doors are included. Republic Steel Corp. Circle 210 on reader service card

Window catalog. Commercial, industrial and institutional aluminum replacement windows are shown with short form specifications and detail drawings. Louisiana Pacific. Circle 211 on reader service card

Interior Sanitary Paneling system combining sanitary protection (USDA approved) with insulation is subject of brochure. System consists of 4'x8' panels laminated of a 3/32 in. white fiberglass reinforced plastic facing, a urethane foam core, and an aluminum foil vapor barrier backer. For interior walls, ceilings, and wall/ceiling linings where sanitation and/or cooling and freezing are prime environment requirements. W. H. Porter, Inc. Circle 212 on reader service card

End ‘Vanishing Point Hangover’!

With creative control of perspective dynamics this unique device “locks-in” on any vanishing point distance from your drawing board to infinity!

PERSPECT® is an essential aid to the illustrator, architect, artist and designer for: • conceptual sketches • detailed renderings • photo reference analysis

Introductory price $49.50

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

®U.S. Patent Office, Canada and other countries by THE BURNS & RUSSELL CO.
Box 6063, Baltimore, Md. 21231. 301/837-0720. Cataloged 4.4/Bu. in SWEETS®
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BOX 235-G, POMPTON PLAINS, NEW JERSEY 07444
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“Lock-in” new vanishing points in seconds…Then operate your PERSPEC-T® with the ease of a T-square. Lines drawn along its straightedge radiate from the intangible point you select to adapt reference sketches, photos, grids, etc.
Ask which is really the Number One hinge, and we'd be hard pressed to tell you.

There, on the left, is our famous BB600 Slimline—the first three-knuckle ball bearing hinge ever made. On the right is our CB1900 LifeSpan hinge—the slimmest, longest life, concealed bearing hinge on the market—a hinge we're so proud of, we guarantee it for the life of the building.

Both beautiful — both priced the same — the choice has to be yours. But isn't it nice to know that, as long as it's a Stanley hinge, you're bound to be right?

For a load of information, write Stanley Hardware, Division of The Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn. 06050. In Canada: The Stanley Works of Canada, Ltd.
Rezklad® Epoxy Grouts are available in colors to enhance the beauty of any tile floor or wall. Choose quarry red, seaway blue, maple brown, slate gray, meadow green, limestone white or anthracite black.

In any color, Rezklad epoxy grouts resist acids, alkalis, cleaning agents, salts, greases and exhibit low absorption and resistance to freeze-thaw cycles. For consistent high-strength quality that lasts . . . and extra beauty at no extra cost . . . specify Atlas epoxy grouts.

The author of Urban Spaces, David K. Specter, challenges the idea that in order to sell books on art and architecture, they must be either textbooks or picture-books. In attempting to set up an equal balance between words and pictures as his vehicle of expression, however, Specter encounters several difficulties. Much of the meat of the book—that which gives the picture structure and pulls together his message—consists of text and drawings buried on the last 15 pages of the book. This, combined with Specter’s own excellence as a photographer, makes the pictures become the focal point; the reader scans the book and the text remains unread.

Specter tells the urban designer of his responsibility to be humane in designing public spaces. In a particularly significant passage, he writes of the difficulty inherent in the task of the designer—the problem of resolving the immediate analytical and technical demands of the design problem, while at the same time controlling (in his mind’s eye) the types of experiences and emotional responses which the design will generate in the future.

In a very real sense it is a shame that this book had to be written in the first place. For Specter is concerned with the most obvious, elementary, and basic things that a city must do and be. He reminds us yet one more time that a city should be designed for people, not cars; that to sever the fiber of a city from its water edges is an act of madness; that a city can only survive if its people find it both worthwhile and emotionally satisfying to be in. But the point is that we are stuck with what we have: the city structured by the rectangular street grid and choked by the car. Specter is emphatic and quite successful in his demonstration that the processes and human constraints that generated the beautiful, humane urban spaces of history can and must be applied by designers to the cityscapes of the future. But he is less successful in demonstrating how these processes can be applied to existing conditions, and how we can create the synthesis between vehicular and pedestrian spaces which must tide us over until we outlaw the automobile.

My favorite chapter in the book—"The Floor of the City, a Paving Anthology"—shows some ideas and processes that have immediate applications to present-day situations. Personally, though, I would have liked to have seen photographs included of some of the vast range of other types of paving and ground cover, such as stabilized earth, wood walks, catch basin covers, and looser aggregates such as gravel, grasses, wood chips, bark, and even straw. And although I realize the author’s concern is with processes, and not specifics, I would have preferred to see captions with photos, not a back-of-book list. But these are small points. Above all, Specter brings us back to the historical idea that the basic urban design module has got to be the set of dimensions generated by the individual pedestrian as he moves through his city. Can he negotiate steps, curbs, and gutters; is there a comfortable place to sit and watch a fountain or sunset; is that large plaza an inviting and restful place to be; in short, can the pedestrian participate visually or tactically in elements of his cityscape; are the multitudes of hard surfaces beneath him and around him sympathetic to his shape, his responses, his movements?

Specter shows us his central character—the urban pedestrian—on the book’s frontispiece in an evocative, almost surrealistic photograph. He devotes much of his energies to photographs and discussions of the ultimate pedestrian-shaped city, Venice, and to the peculiar natural circumstances which forced its development, "according to human rather than vehicular needs." He also uses Venice to demonstrate just how completely the elements of our own cities have been shaped by vehicles; he points out that most sidewalks are really leftover vehicular edges, which rarely respond in shape or size to the human activity they contain.

The type of orientation given the book by its treatment of the pedestrian, however, creates a dilemma. With few exceptions, the book is divided into two parts: treatment of successful pedestrian spaces and environments which are built or evolved in historical periods before the automobile, and a discussion of some projected pedestrian-oriented future cityscapes which, from the looks of the drawings, will occur after the age of the automobile. But much must be omitted in a book in which the author tries to be artist, philosopher, photographer, and writer at all once. For Urban Spaces is a beautifully designed, wise, exceptionally humane, and very timely exercise. If we really are able to shake off the car and return the city to the foot walker, then we will need books such as this to tell us how.
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You can talk to a lot of different people about a lot of different waterproofing systems. Or you can talk to us about it all.

Think of all the advantages there are to having one source for all your waterproofing needs — convenience, assured system compatibility and one overall responsibility for keeping your building dry. Rather than 3 or 4 competing sources, you work with just one. Tremco's representative assists you with specifications, information and service from drawing board to job site instruction. And wherever you need waterproofing — below, on or above grade — there's a Tremco system that will do the job effectively.

Two systems for keeping water out at the ground level. TREMproof™ liquid polymers form a monolithic seamless blanket. They are adaptable to insulated or non-insulated applications, exhibit excellent cold weather flexibility and elongation properties, and will withstand continuous water immersion. These properties make them perfect for use with either of the following waterproofing systems.

If you're considering a decorative plaza, deck or terrace, you should consider pavers. Our KingPin™ pedestal gives you design freedom, a level paver surface and uniform open joints between pavers. The KingPin supports the paver surface above the structural slab waterproofed with TREMproof. Water runs through the open joints in the paver surface and down the drains at the structural slab level.

Drawings not to scale.
If you're designing a poured concrete wearing slab, our unique All-Level Drain used with TREMproof assures positive drainage on all levels. Water is taken off the traffic surfaces, the insulation layer, the percolation layer, and the waterproofing layer itself.

Of course TREMproof liquid polymers can be used for the waterproofing of foundations, planters, reflecting pools, etc. They're self-adhering and become an integral part of the structure. Their superior adhesive quality prevents any lateral movement of water between the substrate and waterproofing blanket. **Systems to waterproof traffic-bearing surfaces.** TREMproof Systems also come in a decorative, moisture-curing liquid polymer for the traffic-bearing surface of plazas, balconies, terraces, interior floors, etc. It cures to a flexible, seamless blanket and becomes an integral part of the structure. It’s easy to use and has excellent resistance to abrasion, chemical spillage and ponded water. **Systems for interior waterproofing.** For those difficult interior waterproofing jobs such as washrooms, and mechanical equipment rooms, TREMproof Systems make for easy, labor saving application in single- or twin-slab construction. **A variety of masonry preservatives.** To complete the waterproofing job, Tremco can provide you with a wide variety of preservatives to keep water out of masonry walls. You can select from heavy-bodied decorative preservatives available in architectural colors. Or, choose from our clear, transparent preservatives that retain the natural beauty of the masonry. **A complete system, one source.** Is there any reason why Tremco shouldn’t be your one source for waterproofing?

We've waterproofed some of the world’s largest buildings. For over 45 years, we’ve been providing top quality leak proof systems and products, such as our job proven sealants MONO®, DYmeric® and Lasto-Meric®, and our roof-edging system, Tremline™. Tremco, Cleveland, Ohio 44104. Toronto, Ontario M4H 1G7.
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Appointments
Anthony J. Lumsden, AIA has been named principal for design of Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall, Los Angeles. Robert H. Hartman, AIA has been appointed an associate vice president, and Leonard A. Ehrig, CPA, a vice president of the firm.

E.C. Kobs has joined Caudill Rowlett Scott, Houston, Tex., as senior vice president and operations manager of the business development division.

Peter Wilson has been named an associate of Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates, New York City.

Arnold N. Zwibel has been appointed design director of Roe Associates, Hempstead, N.Y.

Charles B. Blacklock has been named project manager for Alden B. Dow Associates, Inc., Midland, Mich.

Roy W. Johnson, AIA, Michael K. Warner, AIA and J.J. Kim, AIA are new associates of Odell Associates Inc., Charlotte and Greensboro, N.C.

John Buehler has been appointed corporate vice president-technology of Jacobs Engineering Co., Pasadena, Calif.

Robert Formanek and Dennis Wyckoff are new associates of J. Robert Hillier Architects & Planners, P.A., Princeton, N.J.

Peter P. Bolles has been elected president of John S. Bolles Associates, San Francisco.

John B. Beasley, Jr. has been named an associate of James P. Chapman Architect, AIA, Dunwoody, Ga.

Seymour R. Frolichstein and Arthur H. Kaeppel have been admitted as partners in Finck, Stowell & Associates, Inc., Chicago.

James E. Kinville, AIA has joined Ellis/Naeyaert Associates, Inc., Detroit.

[continued on page 132]
TERNE, FRANÇOIS MANSARD AND THE CONTEMPORARY IDIOM

Few architectural elements are more traditional than the classic mansard roof. Its current adaptation to highly contemporary design thus provides a dramatic example of "the very old becoming the very new," a phrase which Frank Lloyd Wright once applied to Terne metal itself. And wherever such fascia elements are used, the outstanding functional characteristics of Terne, along with its inherent affinity for both form and color, are available at relatively moderate cost.

FOLLANSBEE
FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION
FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINIA

SAN MATEO COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT,
SAN MATEO, CALIFORNIA

ARCHITECTS: CHAN-RADAR & ASSOCIATES, AND WELTON BECKET AND ASSOCIATES
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

ROOFER: MARLICH MANUFACTURING COMPANY
SAN BRUNO, CALIFORNIA
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USE PEITZ INTERLOCKING CONCRETE PAVERS
for:
SIDEWALKS
- combining beauty, strength and practicality
- easy underground utility access
- maintenance-free—durable
- visual texture for cityscape

PEITZ INDUSTRIES INC.
2014 RIVER RD. • INDUSTRIAL AVENUE • RIDGEFIELD PARK, NEW JERSEY

RITE-HITE TORSION BAR DOCK LEVELERS
WITH SELF-FORMING PIT-PANS
SLASH INSTALLATION COSTS

Only Rite-Hite gives you the same high-quality full-capacity mechanical hinged lip dock leveler in the standard self-forming pit-pan unit. The slight additional cost of the pan feature is more than returned in eliminated pit forming time and materials and reduced installation costs. Available 6 or 7 ft wide by 6 or 8 ft long to service trucks safely within 12" of dock level. Platform-mounted dual safety stops for added safety.

RITE-HITE CORPORATION
WRITE OR CALL TODAY
FOR FREE CATALOG
6025 S. Pennsylvania Ave., Cudahy, WI 53110
Phone: 414/769-8700

HOW CAN YOU SPECIFY THE FINEST PLUMBING FITTINGS IF YOU DON'T HAVE OUR CATALOGS?

Good looks, quality performance, single handle convenience. That's what Moen plumbing fittings offer you. That's what users and owners appreciate. But you can't specify Moen if you don't have our catalogs. So get in touch with the Moen man near you. You'll find us in SWEET'S or your Mechanical Products Catalog. Or write directly to us: Moen, a Division of Stanadyne, Elyria, Ohio 44055.

There's only one. MOEN

Beautiful waffle ceilings can be yours with MFG concrete forms... combining modern structures with classic chandeliers, the effect is breath-taking! For beauty, strength, economy, flexibility, specify MFG re-usable forms.

MFG CONCRETE FORMS COMPANY
Box 675PA • Ashtabula, Ohio 44004 • 216/998-1241
The Library of Urban Affairs...
the architects' own book club

Our story: we seek out the basic books and the best books on all aspects of architecture and design. We offer them to you first (generally as soon as they're published) in all their brand new, fresh excitement. Discounts to members range up to 30%. It's a good deal. See for yourself.

42050. DESIGNING FOR HUMAN BEHAVIOR. Edited by Jon T. Lien. The latest findings on how to make the built environment reflect human needs: An important book that architects, planners and everyone involved in shaping man's environment will find breathing with stimulating ideas and practical uses. Counts as 2 of your 3 books. $12.95


64550. NEWTOWNS IN AMERICA. Compiled by the American Institute of Architects. Edited by James Bailey. A practical primer on designing and developing new towns, PUD's, and new-town-in-town. Over 20 experts outline the hurdles from basic physical design to public tastes. $19.95

42091. DEVELOPMENT BUILDING: The Team Approach. C.W. Griffin. Published by AIA. The first handbook to spell out what the design professional must know to become a successful developer.$15.00

85800. VANDALISM. Edited by Colin Ward with 14 Contributors. The first major study of the causes and cures of vandalism. Covers whole collections of wall finishes, materials, and design features that can either stand up to punishment—or directly invite destruction. $13.95

68400. TIGHT SPACES: Hard Architecture. Edited by Colin Willard. Practical designs that flourish during the heyday of "humanized" art—the Victorian era, the Jugendstil, and the Moderne. $12.95

41800. THE DECORATIVE TRADITION. Julian Barnard. A lively case book of the Art Nouveau designs that flourished during the heyday of "humanized" art—the late 19th and early 20th centuries. A visual feast, packed with over 350 superbly reproduced pictures. $12.95

40420. CONVERSATIONS WITH ARCHITECTS. John Cook and Heinrich Klotz. Nine of America's most important architects discuss their individual philosophies and what they're doing to humanize an environment. $13.50

85560. URBAN DESIGN AS PUBLIC POLICY. Johnrather Barnett, A.I.A. An up-to-the-minute handbook that shows how the designer can use public policy to shape more human, walkable cities—covering special zoning districts, landmark preservation, writing design criteria into zoning law, re-veneering cityscapes. $15.00

41860. URBAN DESIGN AS PUBLIC POLICY. Second Edition. Edited by Wayne Goodnow. A comprehensive and practical guidebook to every conceivable use—from traffic flow to family unity to the design flaws in American student dorms. $29.65

41720. SYMBOL SOURCEBOOK: An Authoritative Guide to International Graphic Symbols. Henry Dreyfus. Unique compendium of thousands of graphic symbols for every conceivable use—from traffic control to family unity to the design flaws in American student dorms. $12.95

67720. PEOPLE AND BUILDINGS. Edited by Robert Gutman. Thirty-four contributors detail new practical evidence on everything from how office layouts affect workers morale to the relation of building form to family unity to the design flaws in American student dorms. $29.65

50000. THE FUTURE OF THE CITY. Peter Wolf. What will be the shape of the urban future? Here is the first comprehensive survey of city planning, and the complex of social, economic, administrative and design issues that critically affect it. Dozens of outstanding architects, planners and architects as 2 of your 3 books. $20.50

FINANCING REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT. Edited by Harry Goodman and Enc C Freund. A practical primer on designing and building, and case studies of outstanding current projects. Counts as 2 of your 3 books. $24.95

CONVERSATIONS WITH ARCHITECTS. Editor: Alan Griffin. $17.50. Another AIA-sponsored guide can help avoid the coming Mam Selection and alternate selection. Save money! Send as many books as you wish to purchase at least three additional Selections or Alternates during the first year! A I A. Published by the AIA. The magnificently illustrated 2nd edition of the standard plans and urban form. The most useful of the currently available state-of-the-art texts on U.S. city planning.—Architectural Forum. $17.50

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES. The Book Club News, describing the coming Main Selection and Alternate Selections, will be sent to you 15 times a year at three to four week intervals. If you wish to purchase the Main Selection, do nothing; it will be shipped to you automatically. * If you order one of the Alternates, or no book at all, simply indicate your selection on the reply form always enclosed with the News and mail it so we receive it by the date specified. * The News is mailed in time to allow you at least 10 days to decide if you want the coming Main Selection. If, because of late mail delivery of the News, you should ever receive an Alternate Selection without having had the 10-day consideration period, that Selection may be returned to Club expense. * After completing your trial membership, you will be entitled to take advantage of our fabulous bonus plan.

The Library of Urban Affairs
Riverside, New Jersey 08075

Please accept my application for membership and send me the three volumes indicated, billing me only $1 each. I agree to purchase at least three additional Selections or Alternates during the first year: I am a member under the club plan described in this ad. Savings range up to 30% and occasionally even more. My Membership is cancelable any time after I buy these three books. A shipping and handling charge is added to all shipments.

3 books for $1 each

Indicate by number the 3 books you want.

Retail prices shown.

48520. FINANCING REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT. Edited by Harry Goodman, AIA. AIA-sponsored guide can help avoid any number of hazards. Counts as 2 of your 3 books. $21.50

How to use the club:

Indicate by number the 3 books you want.

Send no money. Members are billed when books arrive.

Name
Address
State
Zip

Some expensive books count as 2 selections.

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT SERIES
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Notices continued from page 128

as manager of the construction service department.

Robert D. Peterson, AIA has been promoted to vice president of William L. Pereira Associates and managing director of the San Francisco project center.

Wolff Zimmer Gunsul Frasca, Portland, Ore., has named the following associate partners: Raymond A. Boucher, Prescott W. Coleman, Jack Cornwall, Brainard Joy Gannett, Gary H. Larson. The following are new associates: Arthur DeRungs, Don Hart, PE, Lee F. Kilbourn, Robert M. Mickelson, John S. Walling, Wallace W. Roeder and John A. Moll.

Ernest E. Kirwan, AIA is a new partner and director of architecture and planning of Keyes Associates, formerly Fenton G. Keyes Associates, Waltham, Mass.

Elias N. Canelos, PE has been appointed a partner of Farkas, Barron & Partners, New York City.

Michael R. Hahn has been named as associate in charge of project design for Renshaw & Taylor, North Little Rock, Ark.

Richard B. Wafer is the new head of Chicago operations for Herman Blum Consulting Engineers, Inc.

Alan Schoenegge has been appointed an associate of Childs Bertman Tseckares Associates, Inc., Boston. Edward C. Hartranft, ASLA has joined the firm.

Craig W. Lindelow has been named associate vice president of Reynolds, Smith & Hills, Architects-Engineers-Planners, Inc., Jacksonville, Fla.

Jack DeBartolo, Jr., AIA has been elected general manager of William Wilde & Associates, Inc., Tucson, Ariz.

New addresses

Hans L. Stutz Architect, 30 Cartier St., Ottawa, Ontario K2P 1J3, Canada.

John F. Steffen Associates, Consulting Engineers, 2333 Grissom Dr., St. Louis, Mo. 63141.

Curtis & Davis Architects and Planners has opened an office at 2574 Seagate Dr., Tallahassee, Fl. 32301.

Warren & Van Praag, Inc., has a new office at 330 Brady St., Davenport, Iowa 52801.

Eaton W. Tarbell & Associates Inc., AIA, One Merchants Plaza, Bangor, Me. 04401.

Charles Kober Associates, 543 Front St., San Francisco 94111.

New firms

David Travers & Associates, business development and management consultant firm, 1936 La Mesa Dr., Santa Monica, Calif. 90402.


George J. Donovan, RA and Richard J. Hallowell, Jr., PE have formed Creative Design Associates Inc., 530 W. Street Rd., Warminster, Pa. 18974.


Anthony C. Belluschi, AIA and Emmanuel P. Daskalakis, AIA have formed Belluschi/Daskalakis Inc., Architects, 266 Summer St., Boston, Mass. 02210.

R. Landon Doggett AIA, 324 Twelfth St., Huntington, W. Va. 25701.


INTERACT, Inc., architecture and construction management, 403 Massachusetts Ave. and 3 Bulette Rd., Acton, Mass.


Robert L. Nichol, NSID and Jack L. Hillman have formed Design Group, 6560 Singletree Dr., Columbus, Ohio 43229.
NEW...a more effective way to analyze and manage the cost impact of your design decisions...

When are the key cost elements of a building project really "locked in"? In the early stages when you make major design decisions, of course. Simply put, early design decisions are crucial cost decisions...

And yet, until now, there have been no aids to help you understand and manage the cost implications of your designs. Until now, you could only look at costs (often after decisions had been made) through guesswork, through detailed unit costing of alternatives, or some combination of the two.

Many architects have come to realize that such inaccurate and time-consuming methods render them incapable of managing costs. That's why our entirely new method of cost impact management is worthy of your attention.

Announcing

1975 DODGE CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS COSTS

Published specifically for architects—with emphasis on the data architects use and need most.

You'll undoubtedly be reading quite a lot in your professional publications about this completely different type of reference. It provides to-the-minute cost data on hundreds of alternative assemblies within the different systems that could be used for each functional part of a building—superstructure, floors-on-grade, exterior walls, partitions, interior wall finishes, floor finishes, roofing and ceilings. Also provided are accurate factors by building type for floor finishes, roofing and ceilings. Also provided are accurate factors by building type for floor finishes, roofing and ceilings. You can use this book to (1) compare average building systems costs to your design; (2) "shop" for alternative assemblies within a particular system; (3) make preliminary estimates; (4) check out change orders; (5) analyze area overages or underages.

If, for instance, your design solution results in your exceeding your budget but you want to stick to the exterior wall you've selected, say, you can "trade off" by going to less expensive wall finishes, partitions or ceilings. You can do this now without guesswork. All the alternative solutions are presented in one authoritative, convenient source.

You can also use this book to (1) compare average building systems costs to your design; (2) "shop" for alternative assemblies within a particular system; (3) make preliminary estimates; (4) check out change orders; (5) analyze area overages or underages.

How You Can Put This New Method To Work

1975 Dodge Construction Systems Costs provides cost data on systems for dozens of different building types... and shows the percentage each system is of the total building square foot cost. This expands your capacity for making rapid cost trade-offs.

Save $4.00 (or more) IF YOU ACT NOW

ORDER FORM


YES, please send me _______ copy(ies) of the 1975 Dodge Construction Systems Costs at the special Pre-Publication price of $29.80.

(Restricted price $33.80 effective September 17, 1974.) By acting now I save $4.00 on the book, plus $1.35 postage and handling. I understand I may return the book within ten days of receipt for a refund if I am not completely satisfied.

Name

Company
Street
City   State   Zip

Payment must accompany all orders at Pre-Publication Price. Please add local sales tax applicable.
Job Market

Situations open

Architect: Michigan architectural firm, located in university town, with established varied practice seeks to expand its practice and to find successor to soon-to-retire principals. Seeks individual who can develop and implement effective marketing plan. Opportunity for equity participation. Reply to Box #1361-734, Progressive Architecture.

Architect: We are a registered architectural firm specializing for 25 years in Design/Build medical buildings nationally and overseas. We manufacture some of our own components in a technologically most advanced plant. Our reputation and integrity (we believe) is beyond reproach. We are looking for able, creative, imaginative and hard working people interested in the Design/Build concept, its potential and its opportunities. If you have at least 5 years experience in the medical field, some administrative ability, interested in a permanent responsible position with growth and a sense of accomplishment; we can offer you a real challenge. Excellent salary, some travel, client contact and plenty of problems to solve. Usual fringes and opportunity of stock if interested. Specifically, we need one top designer, one working drawings supervisor and a project manager. Marshall Erdman & Associates, Madison, Wisconsin 53705. Tel. 608-238-0211.


Architects: Detroit based A/E/P firm has positions for architectural designers with minimum 5 years experience. Must be capable of leading design team for major projects, of developing building programs, of conducting client meetings, of following projects through construction documents and construction. Write in confidence to: James M. Leefe, AIA, Giffels Associates, Inc., 243 W. Congress, Detroit, MI 48226 or Call Collect (313) 961-2084, An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F.

Architects: Design oriented graduates of strong program interested in team approach to environmentally oriented projects. One individual with 3-5 years experience in project management and one individual with 3-5 years of creative design involvement. Outstanding opportunity for advancement and growth as key member of interdisciplinary design team for individuals with demonstrable leadership capability. Full benefit package. Outstanding community with university environment. Submit complete resume and brochure in confidence to Hansen Lind Meyer, 116 South Linn Street, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Architects and Architectural Draftsmen: Nationally known A/E firm has permanent positions with excellent opportunities for graduate architects and architectural draftsmen with a minimum of 2 years experience. Full benefits, insurance, and profit sharing. Please submit confidential resume and/or contact R. L. Engler, Henningson, Durham & Richardson, 8404 Indian Hills Drive, Omaha, Nebraska 68114. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Architectural Specification Writer: Established large practice in central Pennsylvania seeks experienced architectural spec writer to develop specification standards and strengthen departmental organization; growth potential for career-oriented individual with proven performance record; send resume including salary history in confidence to P. O. Box 1144, Harrisburg, Pa. 17108.

Assistant Professor of Architecture: The Department of Architecture, University of California at Berkeley, is seeking candidates for positions as Assistant Professor of Architecture to begin academic year 1975-76. The appointments will be made from candidates qualified to teach in one or more of the following areas: architectural design and practice, building technology, management science and economics, architectural history and urbanism, behavioral responses and physical environment. Candidates should have teaching experience and must be prepared to teach at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Interested candidates may obtain application form by writing to: Chairman, Department of Architecture, The University of California, Berkeley, California 94720. Applications should be received no later than October 31, 1974. Applications received after that date cannot be assured consideration. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.


Dean-School of Architecture and Fine Arts: The University of Southern California is seeking to fill the position of Dean of Architecture and Fine Arts. The University of Southern California is a private university with a total enrollment of 20,000. Approximately 500 undergraduate and graduate students are enrolled in the Architecture and Fine Arts Department. The school has 50 faculty members and a number of visiting professional personnel and is located in the Los Angeles Metropolitan area. The candidate for Dean should have academic and administrative experience, or equivalent professional experience, should have demonstrated outstanding achievement, and should be prepared to take leadership of a School of Architecture and Fine Arts which has an international reputation of excellence. Resumes or nominations of qualified persons should be sent to: Dr. V. I. Weingarten, Co-Chairman, Search Committee for the Dean of the School of Architecture and Fine Arts, Vivian Hall of Engineering #402, University Park, Los Angeles, CA. 90007 (an equal opportunity employer).

Design Architect and Job Captains: Western Canada—wanted—imaginative design architect and job captains. A clean environment and an excellent opportunity for stimulating involvement in a number of exciting major projects is available. Do yourself a favor and write for an interview to: A. Dale & Associates, Architects, Engineers, Town Planners, Suite 1010, 125 Ninth Avenue, S. E., Calgary T2G 0P6, Alberta. Phone (403) 265-4781.

Faculty Position: Open for September 1974. Architect wanted to teach fundamentals of design, architectural graphics and Introduction to Architecture and Planning Concepts (literary course). Minimum requirements: M. Architecture degree and two years teaching experience. Professional experience desired. Salary and rank commensurate with qualifications. Send resume and three letters of reference to: John H. Spencer, Chairman, Department of Architecture, Hampton Institute, Hampton, Virginia 23668. Hampton Institute is an equal opportunity employer!

Medical Facilities Architect: The Florida Division of Health, Bureau of Health Facilities, has a position open for a Medical Facilities Architect. The position entails architectural consultation, plans and construction review. Florida registration or NCARB certification required. Write in confidence to: Mr. Richard C. Rosenvold, A.I.A., Bureau of Health Facilities, Florida Division of Health, Post Office Box 210, Jacksonville, Florida 32201, or call Area Code 904-354-3961.

Position Available—Education: AIA approved program in architectural technology is accepting applications for faculty position available Fall 1974. AIA registration and/or master's degree desirable. Areas of instruction in curriculum include drafting, graphics, history, working drawings, design, engineering, estimating and specifications. Send resume to: Assistant Dean Donald Harbert, School of Technical Careers, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale 62901.

Registered Architect: For approximately one year assignment in France. Must have thorough knowledge of U.S. codes and construction practices and must be capable of handling concepts and supervision of working drawings for major industrial projects ranging from heavy manufacturing buildings to offices, laboratories and research facilities. French desirable, but not essential. Following this challenging assignment, a permanent [continued on page 136]
A major portion of the October P/A is devoted to the subject of Housing, an area where needs remain great though activity is at a low — where sound models for the future are rare.

Low-rise housing at Kingston, N.Y. by architects Wells/Koetter/Dennis represents the latest evolutionary step for the state’s precedent-setting Urban Development Corporation. Included will be a critique by architect Werner Seligmann and a P/A cost analysis.

A follow-up study, ten years after, will extract lessons from the Peabody Terrace Married Students Housing at Harvard, by Sert, Jackson & Gourley.

A modular housing scheme by architect Paul Rudolph was the basis for an exciting single-family house. Both the custom-made prototype and the long-range objectives will be discussed.

Architecture in Cuba will be the subject of a thoughtful analysis by architect Suzanna Torre, who has recently toured Cuban cities and countryside. Her knowledgeable observations cover re-use and “annotation” of older buildings, as well as current policy and design.

Interior design for October will explore the potential of loft space for housing to suit a variety of lifestyles.

Technics will take up the use of the computer for spec writing and available techniques for applied fireproofing. Specifications clinic will take up codes and testing for fire hazards.

in November

An entire issue of P/A will deal with Interiors, from some unaccustomed — and critically important — viewpoints. First-hand reports will cover research on space needs and criteria, development of interior planning and design methods now being carried out by independent groups such as REDE and BOSTI, by agencies such as New York’s UDC, and by major interiors manufacturers.
Job mart continued from page 134

position will be available in either the Utica, New York or Greenville, South Carolina office of the firm. Submit resume and representative portfolio material to The Stetson Partnership, 185 Genesee St., Utica, New York 13501.


Situations wanted


Architect: AIA, NCARB, young athletic 50 desires position in Tampa Bay area, Caribbean, or Overseas, 24 years comprehensive experience University buildings, schools, housing, hospitals, and general practice. Phasing out 7 year private practice. Strong in construction supervision, contract negotiation, administration and project followup. Own home in Georgia and condominium in St. Pete. Former V.P. of one of South's largest A & E firms. Desire responsibility and travel. Housing for wife and self required overseas. Only executive salary accepted. Resume on request, Sterling E. Wilhoit, Jr., P. O. Box 5899, Athens, Ga. 30604, Tel. 404-769-6389.

Architect: Corporation executive, five billion industrial and commercial expertise. Retired. Available for advanced planning, consultation, analytical work and/or management assistance. Service offered to business and/ or developing countries on short term basis. Reply to Box #1361-737, Progressive Architecture.

Architect: Pakistani registered architect with 5 years diversified experience in Pakistan and U.S.A. seeks position with architectural/engineering offices working in Middle-east countries or preferably in Pakistan. Capable of rational design, experienced in directing a team toward this end. Would like long term association with full design responsibility. Reply to Box #1361-738, Progressive Architecture.

Architect: Graduate, registered, NCARB, with nearly 20 years varied and international experience; associate, designer, project architect in charge of many important projects in public, educational and commercial fields, desires responsible position with potential and permanence. Reply to Box #1361-739, Progressive Architecture.

Architect/Planner: A.I.A., NCARB, licensed in three states, 15 years in-depth experience with past 7 years in own office. Wish to associate with national or international organization with a responsible challenging position. Will consider any location including foreign countries. Reply to Box #1361-740, Progressive Architecture.

Architectural Gerontologist: Designer/Intermediate draftsman trained in architecture and gerontology seeks permanent, challenging position with architectural firm specializing in geriatric institutions. B.A. in Fine Arts, B.Arch with special emphasis in gerontology, and graduate of Syracuse University's All-University Gerontology Center. Two years experience with architectural firm, able to relocate. Reply to Box #1361-741, Progressive Architecture.

Director of Architecture: A.I.A., NCARB, with A/E & development corp.; B. Arch.; Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota registrations; designer; 30, married; 7 years experience in commercial, residential, institutional, recreational projects. Seeking comparable position with firm in Florida, Caribbean, or similar mild climate area. Resume/portfolio available. Reply to Box #1361-742, Progressive Architecture.


Historic Restoration Assistant: Seeking project employment with architect or group. Male, 40s, presently home manufacturer draftsman. Experienced construction, supervision, estimating, sub-contracting. Familiar with historic design, construction, research. Prefer rural residential project, west half. U.S. Will consider any project, phase, location. Referrals rewarded. Lehman, Box 1914, Flagstaff, Az. 86001.

Interior Designer: Twelve years experience in client contacts, specifications, interior layouts, working drawings, schedules and job supervision with architectural and interior firms. Projects include: educational, commercial and institutional facilities. B.S. degree in Interior Design. Have initiative and capability to assume substantial responsibility. Will relocate. Resume on request. Portfolio available, if interview ensues. Reply to Box #1361-729, Progressive Architecture.

Architectural services

Affiliation: Progressive midwest architectural, planning, engineering, construction management firm specializing in Voc-Tech facilities, government facilities, government centers, and police facilities wishes to joint venture with local architectural firms to pursue and carry out projects. Excellent credentials, awards, experience. Reply to Box #1361-713, Progressive Architecture.

Career Builders, Inc., Agency: Ruth Hirsch has specialized in Architectural placement for fifteen years, serving architects, corporations, planners, developers and interior firms. She reviews portfolios, professionally interviews designers, project architects, managers and juniors for available openings. Executive searches and personnel consultations are available to employers. Career Builders, Inc. (Agency), 501 Madison Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022. (212) 752-7640.

Charrette/Wilde & Speth Chairs: Fully adjustable, rugged and finely detailed, office and drafting chairs from Germany's most respected chair manufacturer available from United States importer, Charrette. Available from our New York or Cambridge stores or write Specifications Department, Charrette Corporation, 2000 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140.

Edwards & Shepard Agency: We are a national design and architectural placement service in business to serve these professions. Bill Shepard, a Pratt graduate, is equipped to effectively evaluate the experience and qualifications of Architectural and Interior Designers, Urban Planners, Systems and Space Planners, Construction Specialists, Exhibit, Lighting and Environmental Designers. M. Shepard conducts confidential interviews, by appointment, for recent graduates to administrators. He has access to the best prospects and can be invaluable timewise in a job search. Phone (212) 725-1280 or write: 1170 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001.


RitaSue Siegel Agency: Ms. Woody Gibson introduces people with superior skills in architecture, interior, landscape, urban design, planning, programming and management to our consultant and corporate clients seeking genuine problem solvers throughout the U.S. A. RitaSue Siegel identifies and evaluates industrial and graphic designers. You are invited to submit resumes in confidence. Our clients pay all fees. 60 W. 55th St., N. Y. C. 10019, (212) 586-4750.

Notice

Please address all correspondence to box numbered advertisements as follows:

Progressive Architecture

Ms. Woody Gibson

Advertising Rates

Standard charge for each unit is Fifteen Dollars, with a maximum of 50 words. In counting words your complete address (any address) counts as five words, a box number as three words. Two units may be purchased for thirty dollars, with a maximum of 100 words. Check or money order should accompany advertisement and be mailed to Job Mart c/o Progressive Architecture, 600 Summer Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06904. Insertions will be accepted not later than the 1st of the month preceding month of publication. Box number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.
How to Save Energy in Existing Buildings

Cost cutting guidelines for mechanical systems serving commercial, institutional and industrial buildings

- New York September 19-20 - Chicago October 10-11 - San Francisco October 31-Nov. 1

The cost of energy has soared in recent months and no end is in sight. Today, energy expenditures represent an ever-increasing share of total building operation costs. Consequently, energy conservation programs for existing buildings have become a must for survival.

How can I develop for my owner or my client, an energy conservation program?

What are the latest techniques for saving energy in existing buildings?

What are my options in terms of systems renovation or upgrading?

These are just a few of the many questions that will be answered in this vital seminar series.

Program Highlights

I. Planning—development and implementation; how computer analysis can help.
II. Control and System Adjustments—for minimum energy use.
III. Operation and Maintenance — optimizing equipment scheduling and maintenance.
IV. Replacement, Modernization and Upgrading of existing systems.
V. Proven Ways to Save Energy in Commercial and Institutional Buildings and Industrial plants.
VI. Judging the Results of an Energy Conservation Program.
VII. Future Opportunities and Limitations—new technology, government impact on standards and regulations.
VIII. Open Forum.

Management Concepts International, Inc.
505 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 • 212 759-5830

Management Concepts International, Inc.
505 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10022 • 212-759-5830

HOW TO SAVE ENERGY IN EXISTING BUILDINGS
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Described on the following pages are architectural books that are now available to you from leading publishers. Each has been selected for its use to you in the various aspects of your professional practice. Book orders will be forwarded to the publishers who will bill you direct, including all required state and local taxes. As purchases of professional and business publications are tax deductible, we suggest that you retain a copy of the publishers invoices.
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As a service to the profession, Progressive Architecture provides the attached easy-to-use post cards, designed to speed the latest information to you. (Note that new product and literature items and most advertisements carry a Reader Service number.)

Circle the number of the item(s) that interests you. P/A will forward your request directly to the manufacturer who will send you the information.

Subscribe to Progressive Architecture
To subscribe to P/A or to renew your subscription, check the appropriate boxes on the Reader Service card.
7 **A Bucket of Oil**
By Caudill, Lawyer and Bullock
90 pp....$15.95
This book features practical techniques for energy and resource conservation. Covers: architecture, climate codes, comfort, day lighting, geometry and orientation, heat flow, human needs, lighting, mechanical systems, natural ventilation, outdoor spaces, programming, planning, and more.

Circle B613 under Books.

8 **A Guide to Site and Environmental Planning**
By Harvey M. Rubenstein
Illus. 360 photos, diagrams and maps, some in full color....$17.50
An up-to-date reference on all phases in the development of a site plan — land use, pedestrian and vehicular circulation, visual design and natural elements in site organization, calculations for contours, grading and earthwork, drainage, alignment of horizontal and vertical curves.

Circle B608 under Books.

9 **Vandalism**
Edited by Colin Ward
327 pp....$13.95
A major function of this book is to discuss this book is to discuss the responsibilities of the designer and provide an illustrated design guide to alert him to ways in which vandalism can be minimized and the opportunities for it reduced. It also serves as a manual to help the designer avoid the selection of materials and equipment which are most vulnerable to attack.

Circle B609 under Books.

10 **Restaurant Planning & Design**
By Fred Lawson
160 pp....$24.95
Develops in detail the elements that go into successful restaurant planning. Not only provides a step-by-step guide in design procedure for the architect and designer, but presents essential technical information in convenient form which will be of value to all catering administrators.

Circle B610 under Books.

11 **Young Designs in Color**
By Barbara Plumb
168 pp., Illus., Color....$15.95
Pictures and descriptions of all kinds of dwellings, from one-room apartments to country estates, show how color, design, and construction are being used by imaginative people to create exciting personal settings.

Circle B611 under Books.

12 **Residential Designs**
Edited by David E. Link
192 pp....$14.50
Hi-rise or low cost, condo, multi-family, custom or townhouse, here's a design book that shows you the very best in every class. Complete collection of designs with over 200 illustrations featuring techniques used by some of the nation's leading builders, planners and designers.

Circle B612 under Books.

13 **For Everyone a Garden**
By Moshe Safdie
Edited by Judith Wolin
256 pp....$25.00
Provides detail and technical specificity of architect Moshe Safdie's (Habitat Expo '67) experience with industrialized building methods for architects and engineers. Presents new ideas about people building, planning, sites and their interactions.

Circle B618 under Books.

14 **Housing Demand Mobile, Modular or Conventional?**
By Harold A. Davidson.
442 pp....$17.50
Covers the supply and quality of mobile homes, mobile home sales, mobile homes as a factor in solving low-income housing problems; the competitive relationship between mobile and modular housing units.

Circle B614 under Books.

15 **Urban Design As Public Policy**
By Jonathan Barnett,
208 pp., Illus.....$15.00
Drawing on his extensive experience as former director of NYC's Urban Design Group, he shows how architects, planners, designers, wherever they are, can use the NY experience to achieve successful methods for working with political, real estate interests, commercial, community groups and fellow planners.

Circle B615 under Books.

16 **Step-By-Step Perspective Drawing**
For Architects, Draftsmen, and Designers
By Claudius Coulon,
112 pp., Illus.....$13.95
Beginning with an explanation of drawing instruments and materials, this book proceeds into details of descriptive geometry, from simple isometric projections through perspective renderings of complicated inclined planes and rounded forms. Fully indexed for quick reference.

Circle B616 under Books.

17 **Contemporary Concrete Structures**
By August E. Komendant,
640 pp., Illus., 1972....$24.45
The entire spectrum of poured-in-place and prefabricated concrete structure is covered in this practical guide. It treats essential structural theories; material characteristics; behavior of structural elements and systems; and appropriate construction methods, and provides data on solving concrete design problems.

Circle B617 under Books.

**History/Arts**

18 **Ludwig Mies van der Rohe**
Drawings in the Collection of the Museum of Modern Art
Introduction and notes by Ludwig Glaser
70 pp....$20.00
Each of the drawings in this portfolio-sized, spiral-bound book is a germinal act of architectural creation. The sketches represent projects that for one reason or another were never constructed, and so for those interested in the full range of Mies's architectural concepts, the book serves as a necessary supplement to those that are based largely on his built projects.

Circle B618 under Books.